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Abstract
This tiesis consists of three chapters in asset pricing.
Chapter 1 considers an international asset pricing setting with traded and nontraded
out puts. It shows that output fluctuations in nontraded industries are a central risk factor
(driving asset prices in all countries. This is because nontraded industries entail a growth
risk t hat is mostly non-diversifiable, and constitute the largest component of gross domestic
produci (GDP) of a country. Supportive empirical evidences include; (i) the effect of an
ildustry's growlh volatility on the interest rate increases significantly with its nontradability
and (ii) carry trade strategies employing currency portfolios sorted on nontraded output
growthI volatility earns a sizable mean return and Sharpe ratio for US investors.
Chapter 2 considers heterogeneous-agent setting in which agents differ in risk preference,
time preference and/or expectations. It shows that, because of equilibrium risk sharing,
he precautionary savings motive in the aggregate can vastly exceed that of even the most
pruidelt actual agent in the economy. Consequently, a low real interest rate, resulting from
large aggregat e savings, can prevail with reasonable risk aversions for all agents. However,
as savings rates become extremely sensitive to output fluctuation when savings motive is
large, tie same mechanism that produces realistically low interest rates tends to make them
unrealistically volatile. A powerful isomorphism allows differences in time preference and
expectations to be swept away in the analysis, yielding an equivalent economy whose agents
differ merely in risk aversion.
Chapter 3 considers a novel tractable and structural pricing framework. It shows that any
risk-neutral statistical distribution of state variables can be consistently tied to the economic
cont ents of the underlying pricing model. It establishes this structural linkage by requiring
that ihe econom ,y s stochastic discount factor (SDF) be a proper but unspecified function of
lhe state variables. Consequently, the structural content of the economy as characterized by
tlie SDF can he determined from state variables dynamics through a simple linear differential
equation. As a result, state variables' distribution in physical measure can also be recovered,
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Chapter 1
Growth Risk of Nontraded Industries
and Asset Pricing
1.1 Abstract
This paper shows that output fluctuations in nontraded industries are a, central risk factor
driving asset prices in all countries. This is because nontraded industries entail a gimwth
risk that is mostly non-diversifiable, and constitute the largest component of gross domest ic
product (GDP) of a country. In interest rate markets, movements in the growth of in(st ries
with higher nontradability feed greater risk to the economy, and therefore, stronger (own-
ward pressure on the interest rate. Empirically, the effect of an industry's growth v\olatility
on the interest rate increases significantly with its nontradability. In currency markets. this
risk factor generates carry trade profits because it induces co-movenent of the iivestor's
marginal utility and the exchange rate. Empirically, a, carry trade strategy employing cur-
rency portfolios sorted on nontraded output growth volatility earns a sizable mean returnu
and Sharpe ratio for US investors. Trade frictions do riot alter these mechanisms. alt buoigh
incomplete markets may reverse carry trade profits.
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1.2 Introduction
The rat ional theory and practice of asset pricing center around three fundamental princi-
ples: t he tradeoff between risk and return, diversification, and no arbitrage. Movements in
an eeconmy's iontraded-sector output should play a key role in the determination of do-
111stic asset prices and their differentials across economies, because these are risks that are
not easily diversified even in an arbitrage-free international market. This paper shows that
the iioiitraded output growth risk is indeed an important determinant of international asset
prices. We adopt a canonical consumption-based exchange economy setting, with multiple
conitries, imultiple traded and nontraded goods, trade costs, and with either complete or
incomplete financial markets. A new feature of our model centers on its ability to accommo-
(late par/aly traded goods and services as they actually are in reality. This property allows
us to estimate the effects of' nontraded output risk that are robust to the possible classi-
fication errors in macro data employed. We verify new implications of nontraded output
growth risk for the interest rates and carry trade returns using data from the Organisation
for IEconomic Co-operation and Development (OECD) economies.
The mrrain insight of this paper is that the nontradability of an output amplifies the impact
of its gowth risk on the host economy. From this insight follow all our key conceptual results,
which are also verified empirically in the paper. First, at the country level, the fluctuations
in gross domestic product (GDP) growth of less open-to-trade economies pose greater risk,
incite higher precautionary savings motives, and thus induce relatively lower home interest
rates in the cross section of economies. Second, at the industry level, the fluctuations in the
oultJpuit growth of less traded industries also place stronger downward pressure on interest
rates. Third, in the currency market, the carry trade strategies that expose investors to
larger nont raded output growth risk offer higher returns on average. Fourth, the nontraded
output growth risk regulates consumption allocation, moves investors' marginal utility and
exchange rates iii the same direction, breaks the uncovered interest rate parity, and generates
(urren Ic y forward premia. In contrast, country-specific traded output growth risk is much
less prominent. because it is subject to diversification via international trades.
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The nontraded sector produces goods and services that cannot be consumed outside of
the home country. It includes wholesale and retail trade, hotels and restaurants, rei es-
tate, financial intermediation, and business activities. Two stylized features of nont ilded
output stand out. First, nontraded outputs feed the lion's share to the GD) and na-
tional aggregate consumption in all countries. Figure 1-1 shows that the ratio of real
nontraded output over GDP is substantial among the OECD economies, ranghing frot
0.5 for Iceland to 0.7 for the United States (US). Second, the tradabililies, rneasured as
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Figure 1-1: Mean of nontraded output-over-GDP ratio, 1971-2010, for OECD countries
the ratio of total import plus export over output, of key nontraded industries are in)-
deed very low. In particular, Table 1.1 shows that the tradabilities in Financial Services,
Construction Services, and Other Services rarely exceed 5% across a host of coun11tries.
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Table 1.1: Services' tradabilities, 1971-2010
CunlIttry Measure Financial services Other services Construction services
Tradability (%) 0.36 2.02 0.09
Aut ralia
Fraction of GDP (%) 22.31 16.07 6.28
Tradability (%) 0.69 3.94 0.34
Canada
Fraction of GDP (%) 21.40 20.72 5.67
Tradability (%) 2.68 18.88 4.47
Fraction of GDP (%) 14.72 14.44 6.45
Denmark Tradability (%) 0.67 12.41 2.43
Fraction of GDP (%) 18.58 24.38 5.58
Tradability (%) 1.70 17.01 7.05
H1 ungary
Fraction of GDP (%) 18.15 18.43 3.98
Tradability (%) 0.21 2.51 1.87
Fraction of GDP (%) 23.51 23.72 9.78
New Zealan Tradability (%) 0.22 5.82 0.67
Fraction of GDP (%) 26.17 17.13 4.83
Tradability (%) 0.89 9.28 1.29
Fraction of GDP (%) 14.76 19.71 4.47
nTradability (%) 0.72 6.95 5.36
Fraction of GDP (%) 15.94 16.43 06.37
Tradability (%) 0.99 14.41 10.16
Fraction of GDP (%) 20.52 25.17 4.58
Sw n Tradability (%) 7.46 2.69 N/A
Fraction of GDP (%) 19.31 24.88 N/A
Tradability (%) 2.93 7.77 1.17
Fraction of GDP (%) 20.39 20.74 5.30
United States Tradability (%) 0.46 1.43 0.23
Fraction of GDP (%) 27.65 26.96 5.23
Nos: This table lists the mean of country-specific tradabilities and sizes of financial, con-
stiruct oll, and other services for a representative set of 13 OECD countries, 1971-2010. Trad-
ability of services is (one half of) the ratio of total export and import over total output of
itese services by a country (see (1.26)). Fraction of GDP (or size) of services is the ratio of




stylized facts imply that the nontraded output growth volatilities should pose a major souarce
of risk to national economies which should be reflected in the level of domestic interest rates,
stock market returns, and real exchange rates. Indeed, figures 1-2 and 1-3 depict a not ale
inverse relationship between real interest rate and volatility of nontraded (services) output
growth across OECD countries. Structurally, this pattern is precisely implied by investors'
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1971-2010 for OECD countries
profitable carry trade strategies arc well-known and perplexing issues in international finance.
Interestingly, these facts fit neatly with the nontraded risk story proposed here. Among all
OECD economies, Japan possesses, in relative terms (i) one of the largest nontraded sectors
(figure 1-1), (ii) one of the most volatile nontradecl sectors (figure 1-4) and (iii) the most
"closed' economy in term of trade-to-GDP ratio (figure 1-5).
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Figure 1-3: Interest rate vs. nontraded and traded per-capita output growth volatility,
1971-2010. for OECD countries excluding Estonia and Luxembourg as outliers
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Al tliese empirical regularities suggest that the nontraded output growth risk is more
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Figure 1-5: Mean of Trade-to-GDP ratio (i.e., openness), 1971-2010, for OECD countries. Trade
is defined as the sum of export and import of the country.
highly valuable as a safe hedge against this country-specific risk, and therefore offer both a
low yield and are a profitable asset to short in currency investment strategies.
Beyond their dominant impacts at home, nontraded output fluctuations are an impor-
tant source of risk because they also matter for all trade partners of the home country. In
the rational framework of this paper, this inter-countries effect underlies the risk and prof-
its of international investment strategies, including currency trades. The transimissioii of
nontraded output shocks is facilitated by two distinctive mechanisms. The first is the sub-
stitution effect, in which countries can substitute their traded and nontraded consunptionis
to smooth their overall consumption over time. The second is the trade effect, in which a
country's traded consumption adjustment influences the traded consumptions of its trade
partners by the force of market clearing in traded goods. An example illustrates. Sup-
pose country H receives a windfall of nontraded endowment, which makes noitiaded goods
relatively cheaper than traded goods. When H's elasticity of intertermporal substitution is
lower than that of the traded-nontraded consumption substitution, as documented for many
18
economies (see, e.g.. Obstfeld and Rogoff (2001)), H reduces its traded consumption, and
its trade partners increase traded consumptions to clear the market and accommodate this
adjustuient. In other words, the nontraded output risk of a country is actually priced by
trade partner countries because it influences partners' consumptions and thus their marginal
tiilitics (or pricing kernel).
Ve n1ow discuss in depth the specific implications of nontraded risk on interest rates and
carry trade returns. In light of the standard precautionary savings motives, volatilities of
home n ontraded output, trade partners' nontraded output, and global (aggregate) traded
out put all act to depress home interest rates because these three types of shocks are able to
pertuorb lione consumption. However, as mentioned above, although nontraded output risk
is prima~irily internalized. the country-specific traded risk is largely internationalized and thus
ieutralized in the global pool of traded goods. Consequently, nontraded output volatility
shol influeice home interest rates more strongly than does the home-specific traded output
volatilit v. We discuss aspects of testing this intuitive result below after rigorously formulating
the coicept of (partial) tradability.
Noiit raded out put risk is an equally important factor behind carry trade profits. Why do
(cert an u11irrency pairs tend to generate profits. whereas others incur losses in the currency
market ? Let us consider a strategy of borrowing home currency and lending foreign currency.
An ad(lverse foreign nontraded shock simultaneously causes foreign currency to appreciate and
home i raded consumption to drop (by virtue of the substitution and trade effects mentioned
above). That is., with respect to foreign nontraded risk, this strategy pays well when home
investors value consumption highly, and vice versa. From the perspective of home investors,
such carry trade is a good hedge against foreign nontraded output shocks, and it commands
lo\w, possibly negative, expected return to home investors with respect to this risk. By a
siiib- argument, the same carry trade is not a good hedge against home nontraded output
growthIi risk, and thus commands high expected returns to home investors in that regard.
he overall expected profit (or loss) of the carry trade is determined by whether home (or
foreign) nontraded output growth risk dominates in this process. More specifically, when
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home nontraded output sector is sufficiently more volatile than that of the foreign I rade
partner, shorting home and longing foreign currency tend to generate positive expected
returns to compensate home investors' for bearing the dominating home nontraded risk
embedded in the carry trades, and vice versa.
Nontraded output risk then presents a rational cause behind the violation of uncovered
interest rate parity (UIP), i.e., the empirical regularity in which increasing-interest-rate cur-
rencies tend to appreciate. Lustig and Verdelhan (2007) document that the exchange rates
(with respect to the US dollar) of high-interest-rate currencies tend to positively correlate
with US consumption growth, and therefore longing high-interest-rate foreign currency and
shorting US dollars pose a risk to US investors. These authors consequently attribute Ihis
positive correlation pattern to a force that breaks UIP. Movements in nont raded output
sectors offer a natural way to rationalize this positive correlation. In our settin', countries
having stable nontraded output sectors tend to be associated with high-interest-rate cirren-
cies. Thus, for the carry trades that pair US dollars with these currencies. US nontrade(l
output risk dominates its foreign counterpart. As explained above, the dominuatiig US non-
traded output shocks generate both a positive correlation between endowment rates aind US
consumption growth, as well as positive expected profits for the respective carry trade. Ini
contrast, US nontraded output risk does not dominate the carry trade formed between US
dollars and low-interest-rate currencies, and as a result these carry trades are not profit aile
to US investors in the expectation.
In this paper, we devised empirical tests for the effects of nontraled growth risk (oni
interest rates and carry trade returns for OECD economies. The first test concernled int crest
rates and output growth risk at the industry level. We regressed real interest rates on otut Il
growth volatilities of various industries, their tradabilities, and the interaction terim. while
controlling for other variables. Table 1.5 shows that across OECD economies and on average,
the effect of output growth risk on real interest rates increases by 12%, when the out pit 's
classification moves from traded to nontraded. Another test showed a similar result: Ihe
Carry trade profits to hoime investors are deterinied after the carry trade procecds are coiverted bick
into home currency.
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volatilily of' GDP has greater effect on home interest rates when the econoiy is less open
1o trades (i.e., having lower ratio of national trade over GDP). The next test concerned
profit s of investiment strategies in currency markets. In particular, sorting currencies based
on nont raded output risk and forming carry trade strategies accordingly yield sizable mean
ret urns. Figure 1-6 shows that the long-short strategy on currency portfolios sorted on the
volatility of nontraded output growth earns US investors a mean annual real return of almost
3(, ad Sharpe ratio of around 20%. Though these strategies are not as profitable as the
invest inent strategy in the US equity index,2 this figure clearly demonstrates the consistency
of t he iiontrided output risk rationale with the carry trade profits.
OurV analvsis naturally suggests two-factor pricing model for each country. The factors are
nontraIded and t raded consumption growths. We note that in the current setting of exchange
econoies, t he n1ontraded output is essentially the nontraded consumption and thus is largely
interna18li/zed within the country. Consequently, shocks in nontraded consumption are always
perceived as risk and the corresponding factor price is unambiguously positive.3 Using carry
trade portfolios as test assets and two different data sets, a two-stage GMM procedure gave a
statt ist nificant positive estimate of 32 basis points for nontraded consumption factor
price, Irom he I investors* perspective.
\V ext ed our tlieoretical analysis to the incomplete asset market setting, where finan-
cial assets that are contingent on the nontraded outputs of certain (emerging) economies are
not market able and thus absent from markets. In this incomplete financial market. the non-
traded output risk originating from developed economies can still be shared quite efficiently.
H owever, nontraded risk from emerging countries' cannot be shared optimally because of
the absence of appropriate assets contingent on these countries' nontraded outputs. In the
pooling equilibriumn, countries choose to spread this risk evenly within the group of developed
co1nries, and within the group of' emerging countries (although not evenly across these two
BI n hi torical data, the strategy of longing S&P500 index earns real return of 7% and Sharpe ratio
of 10% api))roximiately, see e.g., Mehra and Prescott (2008).
1"In coltrast, movements in home traded consumption are not necessarily a risk factor to home investors
lecalse t Ihis consumption is endogenous in the model. Consequently, the factor price associated with traded
consimn1)tion growth volatility is not necessarily positive.
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groups). As a result, in the pooling equilibrium, all of the above results concerning the effects
of developed economies' nontraded output risk on other developed economies remain qual-
itatively intact. However, the effects of nontraded output shocks from emerging economities
on other economies are much weaker (because of pooling), or are even reversed, conipared
to those obtained in the basic setting. To illustrate, a positive shock in an emerging econ-
ony's nontraded sector may decrease the traded consumption at home and in other enel1
countries. Consequently, we expect that UIP violation to be more pronounced among cti-
rency pairs of developed economies. Bansal and Dahlquist (2000) empirically observe t1his
asymmetry in a mixed data set of developed and emerging economics. III retrospect, thlie
mechanism of an incomplete market thus lends theoretical support to their findings.
The current paper contributes to an important asset pricing literature that attempts to
pin down the determinants of asset returns.5 Different factors have been proposed and found
to have statistically significant power in pricing assets in different markets. Nevertheless.
many of them are ad-hoc factors that do not necessarily have clear econoiiic intuiti0ns.
The nontraded output growth risk that this paper pursues is fully motivated from and ih1us
backed by economic rationales. The concept and modeling of traded and nonitraded goods
Iiave been widely employed in international economics and international trafdes. The ciurivit
stidy instead brings this keen intuition of output nontradability to the pricing of financial
assets. In this aspect our paper builds on the early leads of Stulz (1987). Stocknian and
Dellas (1989), Backus and Smith (1993), and Zapatero (1995). We extend these aialyses
by concentrating on the concept of partial nontradability and its dynamic role on prices, In
particular the carry trade returns and the underlying risk. While the majority of niodels in
international finance build on the simplified two-country two-good paradigm, the model of
this paper works with multiple-country multiple-good setting with the possibility of incomri-
plete financial markets, which is more realistic and promising as advocated by Pavlova andcl
t Bansal arid Dahlquist (2000)'s empirical analysis also concern the differential of inflation level ni these
countries.
5This literature expaids on the earlier inifuential Capital Asset Pricing Model (Lintner (1965). Nlossin
(1966)., Sharpe (1964)), Intertemporal Capital Asset Pricing Model (Merton (1973)). Arbitrage Priciung Nodel
(Ross (1976)), and more recent factor pricing model (Fama and French (1993)).
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Rigobon (2010). In the presence of multiple economic players who face nontraded risk, we
are able to derive explicit and identify the structural factors that contribute to the diversifi-
eaition benefits in both assets and goods markets. In previous literature concerning currency
invest ment strategies, the international diversification benefits are studied mostly under the
meanvar-Vdriaic( (fhiiency and reduced-forn perspectives, as in Burnside et al. (2008) and
Caipbell et al. (2010). Other international asset pricing puzzles concerning real exchange
rate and stochastic discount factor movement, and possible solutions based on recursive util-
itv (together with a long-run risk component), and habit formation are discussed in the work
by Braidt et al. (2006), Colacito and Croce (2011), and Stathopoulos (2011) respectively.
Closest to our paper is Hassan (2010)'s, who is the first to analyze the effect of economy's
sizc on arry trade returns. The current paper instead focuses on the role of nontraded risk
and m akes clear that the economy's size only enter the international pricing dynamics under
two prenises: (i) size is always coupled with the nontraded output of the host economy,
(ad (ii) size's influence is always transmitted by means of international trade. To illustrate,
we CoIISider two extreme cases in which we turn off completely one of these two premises:
(i) all goods are traded (no nontraded goods), and (ii) all goods are nontraded (countries
as isolated islands). In both cases, under the assumption that countries have homogeneous
preferenices, the sizes of economies do not contribute to the interest rate differentials across
c(oulies.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 1.3 presents the basic international asset
piriciiig inmodel with a single traded good and symmetric consumption tastes across coun-
tries. Section 1. 1 analyzes interest rates and derives testable implications on the relationship
)etwcei interest rates and nontraded output risk, both with and without trade frictions.
Section 1.5 analyzes carry trade strategies and the associated returns, and derives their
testable implications. Section 1.6 presents and develops a much more general international
asset pricing model with multiple traded goods, arbitrary trade configuration and incomplete
financial markets. Section 1.7 conducts empirical tests concerning the pricing of nontraded
an1(d traded risk in interest rates and carry trade strategies. Section 1.8 summarizes the main
findings. Appendix 1.9.1 presents a short description of data and lists their original sources.
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Appendices 1.9.2, 1.9.3 and 1.9.4 present derivations and proofs of technical results.
1.3 Basic model
The basic model of the world economy consists of K countries, engaged in trade witi one
another and with a single consumption good. Each country also has its country-specific
nontraded consumption good, which can be consumed only in that country. We concentrate
on the consumption risk in this paper and thus abstract our findings from product ion aspects
of the economy. The countries are endowed with country-specific streams of these ratedl
and respective nontraded goods. Specifically, the endowments (or interchangeably, out put s)
{ A, A2} are stochastic and follow the country-specific general6 diffusion processes
dlogAll It=" d +-dZ ; d log A" = pldt + odZ": H= 1 ... K.
where, throughout, the superscript H denotes the country and the subscripts T, N dlnote
the traded and nontraded goods, respectively. In the above equations. Z. and Z" are
standard (possibly multi-dimensional) Brownian motions characterizing the couint rv-specifli
supply shocks of the traded and nontraded sectors. For simplicity, we also omit time iildex /
whenever this omission does not create confusion. Let us first assume that the i radel good
is shipped without friction around the globe.7 The market clearing mechanism tihen simply
enforces that traded good outputs from all countries are bundled together, and only lhe
global (aggregate) traded endowment AT enters the dynamic
K
AT > T,; d logAT /lTdt + (JTdZT.
H=1
In this section, we also assume that investors can trade at least as many finaicial assets. i.e..
contingent claims on these stochastic outputs and risk-free bonds denominated in coundtries
Tlat is, the constant moments 1 , 1 , 0, (T are not essential for the model's implication, although
lie geoietric Brownian motion spccification considcrably cases the exposition.
7We reinstate the transportation cost in the next, section.
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urr'encies, as needed to complete the world market. Incomplete markets are the topic of
section 1.6.2. Each country features a representative agent who maximizes the expected
utility wveiglhted over traded and nontraded consumptions C =- {CT, CN I. It is important
to note that in this representative-agent approach, individual investors in each country are
assumlled to be ilentical,' thus, these are consumptions per capita. The period utilities have
t he Following standard form
I~ ~ p /((41i, C -)t _OH IH_1
U(C , /) =c 4 = t e~" [rT(C-7 )1  + WN(CN) 1 TW -N 1,
(1.1)
wlre ) deniotes the subjective discount factor. Utility is a power function of the consumption
aggregator C", which in turn is a function of traded and nontraded consumptions with
constkant elasticity of substitution (CES). Countries may have different tastes {WT, WN} for
traled (and non traded goods to model the possible effect of home biases in consumption.
Their normalization is purely conventional. In this setting, the intertemporal elasticity of
collsum111ption is . and the elasticity of substitution between traded and nontraded goods is
. They satisfy the conditions y > 0, E > 0. The interaction between these two substitution
effects drives many of the model's implications, as presented below.
Equilibriurn consumption allocation
We coinsider the competitive equilibrium in which each country's representative takes prices
is given and dynamically allocates consumption and savings (i.e., investment in financial
assets) to maximize her expected utility subject to the budget constraint. Market clearing
then consistently determines goods and assets prices. Because the market is complete, equi-
librium consumption allocations across countries can be conveniently characterized by (i)
fornulating the world's representative agent (see Negishi (1960)), and (ii) constructing the
staei optimization scheme in which the world's representative agent maximizes her period
tit lity subject to the aggregate resource constraint at each time and for each state (see Cox
An alt ernative view is to nonnalize countries' populations to units.
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and Huang (1989)). As a result, the world's static optimization problem reads
KI K
max Al - [or (C% " + WN(As- . T. -'=Al
{cl 1 1- 7I
Note that the intra-country market clearings allow us to explicitly replace the nontraded coi-
sumptions by the respective nontraded endowments. The {A"} are the countries' Parieto
weights. Because individuals are identical within each country, A" is proportional to the
product of country H's populations and per-capita wealth. In other words, A" is a mIasure
of H's gross domestic product (GDP).
The law of one price indeed holds for the traded good because the marginal ut l ies of
t his good are necessarily equal across countries in equilibrium
AH l AF = ALT V H. F - 1... K. (1.2)OCH A (.2
In principle, these K - 1 first-order equations together with the traded good's imarket cler-
ing condition determine the K equilibrium consumptions {C} In practice, because
marginal utilities are highly nonlinear functions of consumption, the equilibrium allocat ion
is not known in closed form. Instead, we log-linearize this world optimnization probleim to
obtain an approximate but intuitive solution for the sake of analysis. Detailed derivations
can be found in appendix 1.9.2. Let the lower-case letters always denote the respective
log quantities: c _ log, 6 , log Ar,, 6 N l AN. In equilibrium, the log per-capita
consumptions are given by (see appendix 1.9.2)
c=r+ -p -- (A ~o IYelW + N Pt )A - A 
where we recall that 6 is the log aggregate traded output. A AK is a measure of the
global GDP, therefore A1 the relative GDP size of countries. This consumption allocat ionA
was first obtained by Hassan (2010), who employs a different construction version in\volvillg
initial wealth transfers among households. His interpretation centers on the relative CDPI
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i/, tie hedging and the risk aversion effects. In contrast, we focus on various aspects of
the niontraded output growth risk in each economy. In particular, we show that the size of
economyv matters only because it affects the ability of the host country to mitigate its own
oiitraded outpt growth risk through international trades.
First, it is reassuring that only the traded good aggregate endowment, but not their
count ry-specific counterparts, explicitly enters the equilibrium consumption allocation. We
note that this internationalization has more to do with the global market clearing in the
traded good than with the risk sharing. A deeper and surprising result is that the traded
outpt iMfluences log consumptions uniformly across countries in the log-linearization approx-
imat ion, regardless of the countries' nontraded endowments and sizes. This is an implication
of the perfect sharing in traded output risk (i.e., equalized marginal utilities of traded good)
ud hom111ogeiieous preferences across countries.' For all countries, the traded consumption
" necessarily increases with the global supply of the traded good in the current setting.
Secoid, when - > (, country If's traded consumption c< increases with its trade part-
uers' nontradCd endowments 6' and decreases with its own 6'. The intuition is as follows.
\Vhenl ihe elasticitv of substitution between traded and nontraded goods -1 is higher than
that of interteiiiporal substitution -, investors are primarily concerned with smoothing con-
Sumptionl over time, and thus are always eager to adjust their traded-nontraded consump-
tion composition to achieve this smoothing. As a result, traded consumptions cH response
stioiigly to nontraded supply shocks. All else being equal, in times of home nontraded sur-
phls (dZQ > 0), investors substitute traded consumption (dcH < 0) with home nontraded
good that has become relatively cheaper. Similarly, in times of foreign nontraded surplus
(dZ", > 0), foreign investors demand less, and home investors end up consuming more traded
goods (c > 0) by force of global market clearing in the traded good. We accordingly make
the following assumption throughout. Various empirical estimates reported in Obstfeld and
Rogoff (2001) strongly support this assumption.
'llo sett f heterogeneous tastes and other extensions are analyzed in section 1.6.
1 Tl]he supply shock dZ in - pdl + crdZ is a shock to both endowment growth and endowment level,
and ihe change in log per-capita consumption concerns the growth rate of the per-capita consumuption level.
For the sake of brevity, we simply refer to the changes in c (or 6) as changes in consumption (or endowment).
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Assumption 1: The elasticity of substitution between the traded and nontraded goods is
higher than that of the intertemporal substitution, I > I.
The relationships discussed above are then quantified by the proportional coefficients
(I-c) I1
>C + C -= n( -CV (1. )
^Yor + (WN T _ N J r+(a
which indeed are measures of the relative difference between elasticities of conisunpti on
substitution and a weighted substitution elasticity respectively. Later, we will encounter
these measures repeatedly in all generalized versions of the current setting.
Finally, in the above expression of equilibrium log consumption, the size of the econonv
is coupled only to the nontraded output because the traded output is fully internationalized.
A more profound explanation is that trade-partner Fs nontraded shock affects couitrv
H only through the sharing of the traded good. Because the variation in per-capita t iraded
consumption of a larger country F projects a larger impact on the common marginal utiliv.
it is clear that a country's size amplifies its nontraded shock impact on the rest of te world.
However, it, is equally interesting to see that country H's own nontraded shock has a smaller
impact on H's log traded consumption when H is larger. This lessened impact arises because
a larger country actually finds increasingly less outside room to share traded consuniption
with its much smaller trade partners." In the limit where ^ -+ 1, the Super econm
H consumes nearly the entire global supply of traded output, which is exogenous and tius
non-responsive to whatever happens to H's nontraded output.
"We recall that endowment and consumption are per-capita quantities. and thus t he marginal ut lit ies of
tradled good are equalized up to the size factor; _ L" = OUQ VH, F 1 ... K.TA9_7 A OCP
"This observation seems particularly germane in the situation in 2009-2010, when Europe and the Unitd(1
States are suffering significant, downward shocks to their nontraded production.
"It has long been observed that small nations get more fron and are mitore affected by int ermnatiomal irid
than are large countries, other factors equal. This observation adds an additional dimension to this dyIonie.
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Stochastic discount factors
In the ucrrent consuinption-based setting, a country's currency (i.e., its nurmeraire) is its
conisiumption basket, which is defined as the lowest-cost consumption bundle that. delivers
one unit of the respective country's utility. Consequently, the stochastic discount factor
(SI) that prices the assets in units of a country's numeraire is country-specific and equal
w the country's marginal utility of its consumption aggregator (see appendix 1.9.2); Al =
S(C")". \Ve not e especially that because these numeraires are different from the traded
goxI . these cottry-specific SDFs M" are not the same as the common marginal utility of
the Itr-aded consiuinption AI = AL Hfl"H," Because in multiple-good settings, assets returns
are no/ invariant with respect to numeraires, the country-specific SDFs M' are the most
appro)riate choice to price country-specific assets (bonds and stocks).
The log SDF in the log-linearization approximation reads
mn" -p/ - 776 - 7w o - n(7~ 6, T - +E) T A(.5
-F
All 6H' K A~ 1of "ywj~i 6YW - av~ - c', (i + ) (~-i-(Y )W'>
\Vllere n( (?wr, t (+ eN) is a weighted elasticity of substitution, as defined earlier. First, the
SDF of any country decreases with the global supply of the traded good. This effect occurs
is because countries' traded consumptions increase with the aggregate endowment o, and
higlher consimptions reduce countries' marginal utilities. Reassuringly, or enters countries'
log SDF in a uniform manner because the traded good is globally shared without frictions.
Second, the home nontraded endowment 6N impacts the country's SDF m" through two
channels. As a direct effect (the first term within the square brackets), a surge in nontraded
conismlliption (which equals o") simply suppresses H's marginal utility and m". However,
altlhigli I/ needs to consume its entire nontraded endowment, it still is able to somewhat
When we use the common marginal utility of traded consumption, MT= AH , to price the assets,
prices ar inl units of the traded good.
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mitigate this shock by adjusting its traded good's intake. Indeed, in equilibrium. (-N drops
(as we have seen earlier), which boosts the iarginal utility and prevents m" froin falling all
the way. 15 Therefore, this mechanism is driven by the indirect effect (i.e., t brough1 t rades)
and gives rise to the second term within the square brackets, which is reassuringly manifested
by the presence of the taste coefficient oT associated with the trade. Altogether. the direct
effect dominates the indirect,16 and mH unambiguously decreases with its own noit raded
supply o'.
Third, country H1's SDF decreases with its trade partners' nontraded endowllelts o"
Again., this is a consequence of equilibrium consumption allocation and trade effect. All else
being equal, a surplus in F's nontraded supply prompts country F to curb. anid coint ry
H to boost, its traded consumptions. As a result, H's marginal utility and mo," fall. The
dependence of a country's stochastic discount factor on its trade partner's nontraded shock
is an indirect relationship that arises only through sharing in the traded good.
Finally, the global supply of traded goods impacts all SDFs uniformly when conllltries
have homogeneous preferences. Similar to the way in which the sizes of economics affect
consumption allocations, the foreign nontraded endowment o1 matters more for the homie
SDF m?1 when size AF is larger. The same holds for the home country; o" has greater
impact on its own SDF m" for the larger host country H because larger countries have less
outside room to outsource their own nontraded output growth risk. Furthermuore, we note
that the coefficient associated with 5" is invariably larger in n" than in any other w. he
latter is simply an indirect relationship (through trades). We recapitulate these findings in
the following result.
Proposition 1 In the current setting of the world economy, although the non/radcd ounpu
shock of a country is priced by all of its trade-partner economics, the home nonta Vded Ou//)Ut
risk is always more dominant in the home SDF rn. than it is inFforeign r;a >
1 5Recall that we assume < , an empirically reasonable relationship among the model's parameters
throughout.
"We note that 1 - C(- - ()wT (- ) --= + a> - e V > 0 o al > e> 0
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An immediate consequence of this proposition is that either a positive home nontraded
supplyV shock dZ > 0 (or an adverse foreign shock dZ' < 0) will decrease M" more (or
increase ml' less) than mn', and thus widen the SDF differential (moF -utn), i.e., the real
exchange rate (see also (1.10)). Therefore, the asymmetry reported in the above proposition
is the key to breaking the uncovered interest rate parity (UIP) and to generating carry trade
profits in the model as will be shown in more detail in section 1.5.
1.4 Interest rates
In the currenti multi-country and multi-goods real setting, a country H's interest rate r-1
(referred to hereafter as risk-free rate or short rate) is real and defined as the instantaneous
ret nrn rate of' any traded asset that is risk-free with respect to H's currency (i.e., one unit
of consulmption basket). A conceptually familiar risk-free asset is the consumption-based
zero-coupon bond that delivers with certainty one unit of country's consumption basket at
natjuritY. Before embarking on a formal solution and analysis, intuitions suffice to suggest
the key role of nontradability on the magnitude of interest rates in the current model. We
study settings with either frictionless or costly trades next.
1.4.1 Trades without frictions
For sinplicity, we first, assume that traded goods can be shipped worldwide without costs.
Thie precautionary savings effects feature prominently in all consumption-risk aspects of
interest rales. All else being equal, when an economy exhibits a higher level of uncertainty,
the associated bond offering a sure payoff of one consumption unit becomes more valuable and
iiterecst rates drop. However, because the country-specific traded outputs are indifferently
huniiped together into the global supply of traded outputs, it is this global supply (but not
the country-specific supplies of traded output) that matters for every country's interest
rat e. The more volatile the global traded output, the lower interest rates in all countries.
Thus what causes interest rates to differ across countries must be the nontraded outputs.
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According to this logic, the volatility of a country's aggregate output, or GDP, is not wholly
compounded in the level of interest rate. Thus, the presence of nontraded goods warrants
a proper decomposition of GDP into traded and nontraded components, before deciph11eri11g
the role of GDP movements on the interest rate and other returns.17
Volatile nontraded outputs either at home or abroad act to lower home interest rates.
A foreign trade partner F with volatile nontraded output transmits its volatility to lioiie
country H by consuming highly uneven amount of traded goods. The larger count ry I is.
the stronger is this impact, and the more aggressively H's interest rate decreases with F's
nontraded volatility. In contrast, the larger home country H is, the less trading rooiii it
finds to outsource its volatility to its trade partners. Consequently, although r11 decreases
with own nontraded volatility, such an inverse relationship is weaker when 1H is larger. Al of
these intuitions are confirmed by a more quantitative analysis, as presented below. Forimally.
the interest rate r'1 can be determined from the respective SDF 'JH through the pricinig of
the risk-free bond. This bond pays one unit of country's consumption basket in infinitesiinal
time di into the future, and its current price is
A1 HC-r " d t II L( + dt rH =1( , [h/]- Var, dtl1)2H 7-) Ldm 2
where the time subscript indicates conditional moments (expectation and variance). To
simplify the exposition, we assume that countries' nontraded outputs are uncorrelated with
one another and with the aggregate (global) traded output. This assumption naturally
formalizes the stylized premise that nontraded shocks tend to be of an idiosyncratic nature
across countries. The assumption simplifies our analysis considerably by separating and
hence clearly identifying the role of nontradability on asset pricing. Section 1.7.2 cmnpiricallyv
investigates the merit and implications of the assumption. Using the SDF nm"1 obtailled ill
Instead, the country's aggregate consumption and its volatility remain truthful indicators of a count rYs
interest rate.
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(1.5) yields an expression for risk free rates in equilibrium
1 K AFF




2 ( T N22 F=i (A) 2  FN(16
+ a-o/p a22, 2 2N a272E6(7 - E)WTW2 HN2 2 A
All endownent expected growth rates p's contribute to raising risk-free rates via intertein-
poral consniption smoothing effect. Given a fixed EIS j, steadily growing outputs, either
at lioie or abroad,l and in either traded or nontraded sectors, always tend to encourage in-
vestors t1o consumiie more and save less, which causes risk free rates to surge. All endowment
groiwli volatilities (s act to suppress risk-free rates through the precautionary savings effect,
as discussed intuitivelv above. In particular, the term (o")2 clearly shows that, in pricing
bond //, home investors H1 are concerned with the nontraded volatility of the trade partner
conitry F's, knowing a shock in that, seemingly unrelated sector will affect the traded con-
suim pt ion of F, and thus HI itself. All terms containing coefficients (7 - )or arise in traded
conisuimlption sharing where or characterizes investors' affection for the traded good (trade
effect) and (- - () their willingness to let nontraded shocks spill over to the traded sector by
subs titting these two consumption goods (substitution effect).
Int erestitingly, the first five terms (i.e., all terms in the first line of (1.5)) of risk-free
rates are identical across countries, and what drives wedges between countries' real interest
rat es muist have with country-specific nontraded sectors, as anticipated earlier.' 8 Apparently,
both the nontraded volatility and the size of the host country affect its own interest rate.
However, the size contributes only because it influences in how the host country manages
to outsource its nontraded shocks to its trade partners; a larger economy internalizes more
11h interest rate differential is
se r -r'= yw2M 2 2 2 NH A2 -T2' I
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of its nontraded shocks, which makes bonds more valuable against, these uncertainties and
depresses its interest rate. Finally, the interest rate (1.6) is derived by employing count ry-
specific consumption basket as numeraire in each country and hence is different from the
one obtained by Hassan (2010), who employs the common traded consumption good as nu-
meraire for all countries." Consequently, Hassan's results truly concern carry trade ret urns,
but not interest rate differentials. Our risk free rate expression is more appropriate in ihe
consuiription-based setting and for tests using exclusive data on interest rates, as will be
shown in section 1.7.2.
A hypothesis concerning interest rates
All findings presented so far paint two very different pictures for the implication of t rade(l and
nontraded growth risk on risk-free rates, which warrant a rigorous empirical investigation.
Below, we formulate a testable hypothesis that concerns the distinct impact of nont nalded
output growth risk on the level of interest rate. The actual tests, which indeed clnrm
the hypothesis, are presented in section 1.7.2. Because country-specific traded output risk
is internationalized and diversified by means of trades and aggregation, its impact oni asset
returns should be relatively weak, and we contend the following.
Hypothesis 1: All else being equal, the impact of country-specific nontraded oulput groiNh
risk on home interest rate dominates that of the country-specific traded auf/pu/ growth risk.
The key intuition underlying this hypothesis is the diversification principle. which is
directly relevant to the market for traded goods. To see this, we concentrate on the cx-
plicit contributions of country-specific traded output volatilities o ! to the interest rate (i.e..
omitting terms unrelated to these volatilities) 20
11 1 1 A I )
r" # o = 
-2 dt
I9n particular, country nontraded output volatilities ('N contribute to both interest rates and their dif
ferentials as stand-alone terms (i.e., they are not necessarily coupled to economic sizes).2 0 We recall that global (aggregate) traded output is the sum of the count ry-speciic counterparts A-i
K= A H, and oT, {aja} are their growth volatilities, respectively.
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Clearly, the contribution of country-specific traded shocks dZIF is suppressed by the share
A H
of a ouintry's traded output in the world -. Therefore, unless (i) the traded output shock
of a country correlates almost perfectly with global (i.e., aggregate) traded output, or (ii)
a c()ountry s traded output absolutely dominates the global traded output, home nontraded
output, volatility (oj)2 affects home interest rate rH 21 more strongly than (oy)2 for all
countries under a iild home bias (i.e., WN > WT) condition. 2 2 The empirical merit of this
liy)ot hesis is verified in section 1.7.2.
In a related study, Tian (2011)'s notes that a country's traded consumption growth
should he less volatile than the country's traded output growth due to the diversification
in the traded good market. Therefore, if the country-specific traded and nontraded output
growl hs are highly correlated and equally volatile, a country-specific positive (negative)
shock to these sectors tends to decrease (increase) the domestic relative value of nontraded
goods. Consequently, prices of assets contingent on traded output should be more cyclical
1 han those cont ingent on nontraded output. In the data, she finds that the earnings of
t raled-good producers are more volatile than those of nontraded-good producers (as many
as five times). This result thus provides indirect evidences for the diversification in global
mia rket for traded goods.
1.4.2 Costly trades
Ile previous section's results are derived based on two assumptions, namely, goods are
eit her perfectly 1 traded or nontraded, and trades are frictionless. Consequently, traded goods
can be perfectly aggregated globally, which then weakens the country-specific traded output
growti risk and gives rise to Hypothesis 1 above. The introduction of trade costs in this
section anis to relax both of these simplifications. In particular, the concept of (partial)
/ratda /y arises naturally by regulating the trade friction. A traded good can become a
nontraded good when trade cost is sufficiently high. The tradability is the key to bringing
21T1 iac( is characterized by the coefficients associated with (o') 2 and (oU) 2.
2 1his Co nldit i I s ( + ( - c)& rA I/A] > g f
WN 3-7'
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our model to the data, in section 1.7.2.
To model the frictions in trades, we adopt the "iceberg transport cost" approach and
analysis of Samuelson (1954), Dumas (1992) and particularly Sercu et al. (1995). 1In this
modeling approach, the commodity trade is not perfect because only a fraction of -I of the
original traded good that leaves the exporting country arrives at the importing country, 11(1
the remainder disappears along the way as a result of this trade friction. To simplify the
exposition, we first consider a single good shared by two countries {f, F} of similar sizes.
The magnitude of 0 directly regulates the amount of the good being exchanged (import and
export) between countries, and thus determines the tradability of that good.' With this
simplified setting in place, below we focus on the effect of output shocks on interest rat es
mediated solely by the varying degree of trade friction, while leaving other factors intoucl(ld.
The linearity in transport costs is a key modeling advantage because it keeps market
completeness intact without further assumption. Consequently, the equilibrimn is obtained
by solving the static world optimization subject to appropriate global resource constraints.
max (,H (,Fe(e F U" (C" ) + UF(CF) e pt + (CJ+C
s.t. C// + (1 + )C = A": CF > 0; C, + (1 + 0)C = AF. CHA > o.
where C'I {Cf, C} are home consumption components that originate from home aid
foreign outputs, respectively (the counterpart notation CF _Cf C/. is r (fr
foreign consumption components). Thus, C is the import by H, which derives from the
original amount (1+0)C exported from F. Similarly, C, which is the import by H-1, (Trives
from the original amount (1 + o)Cf exported from H. At all time, countries lesire to tr ade
to share risk stemming from their unrelated outputs. However, the transport cost hampers
risk sharing. Intuitively, if the cost outweighs the benefit of risk sharing. count ries opt ot
to trade and instead fully internalize their endowment shock; C. = C/ = 0. To determine
3 1t is straightforward to add the transportation costs to the setting of the previous section to have al
perfectly traded, partially traded and nontraded goods. Instead. We choose to work witi t his smphpl ied
setting here to concentrate on the role of partial tradability.
2
4 Consequently, we drop the subscripts T, N throughout this subsection.
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the conditionis for commodity market freezing, we assume these conditions are currently not
imet and that trades take place. Because the shipping incurs a cost, the imported good is
always imore expensive than the locally endowed good, and countries always deplete their
endowed resource before reaching out to the imported resource if they need it. In other
words. conditional on trades taking place, there are two mutually exclusive alternatives:
case 1: H imports, F exports, CH = AH; CH > 0; CF = 0; CF < AF
case 2: H- exports, F imports, CH <AH; C = 0; CN > 0; Cf= AF.
BY syommetry, it suffices to study case 1, in which the two FOCs associated with non-
biiding constraiMts and the market clearing condition for the home-endowed good establish
the rimaining equilibrium consumption allocations (i.e., apart from the binding constraints
C-,/ -,F __= 0)
n d' - (1 + ')' A1 F (I + 0) [F HC CF (1.7)(1 + 0) + (1 +0) (1 + 0) + (1 + 0)
It is aj)parent that the trades require net positive home import CP > 0 and commodity
imaiket freezes otherwise. We analyze these two regimes in turn.
No-trade regirne: Combining cases 1 and 2 yields the following no-trade condition for the
(omilodity miarket:
No-trade conditions: (1 + 0)- < < (1 + 0).
Cleal'. costly transport (large 0), similar outputs (±7 1), or low risk aversion (small ()
all discourage countries to share risk, and thus enforce the commodity market freeze. In
this case, the single good becomes a legitimate nontraded good in any country. Moreover,
eac coliltry's bond has no hedge power against others' shocks, and the risk-free rate solely
reflects tlie respective country's output risk, as in the consumption-based CAPM. In other
words. for each country, the nontraded output volatility is the only risk that matters iere.
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Costly trade regime: In contrast with the no-trade regime, when friction is moderate anl
home and foreign outputs are sufficiently different, countries choose to share output risk,
although transport costs and trade flows take place in an appropriate direction. \Vithout loss
of generality, we continue with case 1 above, in which home is the importing country (or ( >
0). Conditional on this being the case, (1 + 0)1 > the home unambiguously curbs
its imports when transaction cost increases (CH decreases inl 0).25 However. interestingly.
the inverse holds for the exporting country F for all realistic values of transport cost and risk
aversion. Contingent on trades taking place, the foreign country actually boosts its export
(1 + 0)C0 when 0 increases to compensate for the increasing loss in the transition?. 2 Tlis
is because, when home investors are risk averse, their net import C' decreases less than
linearly with the transport cost.
As long as trades take place, regardless of their "iceberg-melting" imperfect nature.
marginal utilities are equalized across countries (a" = (1 + 0)!- ). as are the int Crest rates
in the current setting with a single good. We concentrate on the precautionary savings effect
revealed in the interest rates, in which the interplay between output shocks and transport
cost, dominates.
H F 1 (1 + 0)2 (AH)
2  H2 + F2 F 2
2 [(1 + O)AH + AF12
As the transport cost increases, interest rates become increasingly sensitive to home output
shocks and decreasingly sensitive to foreign output shocks; a 2orI > o. 0.
These behaviors. when combined with the earlier findings that < 0 and d > 0.
precisely support our key thesis that when shocks are of a more nontraded nature (i.e.. 0
increases), they matter more to the country's asset prices. From the importing country /~s
perspective, a surge in trade cost coincides with a reduction in trades as its imports ('f
drop. At the same time, the impact of the country's own volatility aTH on its interest rate r
"'This is evident from the expression of C ; conditional on trade taking place (CH > 0), the nu(mrator
decreases and the denominator increases with r.
26 [(a1 + 0)C] = (1 ) + 0)) 2AF (H  (1II. Ior alldo F Y ^Y
realistic values of -t and 0, the last two terms are negligible compared with the second term. The.ii the trade
condition C11 > 0 immediately implies that ) [(1 + 0)C1U] > 0.
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inVceSs while the impact of foreign volatility o n It*" decreases, all of which is consistent
with at reduction in the import in view of the above thesis. Likewise, from the exporting
coitr Iv Fs perspective, a surge in trade cost coincides with a boost in trades as its export
(1 + 0)(.J increases. At the same time, the impact of its own volatility o-F on its interest
rate r-V decreases, whereas the impact of partner's volatility a- on rF increases, which is
iso consistent with a surge in the export according to the above thesis.27
Overall, by making a realistic and smooth transition between traded and nontraded
extremes of goods imarket, the variation in trade frictions implies a structural relationship
b)etween nontradability and domestic asset prices. The former is naturally identified as the
rat io of trades (import plus export) over output. A refined version of Hypothesis 1 in section
1A is
H ypothesis 1A: All else being equal, a country-specific output growth volatility impacts the
homertc risk-fre ra/C morc when the output is less tradable.
in section 1.7.2. we will test this hypothesis empirically by employing several measures
of niont radability, including countries' trade closedness, country-specific and global nontrad-
ability at the industry level. Here, we briefly discuss the gencralization of the costly trade
llle(Chais1l to a setting with arbitrary K countries, where subtleties arise because the im-
port from a country does not unambiguously originate in the export of another. In this
sit 1uat ion, condit ional on trades taking place, each country H is classified into either an im-
portiig (I) or in exporting (E) group. Let C"j and C"1 denote country H's consumption
col polients derived from its own and foreign outputs, respectively. Trades take place when
{C// < A": C/1 =- 0} VH1 E E, and {C = A'; C"= > 0} VH E I. Because of the ambi-
gnuiv Imientioned above of global import-export source matching, there is now only a single
2 7 Obviously, the interest is in the relationship between a country's risk-free rate and its trade volume (i.e.,
import an(d export goods that arrive at or leave a country's border). In contrast, the relationship between
a1 count ry's risk-free rate and its trade partner's exports and imports is not of interest because a portion of
t ese goods is lost in the transition.
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market clearing condition, and the world optimization problem reads:
K t ((CH + H 1
m ax C e -pt 
H 1 -H
{cy,1 _CH -
Loll + (1 +tO) >3(7011->j "
HHE HeI H/cE
Combining FOCs associated with nonbinding constraints 28 and t he market clearing condi-
tion yields the equilibrium consumption allocations. 29 Subject to trades taking place, mild
conditions on the distribution of trades assure that when transport cost 0 increases, country
H's import CfH decreases and its own output volatility o- matters more for the doimest ic
risk-free rate r H
1.5 Carry trade returns
The underlying risk
Let us consider the typical carry trade strategy from the perspective of country I's ilivestors.
(i) at time t borrowing risk-free one unit of base (home) currency I at rate r"l: (ii) innne-
dliately converting this into foreign currency F and lending risk-free at rate r and (iii) at
time I + dt , liquidating the long position in currency F, immediately converting the proceeds
into home currency and liquidating the short position in base currency II. It is then obvious
that the return on carry trade strategies is beyond the simple difference between t he two
interest rates involved because the former also concerns the exchange rates. As risk free
rates are known at t, in our real and rational setting, the uncertainty rests ent irely wit h t he
28These FOCs arise from the partial derivatives ) VH E E and 0 VH c T.n U) HI29 Conditional on trades taking place, these allocations are
Cn (I1+0)ZI:eI Al'+±ZEEEAE An, VH eL:
-H I (1+)K, + (1+ 0)-KE
(1 + 0) L(1 + 0) Er A' +- ZE AE] VHe
(1 + O)KI + (1 + 0) KE
where KE and K, are the numbers of exporting and importing countries, respectivcly.
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excIainge rate. 1 In other words, carry trades are bets on exchange rates, and the prenia
associated with the short-horizon strategies are rewards for bearing the exchange rate risk.
Let St denote the spot exchange rate. Our convention is that St units of foreign currency
V excaliige for one unit of home currency H. In the current complete market setting,3 1 this
exchange rate is St = j. The realized excess return (i.e., in excess of the base interest rate
r"") to this carry trade strategy, which shorts bond H and longs bond F, and its expected
counterj)art, respectively, are
xIl,+ [L ( + j ±.F dt) (I + 1 rHdt)~I t R dt A I t A HF H
El9~ [XR j H-' ]--'Co [dmn". dm" - drn"J (1.9)
Reassuiingly, tie carry trade expected excess return is the premium associated with the
exchanige rate risk."
Te consumption volatilities contribute to the expected carry trade profits precisely
becauise they perturb both SDFs mH, mF. Here our discussion is readily carried over from
the previous section's analysis on the SDF. Because traded shocks spread uniformly to all
count i les. they do not affect exchange rates. and are not counted as risk to be compensated
i ii he carry I raides. Iii tact. t hey are caieled out in the difference dm" - dm". This leaves
11ontraded volat ilities as the sole sources of carry trade risk and return in the current rational
sett ilig. lIndeed, the log exchange rate follows a simple diffusion process implied structurally
1 e tngs are real. In practice. there is risk associated with inflation. When we consider short-horizon
carry tr ade st rategies, which are rebalanced once every quarter or more frequently with new available risk-free
at es, iiiflation risk is less important in practice.
: To ilhaistrate this, we examine the current price (denominated in currency H) of bond H, which delivers
one uii1 of currency H at t +- d1. The pricing can either be done directly in currency H or in any other
currencyi(V / w it11 the help of exchange rates. The absence of arbitrage implies the law of one price, and thus
M 1 F~c M A
I H j E i F s+< F
32 Indeed. in a currency long bet, a promised payoff of one unit of foreign currency at t+dt yields S-1 unit
of home currency also at t+ dt. The associated consumption- based Euler equation for this bet, under the per-
spective ofcountry H's investors, produces identical prernia above; -Covt 7 IdS-1 E[ XRv l+t
See also footnote 3.4.
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from (1.5) in the model
dlog St = dmH - dmF = #dt + QaECLN (( H<dZ - K-JdZ $). (1.10)
On one hand, as a result of proposition 1 above, an adverse foreign nontraded shock dZ < 0
makes F's nontraded good scarce and suppresses the real exchange rate S (i.e.. foreign
currency appreciates), and therefore mF - mH surges. On the other hand, dZ < 0 also
forces F to consume more and H to consume less traded goods, and m11 surges. That is. t ie
long bet on foreign currency pays off well when home investors highly value cousumiption.
Therefore this carry trade strategy is a good hedge against foreign nontraded risk, and it
commands high price and low expected return Et [XR-H,+F in equilibriuin.
In contrast, an adverse home nontraded shock dZ4 < 0 directly boosts im". Moreover,
it also leaves its trade partner F with less traded consumptions and thus also increases M'
to a lesser extent. Consequently, n- m' drops because the real exchange rate S increases
(i.e., home currency appreciates). That is, the long bet on foreign currency pays off poorlv
when home investors highly value consumption. Therefore, this carry trade strategy is nol
a good hedge against home nontraded risk, and it carries a low price tag and offers a large
expected return Et [XR ""] to compensate for the risk it cannot hedge in equilibrimin.
The overall expected profit (or loss) of the carry trade is determined byl whetlher hoine
(or foreign) nontraded risk dominates, as seen quantitatively in the following result.
Proposition 2 The expected carry trade excess return to US investors is
H, [R +P] = G2 22 {" [0H) + - _-( -cw', A ((TF 2} (.1E, X R-~f (27 9y + C)L- El, N HN )-Ew
where a ('ywT + EWN) 1 is a weighted elasticity of consumption substitution (1.A). (onse-
quently, the carry trade strategy offers the expected profit when either home nontraded rsk
dominates or trade effect is weak,
Al() 2 > (y A "'(A A(N
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The intunitions underlying this result are as follows. First, we recall that the carry trade is
a good (bad) hedge against the foreign (home) nontraded output growth risk. When home
iontraded risk dorinates, (oj) 2 >> (UF)2, this strategy is risky and necessarily offers high
expecled returns Et XR7 H,] > 0, and vice versa. Second, when (-Y - e)WT is positive but
small, iivestors are not enthusiastic about substituting nontraded for traded consumption
goods. This weakens the trade effect and makes home nontraded output risk even worse
to hoime investors. Therefore, in this case, carry trades are also risky and tend to generate
conpe isati ng profits in the expectation. A reflection on the behaviors of risk-free rates
aiind carry trade returns reveals that the nontraded consumption risk is a factor behind the
violi m of uncovered interest rate parity, a prevailing puzzle observed in the international
linancial imarket.
Uncovered interest rate parity
The uncovered interest rate parity (UIP) puzzle (a.k.a. forward premium puzzle) is an em-
pirical regularity in which appreciating currencies tend to be also associated with increasing
int erest rates (H ansen and Hodrick (1980), Fama (1984)). This pattern is puzzling because
it appears that the appreciating currencies are more valuable, yet investors require higher
)romin (i.e., interest rates) to hold them. Carry trades, i.e., borrowing low-interest-rate
CurrenCies and lending high-interest-rate currencies, are a popular strategy to reap the profit
from tis regumlarity. I the current setting, a nontraded consumption risk offers a rationale
behird this profit.
When the home country has volatile nontraded sector by nature (oN large), home risk-
free bonds are very valuable as a safe asset, and home interest rates are low (ri small). At
the same time, carry trades returns tend to be high because these strategies are not a good
liedge against this home nontraded volatility as asserted by proposition 2. In contrast, when
the foreigii nontraded sector is perceived to be of low-risk nature (oj small), foreign interest
rates are high (r'' large), and the expected carry trade return to home investors also tends
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to be high.33 All in all, the nontraded output risk, originated from either hone or abroad.
is a culprit behind the violation of the uncovered interest parity.
Examining a large set of countries, Lustig and Verdelhan (2007) document that the
exchange rates (base currency being US dollar) of high interest rate cnrrencies t(nd to
positively correlate with the US's consumption growth. The study clearly identifies tie
interrelationship of the exchange rate risk and the consumption risk as the source of IIe
currency bet's expected profits. Namely, the carry trades of selling US dollar and buying
high interest rate currencies are risky to US investors because they pay poorly (i.e., foreign
currencies depreciate) when investors value consumption the most (i.e., US consumption
drops). Our investigation carries this line of rational reasoning a step further by explaining
the positive correlation between home consumption growth and exchange rates, as observed
for US by Lustig and Verdelhan (2007); it is the nontraded output risk that can not onlY
perturb the two quantities but also push them in the same direction.
Whereas our analysis lends support for the widely-practiced carry trade strategy of short-
ing low-interest rate currencies and longing high-interest rate currencies, it also suggests t ie
following novel currency bet, which is directly tied to the nontradability aspects of consm11p-
tion risk. We examine empirically the nerits of this macro-based strategy in section 1. 7.3.
Hypothesis 2: Borrowing currencies of countries with a volatile notraded seclor and lend-
ing currencies of countries with a stable nontraded sector generate positie expectrd na lurns.
Linear factor analysis: Theory
Our finding that country-specific traded and nontraded shocks are pri(e(d very different ly
by the international market warrants a, simple linear-factor pricing model in which tlhe risk
factors are country-specific traded and nontraded consumption growths.
H ' H '(7' N CNH
"See proposition 2. Intuitively, this is because the foreign nontraded risk against which carry tradc
strategies can hedge are perceived to be small.
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The exploration also emphasizes the difference between global (aggregate) traded output risk
anid the country-specific traded consumption risk. For illustration, carry trade portfolios are
used as test assets in the discussion below and in the estimation process in section 1.7.3.
As tlie risk factors are independent of test assets a priori, the discussion carries over to any
other fiiancid assets.
We consider the same carry trade return strategy of borrowing home and lending for-
eign crtirency. Again, its excess return to investor H and to be realized at t + dt is (1.9):
X? (1+ r'dt)F - (1 + rHdt)]. The factor analysis starts with the stan-
dard untcondjtitfona consumption-based Euler equation for this carry trade return[ ,I A r 1"J 0~ ---- E HX F R, -ov LI +i d'rJ1 - E[dui-d] tH (i2
A X H j 0 X + d o d't dt idt] XRI+Fdt
3ecause home consumption is made of both traded and nontraded components, log-linearized
SDF (1.5) ininediately implicates that the carry trade is priced by the following linear two-
factor model (ff = 1 0 H )
T N
E X R- Coe [bT fiTdt + bNIN t+dt, X R +H +F
N dN
Several observat ions can be made here. First, this is a country-specific pricing model that
prices tibe assets from the perspective of home investors. Accordingly, the risk factors
{f, f 1f} are homc-specijic traded and nontraded consumption growths, because they are
the only risks priced by home SDF m". By restricting the pricing to a country-specific
perspective, we can conveniently pack other countries' nontraded outputs into a single home
traded consumption factor to facilitate the accompanied empirical analysis." Second, this is
[In the conditional Euler equation approach, E, XRj H,+Fj
( 1 + it - Et [dm Hdtf] XJRjAi+j -( Coet dm+ , Hdt where the last
equality confirm11s t tat I lie result here is indeed identical to the expected excess return computed by a, more
intuit ive approach in the previous section.
te can also construct an international factor model in which the global traded output growth is a
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a factor pricing model in which the factor loadings (b's) and risk factors (f's) are structiraily
determined and explicitly obtained. In particular, the loadings unambiguously incivase with
the tastes and risk aversion of investors. The factor f" reveals all equilibrium effects es-
tablished in previous sections, just as aggregate traded, trade partners" and countrvs own
nontraded risk (respectively in r, 6N, o") are all compounded in the home traded conlsuinip-
tion allocation.
To better discern, both empirically and theoretically, the risk factors from t1he loadings
of carry trade strategies on these risk types, we proceed to the beta-pricing version of the
linear factor model.
E [Xii 1.R+F1  _ I F HH.FL t4-dt T TH, N AN(1:)
= covt ]
N -bN
F Cov f !. Xf R 1+F
Cov(f", f")]-1
where Cov(.f H) denotes the 2 x 2 variance-covariance matrix of the factors {fJ. 1< }.
As 3 are slope coefficients of returns linearly regressed on the risk factors. the miagnitude of
; quantifies the exposures of investment strategies to the two risk factors. Iii coot rast. tact or
prices {Ar. A1} are the rewards (in the form of expected returns) to bear one notional iit
of corresponding risk (i.e., as if = 1), which are independent of assets.
How exactly is risk embedded in asset payoff priced by the home investors? The basic
risk-return tradeoff picture is that any shock that moves asset payoff and home marginal
utility (or SDF m") in opposite directions is perceived as risk (again, because these assets
pay poorly when investors highly value the payoff). and the corresponding reward (factor
price) is positive, and vice versa. We begin with the home nontraded consumption growth
st and-alone factor. However. this model inevitably needs to involve all other count ry-specific liolnt ndied
outputs, and it will result in a multiple-factor model that would complicate the empirical analysis. requniirig
non-traded output data of all countries worldwide.
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risk. Substituting the analytical expressions above for factors J's and loadings b's yields the
following testable results.
Proposition 3 The factor price associated with nontraded consumption growth risk is un-
a1m bigjuou}sly posiltv
~ K (~- E~r~' (oH)2 > Q VIJ. (.4
That 1is. the urice'rtainties in domestic nontraded consumption growth always pose as a risk
to homea investors in all countries.
3ecause idiosyncratic nontraded outputs can only be consumed domestically, the price of
innitraded consumption risk involves only the volatility o-NH. As smaller economies can better
outsource this risk to their trade partners by flexibly adjusting their traded consumption,
this risk is more severe for larger economies. We indeed see that the corresponding factor
price A"' is higher for larger size A". Section 1.7.3 obtains a positive and statistically
siginficant estimate for the US nontraded consumption growth factor price, which thus lends
empirical support for the current model. We now turn to the factor price associated with
the country-specific traded consumption growth risk,
A = ( 2  (7 - c)2 w' 2 ( (n2 2  (1.15)
F# HA~ ~ ")WIW A 1
- a2( v 1) - I + (7 - )WTAI (o7) 2N A AI N
In sharp contrast with AN, the home traded consumption growth uncertainty is not neces-
sarily a risk to home investors, which is manifested in the ambiguous sign of the associated
factor price A\". This ambiguity arises because a country's traded consumption is endoge-
nous in equilibrium. A surge in home traded consumption can be a consequence of either
(i) a surge in global (aggregate) traded output (direct effect), (ii) a surge in trade partners'
nont rarded outputs (substitution and trade effects), or (iii) a drop in home nontraded output
(subst iut ioii effect). Stat ing the last result inversely, a surge in home nontraded output acts
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to lower home traded consumption and boost, home marginal utility. Consequently, froiii he
perspective of the endogenous home traded consumption, hoie traded output shocks irc not
perceived as a risk, whereas shocks of global traded output and trade partners' nont rided
outputs are, which explains the signs of all terms in A,-. The overall sign of this hone t raded
consuimption growth factors depends on the relative contribution of these terns. and may
vary from country to country.
Diversification benefits
Our consumption-risk framework not only delivers closed-form returns to carry trade strate-
gies but also sheds light, both qualitatively and quantitatively., on the diversification benefits
of the currency investment. In our setting, the key feature is that nontraded output risk of
all countries enters the pricing of the carry trade return between any two countries. Co1n-
seqiuently. forming currency portfolios facilitates the diversification anmong these sourc(es of
risk." Previous literature3 7 has found that forming equally weighted port folios of currecimes
can substantially increase the Sharpe ratio of the carry trade investment strategies. alt hough
the underlying mechanism is not explicitly analyzed beyond the law of large munber and
ad-hoc mean-variance intuition.
Indeed, nontraded output shocks carry different weights, depending on the magnitude,
of their volatilities and the size of the economies of their origins, in the carry trade ret urns
(1.11). This feature immediately offers a structural recipe that balances the above weights
to achieve an optimal currency portfolio with maximal diversification. Let r;" denote market
prices of risk from country II's perspective,3 8 which is a vector in the face of multiple shocks
priced by the F's SDF, AH. Let us consider a generic carry trade portfolio that borrows
home currency and lends several foreign currencies with weights {y"}F and >jp # -0
3 6 As long as the total number of countries K is finite, notitraded risk canot be entirely diversitie(d( and
expected returns on currency portfolios preserve spread; see footnote 40.
3 7Tlie partial list includes Burnside et al. (2008), Burnside et al. (2011), Lustig and Verdelhan (2(007).
and Menkhoff et al. (2011).
""That is, M = -r 1 dt -' 1/' dZ where notation A.B emphatically denotes the scalar product of v'ectors
A and B.
"To simplify the notation, our convention is that this sui is over all K countries. including 1. 11mvevcr.
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The realized and expected excess returns of this portfolio are simply the weighted values of
1le pairwise carry trade realized excess returns,
PE di =E y|II"XR1J,+F F TI -I ' (T1/H -[) di + (7)1 - T1) - dZt+dt,
EPRt= Et [PRt+±t = F YJ Tit - T - Tit) =- T rT - y F " t
It is apparent that forming a portfolio is not about improving the expected excess returns;
the ret urn of a portfolio of high-return currency trades remains high and vice versa.40 Risk-
eti ral investors, who care only about expected returns would stay only with the single
curreicy that offers the highest expected carry trade profit. The diversification instead helps
reduce t lie port folio return fluctuation and thus is slated to generate a Sharpe ratio superior
to any single-currency carry trade strategies. From the excess return follows the portfolio's
Sharpe ratio (we conventionally set investment horizon dt = 1 for ease of exposition),
E [PRt+t w] i. (it - Z F F) cb Hi = =- ri|co
(V ar, [jP Radt ])" lt - F tfT
where 0 is the angle between vectors r/f and (Tq - F F T|IrF) in the output innovation
iyperspace. From the perspective of investor H, prices of risk T are fixed and the optimal
portfolio (of highest Sharpe ratio) is characterized by weights {y/F?}I that deliver the highest
value for cos 0 (lowest value for -). That is, by forming a portfolio., we can align the price
(f risk vectors as much as possible. The intuition is simple. Independent noises optimally
offset oie another when they are of similar magnitude. Pairwise carry trade strategies do
not offer this condition simply because nontraded output statistics are heterogeneous across
couitries and1(1 are priced differently by H. This can be seen most lucidly in the analytical
it, is possible that investors take opposite positions in some pairwise carry trade strategies; i.e., yHF can
a]ssum ingative values.
0 lis statement holds, given the total number of countries K stays fixed and finite. When the number
AFof conis K increases unbounded, however, all economies become atonmistic -( -+ 0, and all pairwise
exjpoed itcarry I trade returns converge because nontraded risk becomes less prominent in such a diluted
world: See (1. ). This effect is related more to the dilution of economic scales than to the diversification of
1ontraded risk.
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expressions of the prices of risk
VH dZ = ZT dZNj { F#H ' YN -(3 - E)WT (i (7) /
AFG( -7 1),VIJNV,- dZ [U/JT Xi -Nt
Accordingly, the optimal portfolio choices {YHFIF place appropriate weights on { J} to
essentially undo these heterogeneities to maximally enhance the noise cancellation iII the
realized portfolio return. Simple geometric arguments immediately show that the minimum
C is the angle between vector 7ft" and its projected image on the space generated bv all
other prices of risk vectors {rf'}FH. 4 1 Straightforward but tedious algebra then identifies
analytically the optimal 8, portfolio weights and the maximum Sharpe ratio.
1.6 Beyond benchmark model
The key intuition, developed alongside the basic setting of international finance in previous
sections, is that the country-specific traded output risk should have a smaller irmpact on asset
prices than the country-specific nontraded output risk because of the diversification in the
traded good market. However, the basic model possesses several simplifications, including
(i) homogeneous consumption taste for a single common traded good and (ii) coimplete
financial markets worldwide. In this section, we relax these assumptions and verily and i bus
strengthen the above intuition to a more realistic and robust economic setting.
1.6.1 Arbitrary trade configuration
Generalized setup: In the current general setting, there are I varieties of traded goods and
K types of nontraded goods, and each of the latter is consumed by one respective count ry. A
particular type h of traded goods can be consumed only by some KAh countries, and similarly.
" One can show that the choice {yH F that minimizes the angle between ill] and (,ll - E, y'7,) also
minimizes the angle between r7/ and -F#II t bf
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a particular country I- trades and consumes only some Il varieties of traded goods. These
ieatures ailil to capture the realistic and vastly different trade configurations among countries,
as Well is the vastly different popularity of different traded goods." Moreover, countries can
also have country-specific tastes for the traded goods ({w'}) and nontraded good (
that they consume, subject to the conventional normalization oN + Ehw 1. We also
assume that the financial market is complete because contingent claims on all outputs and
couitries' iisk-free bonds are available investment instruments. Consequently, the world's
static optimization problem can be used to study the equilibrium behaviors of consumption
aloc(aio ns and asset prices in this econoimy.
H 11 1--H K H I
nax > A " -' + ,(C/N)  St. H -- 1T Ah,T Vh 1, . . .
V.T 1 h H
Although a country may have different tastes for different goods that they consume. the
substitutability between any two varieties, either traded or nontraded, is characterized by
ItIe Im elasiicilty coefficient E. It is apparent from the market market clearing conditions
thit only the aggregate outputs for traded good varieties directly enter the dynamic of the
ecuiioo1Y. However, he associated output shocks will have different impacts on different
unlllt ries. depending on their country-specific trade configurations. The current complex
set ting calls for a quantitative analysis to shed light on the role of these shocks on consump-
tion allocations and prices.
Equilibriun allocations: Combining log-linearization and iteration techniques yield the
eqiililium log consumption cl' of traded good h by country H,
Kh A" (j
(y ~ ~ ~ ~ C -A 1~a >3&.>[1r+(x-c > 1 y' + 0 ~.i1u.}j (.6NH K k ,
k
Eamples include the oil consumed by all countries versus rare earth minerals, which are consumed only
by the most advanced economies.
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where in the current general setting,
Ki
A = LAI; a 1 > 0 (1.17)
are the good-specific relative size of the aggregate economies (those that consume good i)
and a country-specific measure of weighted elasticity of consumption substitut ion, respec-
tively. It is plausible that in this entangled trade network, many outputs affect country // s
consumption of good ht. In leading orders of importance, these include h's global supply
(or); H's nontraded output (6'); nontraded output (V ) and traded global suipply (S1,
consumed by any other country J E K" that also consumes h: global supply (6.r) of *anY
other traded good i E " consumed by H; and finally, the nontraded output (0') and global
supply (4,T1) of traded goods k consumed by any country I c K' that also consumes
Similar to the simpler setting of section 1.3, a country's traded consumption allocat ion
H
CH increases with the global supply 8 h,T, decreases with the hosts nontraded outpot ". anid
increases with nontraded output o' of all trade partners J in good h. As country // also
consumes other traded variates {6,T}1H, H's consumption c' in good h tends to negatively
correlate with shocks dZvrl/,, through the substitution effect between any two traded goods.
Furthermore, because the consumptions of all trade partners J c K in good h are tuned to
the nontraded 6 and traded global supplies {o,} h. that they consume, these shocks arc
also positively compounded into ch , again through trade (market clearing) and substiit utnP)n
effects.
Most interestingly, even in the current general trade network setting, the international
transmission of output shocks follows a simple and intuitive quantitative pattern in Ohe
leading orders. That is, the transmission process involving trades in a good i with a mediating
country I warrants a dampening coefficient,"
( Jc~AI A,
, ilm i c A t
"'As -/ is (substantially) larger than E, mild home bias conditions assure that (-Y - e)cof% < l
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Here chiaracterizes the relative power of mediating country I in setting the global price
for tirad(d good i (through FOC), and - +/  quantifies how readily shocks
iii one( consumpt ion sector affect the others in a country.4 Next, we examine the stochastic
(iscoulnt factors (SDFs) to explore how investors price the risk associated with these output
siocks iM differeiit coittries.
Equilibriumrr pricing: As shocks affect consumption allocations, they also move equilibrium
prices accordingly to clear the market, The country H's log SDF is
H HH
p/ - > /,Th,T ~ H h T N]
AA"
h h
Reassuringly. all shocks that affect country II's consumptions are also priced by this stochas-
tie discoint factor. In particular, all traded and nontraded consumption shocks of H and
anV of it trade partners are compounded in nH. As in the simpler case of section 1.3, up to
a ste coefficients, the traded shocks are fully internationalized (in the aggregate output ojT)
and spread uniformly to all countries I c K, that consume good h. As ouJT generally drops
witl t lie numitiber l of varieties consumed by H,'5 the country-specific traded shock of a
pailticilar variety matters even less to its country of origin in the current setting of multiple
tradled goods. In contrast, nontraded shocks are internalized, but not fully. As the second
Ierm within the square brackets shows, country H can tunnel its own nontraded shock in 6v
througli trades in all " channels in which II participates. The ability to mitigate this shock
1hrouglh a particular channel h clearly decreases with a country's relative size ' in the
world trade market for good h. Under mild home bias condition, country-specific nontraded
Sect ion 1.3 assertis halt he difference 1 - characterizes how willing a country is to substitute traded
aMid nont ralded con sum1cript ionls to smioot h its aggregate consumption. When t his difference is large and positive
as Il I he dat a. coiitries are flexible to make this substitution. As a result, a shock from one consurnption
sector is readily traismititted to the other sector. In the current setting, each country has one nontraded and
several traded sectors, but all have the same pairwise substitution elasticity of 7.
b'His is a consequence of the normalization condition wN + E , = 1.
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shocks still matter more to the country's pricing than do the traded counterparts. Fiiiallv.
we also see that traded shocks (in 3 j,T) affecting any trade partner J are also factored in mH1 1
When II does not consume these goods, j l', their shocks to 1/ are similar the purely
nontraded shocks of partners J.
1.6.2 Incomplete market
In equilibrium, the complete financial markets equalize all countries' marginal utilities of the
traded consumption and thus enable the optimal international risk sharing and consumpll)tiol
allocation. In reality, however, the financial markets of some countries are more develoejd
than those of others, which should better facilitate these developed countries to mnage
their own as well as trade partners' output risk. Stylistically, because of either information
asymmetry or lack of proper managerial enforcement, the equities associated with nontraded
sectors of emerging economies are less marketable worldwide. It is interesting to explore 1the
new qualitative implications of market incompleteness on international risk sharing and con-
trast them with those of the simplified complete market paradigni. To this en(d. we now
analyze a stylized model in which nontraded output risk is the central factor behilnl Ithe
incompleteness in the financial markets.
Setup: We consider the world economy with perfect trades but an incomplete fiiwinial
market. In the commodity sector, there are country-specific nontraded goods (one per coun-
try) and a single traded good (common to all countries). The traded good can he shipped
globally without the friction, and thus only its aggregate output influences the pricing. Ac-
cordingly, we assume that the financial assets associated with the traded good setor ar
perfectly structured. That is, a stock Sr contingent on the aggregate output and a risk-free
bond BT paying one unit of traded good in the next period are available to investors world-
wide. In contrast. the financial assets associated with nontraded sectors are incomplete. We
assume that countries belong to either the "developed" or the "emerging" group. For ny
d(eveloped economy (IH E D), the stock SN contingent on the H's nontraded outputil and
risk-free bond B"N paying one unit of H's nontraded good in the following period are also
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availalie to all investors. However, assets associated with nontraded sectors of emerging
economies (11 V D) are not marketable and thus simply do not exist. In this framework,
bhe world financial market is incomplete because there are more shocks than the available
financial hedging instruments. To simplify the exposition, we assume a homogeneous size for
all econonies embedded in a two-period setting {, / + 1}, but maintain the heterogeneous
consump)tion1 tastes {w , &}H across countries. Relaxing all of these assumptions is tedious
but striightforward.
Th1e most convenient choice for the numeraire in this setting is the traded good, which
we adopt hereafter. Thus, in every period, all prices are in (contemporaneous term of) the
traled good. Because the market is incomplete, we consider the optimization problem for
each country.16 Let a1. x X FS XFB denote the holdings of H's investor, respectively,
in world stock S,, world bond B1 , F's stock SF , and F's bond BF.
max U H(tH) + pEt (U[ (C|! l)]
subject to the market clearing and budget constraints
E1 Hi "= 1 x'T+1 =1; EZH x/i = H = 0
\' H H F1 HFS H N, IS -o VF e D
EliI rNL Ell- HN,t~l 'E-H XNjt Ell HNt~ =0 V
("t + A P1HcED i STH + Bt , xHB FS F tSHB < Wt H
FED FED
-TJ A ~ I N±IED 5 X 'ATt+ I + xj7 >1 N~'j5~~ >, NJ7BpkjJ N ,+1 N,t+1 H ED T t+1N t+1 ,+
FED FcED
where CI {N!, C/} denotes the standard CES consumption aggregator as in section 1.3,
[fiU denotes the power utility function of CH, and WH denotes investor H's initial wealth.
IdentiY oplerator p1-FED equals one if F is an developed country and zero otherwise, which
siiply reflects the fact that investors can invest in financial assets paying nontraded goods
t \it b an incomplete inarket, the centralized optimization can also be formulated as in Pavlova and
Rigohou (2008) using the convex duality technique (Cvitanic and Karatzas (1992)). However, this approach
Offers al exact acd analytical solution only for the special case of log utility.
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and convert these payoffs into units of traded good at the respective nontraded price i1
VF e D for their consumption purpose. In contrast, no assets paying nontraded goods of
emerging markets exist, and consequently no investors, domiestic or otherwise, ever need to
convert these goods into the traded good and back. In other words, in the current inconipolete
market setting, nontraded shocks are identical to preference shocks. Furthermore, we note
that by summing all countries, the above budget constraints and market clearing conditions
automatically imply the resource constraints ZH U AT,, ZH CN 1 AT,t+ 11n bo1th
periods.
First order conditions corresponding to variations about optimal holding positions xr'j
x , FS FB espeCtively, generate pricing equations for all available financial assets,
XMT M N X esetvl
STt = Et AT,t+11 BT,t = Et V[i.
A~H AH
S E  +; BI - EI [j1IP/ 1t+Im V T'e D. VII.
where Alf, a is the country-specific imarginal utility of the traded consumption4
In the complete market setting, the marginal utilities are necessarily equalized across
XIH lIF
countries Tt = , V{H, F}, which together with imarket clearing conditions, tOn
T,f T.t
establishes directly the equilibrium consumption allocations. In the incomplete market.
the marginal utilities are indirectly connected to one another only through the pricing of
available assets. Accordingly, the solution approach here is very different. In sequence. we
first conjecture a solution for the consumption allocations, solve for the asset prices. and
verify that these prices support the conjectured consumptions in equilibrium. As before, we
log-linearize the above first order conditions for all countries II and all developed count ties
7NVe recall that the current numeraire is the traded good, and therefore A! =




( g ) = Coot [dm 1 1,tr 1]4 ;
log Br t [din t (  1+] + Vart [dm IT I
log (s - = Cove (dm+1 1] (1.19)
log B 
-= Cove [dmHti, Pk1 ,+
Mhir dral" dienotes the log-linearized stochastic discount factor (recall from (1.4) that a H
>.7"'T
(o, I011" - m -= log (= -( - E)ogdg 1d ,t+c1 . (1.20)
Equilibriim: Consistent with the log-linearization approximation scheme, we look for the
equilibriiuim consiunption allocations in the following most general log-linear form,
de __i log ( "li) = gJH +a H d6T,t+1 + H
r f FONI v H, (1.21)
anlld (]S, I'S, /)s are constant parameters to
log oitputs, i.e., output growths (dt = 1)
(Id1, I r1l - 6r,, = pdL + OTdZT;
be determined, and d's denote the changes in
do 6H 6o, H, -= dt + o4idZH
Tliis choice renders a log-linear SDF drnH in the approximation and greatly simplifies the
p)riciing of financial assets in the incomplete market settings (Weil (1994)). Indeed, substi-
tuting the above conjectured consumptions and SDFs into the pricing equations and the
aiirket clearing collditions readily yields the following consumption allocations (derived in
a (ppndlx 1.9.4)," where we recall that a, 1 > 0 denotes the country-specific
Al1Iiontgh ie log -linea rization technique remains useful to obtain an approximate closed-form solution,
it. does not address the possible multiplicity and stability of the equilibrium.
'Speeineaily. the pricing equations log(S',t/BT)'s determine coefficients {aH}vH, 1og(S',/B )'s de-
teriniie { b"' }I(v ,vH, log 3,,t's determine {bHF'}VFVD,VH, and log(BP,/BT)'s determine the nontraded
prices of developed countries { P" }VFEv, see appendix 1.9.4.
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weighted elasticity of consumption substitution.
" incomplete market: I1 is an emerging economy (II V D)
11 1 Kan 6 (Y - ()"H
T'! F + v WF"6 (.2c/ 9 H1 t +V 67t NI + N.~ I' ( 2
" incomplete market: H is a developed economy (H E D)
H H a a+ 6
9 t+ Z v,
+ GI 0,W Nt )aW AH(1-- -n"
FC-D
where gHs are country-specific parameters. These parameters help to enforce., an( ihus
can be found from the market clearing conditions (see appendix 1.9.4), but because ihey
are deterministic factors, they do not enter the analysis below. To verify these equilibrium
consumptions, we substitute them back into the above pricing equations to cormplt e al
available asset prices {SN. Br,}, {S t Bt}reD, which finance these consumptions bY the
construction of the solution. This configuration is in equilibrium,'( because, for each available
asset, the associated price is identical under all investors" perspectives in the construction.
Compared with the counterpart complete market setting with a single traded good, in \which
the consumption allocations areal
* complete market: C"j = gH1 + HT 4r + n'oo ( )n"Y K6 H.
the incomplete market allocations are markedly different in several aspects." First. the
WAlthough this is not necessarily the unique equilibrium.
5lThis is a, straightforward generalization of (1.3) (in the basic model) to the setting where count ries
have heterogeneous consumption tastes (but countries' sizes are homogeneous). In the current case. tihe
log-linearization of FOC implies Mr = -pt + wy - ( , - )wcl + cy. Combining this FOC with the
(log-linearized) market clearing condition (1.27) for traded good yields this log consuiption c(, ill complete
market. See further details in appendix 1.9.2.
52In1 light of the possible existence of other incomplete market settings and multiple equilibria, our discus-
sio hefre pertains to the spccific incomplete market setup and the associated cquilibrium piescited earlier
in this section.
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Srled shock impacts stay the same in both market configurations. This is because even
when the market is incomplete, the equity and bond on the traded output 6r are available to
all investors, who then are able to mitigate these shocks as optimally as possible by trading
these financial assets. When combined with the force of cross-country diversification in the
tr-aded sctor. this result implies that country-specific traded output risks remain relatively
less material to countries' risk free rates, compared with the nontraded output risk.
Second, the nontraded output shocks (in 6') of a developed country F E D affect the
raded H c of all other countries H similarly, regardless of the market's com-
pleteness. Because investors can trade the financial assets contingent on these nontraded
shocks. their associated risk can be shared effectively. In particular, all else being equal, a
sirge in developed country F's nontraded output prompts F to trim its traded consumption
and boosts other countries' traded consuiription by forces of trades and market clearings.
Similar to the complete market settings, under a mild degree of home biases, a country's
own nontraded shocks matter quantitatively more to a developed country's consumption
allocation than do the nontraded shocks of their developed trade partners.
Third, the nontr-aded output shocks (in o") of an emerging country F V D are uniformly
compounded in the consiumptions c, of all developed countries H E D. This feature is
intuitive. hi the absence of financial assets in emerging markets, these shocks cannot be
properly hedged. The developed investors instead opt to simply pool their consumptions
uniforlyiiv to cope with the associated risk. Risk sharing is still feasible, albeit imperfect,
because it is evident from the equilibrium allocation that a surge in the nontraded output
froman m( rging economy boosts traded consumptions of all developed economies. The
coefficient characterizing this relationship, ''D , increases (decreases) with the number
of emerging (developed) economies. That is, the significance of the unhedged risk on con-
sulptioll allocations is larger when the financial market is less complete in this pooling
equtili rimii.
Fouirth, the incomplete market has a strong and surprising impact on risk sharing between
'
m t is, is saine for all F V D, H c D.
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two emerging economies. Possessing no financial assets directly tied to the nont raded output
shocks of their own or those of their emerging trade partners, the emerging economics also
pool their traded consumption in equilibrium to uniformly share nontraded risk. lmIerg-
ing country H's traded consumption cT decreases with not only its own nontraded good
endowment o' but also with other emerging countries' nontraded output o'n. The latter
behavior, which is the inverse of a perfect financial market, signals that the risk sharing
is most severely hampered between emerging trade partners. This is indeed the group of
countries whose nontraded output risk is the least hedgeable because of the incomuplet eness
of the market.
The incomplete market setting, as formulated in this section and pertaining to the pooling
equilibrium, does not qualitatively change the risk sharing behaviors, and thus prices, am1ong
developed economies. Any sizable effects stemming from market incompleteness iiistca(l arise
in the group of emerging countries whose financial markets are the least developed in the
setting.
1.7 Empirical results
The principal assertion of this paper, motivated by theoretical considerations in prece(iIIg
sections, is that nontraded output risk is a key factor determining asset prices and price
differentials in international markets. This section investigates this assertion eimpirically and
provides supportive evidence. We implement various tests on interest rates and carry trade
returns. Our empirical analysis involves OECD countries54 plus Eurozone (i.e., Econoinic and
Monetary Union, available after 1998), which are more developed economies and econiomiic
and financial data series of which are reasonably expected to be more complete and of higher
quality. Our main empirical tests exclude three possible outlier countries (Estonia. Iceland.
and Turkey) for the reasons presented in the next section on stylized facts of' nont raded
5I our notation, before the German reunification in 1990 (and including that year). the Fedieral RepuIlic
of Germany (FRG) is referred to as West Germany. From 1991 onward, the (reunified) Federal Republic of
Germany is referred to as Germany.
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output, risk. All nominal macroeconomic output series are first transformed into real series
and tlieOn detrended using Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter" All employed data series are cited
in double quotes, and their original sources and other details are listed in the data appendix.
1.7.1 Stylized facts concerning nontraded output risk
\Ve identify "services" as nontraded sectors in all countries, following the standard classifi-
cation in the literature (see, e.g., Stockman and Tesar (1995)). Key components of services
sectors include wholesale and retail trade, hotels and restaurants, financial intermediation,
real estate, business activities and construction services.
TO obtain sonie idea about the size of nontraded sectors in the economies worldwide, figure
I-I plots the ratio of real services output over real GDP, averaged over the period 1971-2010,
or all OlCID countries plus Eurozone. Output data are from "Aggregate National Accounts:
('oss domuestic product," and services are computed as the sum of (i) wholesale and retail
t rde, repairs. hotels and restaurants. and transport; (ii) financial intermediation, real estate,
renting and business activities; (iii) construction; and (iv) other service activities. Figure
1-1 slio\ws that iontraded outputs constitute a substantial fraction of the total GDP in all
OECD count ries, ranging from 0.5 (Iceland) to 0.7 (US). Among others, this figure thus
re-docoinetIIs a known fact that services sectors carry a huge weight of the US economy.
To justify the identification of services as a nontraded sector, Table 1.1 lists the country-
specific tradability and size of financial services, construction services, and other services for
a representative set of 13 OECD countries (see data appendix for classification details). Trad-
abilities and sizes are averaged over the period 1971-2010. The country-tradability of services
is (one half of) tle ratio of total exports and imports over the total output of these services by
the county (see (1.26)). The economic size of services is the ratio of total domestic output of
iese services over the country's GDP. Countries' export and import series are from OECD's
"Ti rle in Services" data base. Countries' services output series56 are from OECD's "Aggre-
We use sioothing parameters A = 1600 for quarterly time series, as in Hodrick and Prescott (1997),
md A - 6.25 for aninual time series, as in Ravn and Harald (2002).
S)pecifically. 1 icse series are HIGF (Construction). BGJK (Financial intermediation, real estate, renting
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gate National Accounts: Gross domestic product." The table shows that, whereas the trald-
abilities and sizes of the same services vary considerably across OECD economics, tiheir t(rad-
abilities are indeed small (in the order of few percentage points, and never exceeding 2%().
In particular, financial services are a substantial part of GDP in all countries (ranging fromu
14.7% for the Czech Republic to 27.7% for the US), yet their tradabilities are very low (rang-
ing from .21% for Japan to 7.5% for Switzerland). Similarly, Table 1.2 lists the 15 most timded
industries in the US, along with their two measures of tradability. The US-specific tradabil-
ity of an industry is computed similarly to the above country-specific tradability (1.26).



















leather. leather products and footwear
office, accounting and computing machinery
wearing apparel. dressing and dying of fur
motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
non-ferrous metals
radio. television and communication equipment
electrical machinery and apparatus. n.e.c.
medical. precision and optical instruments
machinery and equipment. n.e.c.
aircraft and spacecraft,
railroad equipment and transport equipment. ni.e.c.
textiles
chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals




































Notes: This table lists 15 most traded industries in the US, along with their US-specific and
OECD tradabilities. The industries are classified by ISIC Revision 3. US-specific tradabil
ity is (one half of) the ratio of total export and import over total output by the US of the
industry (see (1.26)). OECD tradability for a industry is defined similarly, but with export.
import. and output replaced by total-OECD counterparts (see (1.25)). See section 1.7.1 and
data appendix for further details.
In the determination of OECD tradability (see (1.25)), export, import and output are
OECD-aggregate quantities. These industry-level mracro series are from the '"OECD Struc-
tural Analysis (STAN)" database. Table 1.2 shows that all of the top 15 traded industries














in the US belong to the manufacturing sector. In either measure, their tradabilities are
substantially higher than those in the services sectors listed in Table 1.1, which justifies the
classification of' traded and nontraded goods adopted in the literature as well as in the cur-
rent paper. The table also shows that country-specific tradabilities do not necessarily and
quantitatively coincide with their OECD counterparts because countries are heterogeneous
in their conlsumption and production to a certain extent. For the sake of robustness, our
tests preseinted in the next section will employ both of these tradability measures.
To have a sense of the level of nontraded output risk across countries, figure 1-4 plots the
volatilty of per-capita nontraded output growth for each OECD country. The volatility is
comiputed as the standard deviation of these nontraded output growth series over the entire
period of 1971-2010. Per-capita quantities are computed using the World Bank's "Total
Population" series. This figure shows that the level of fluctuation of nontraded output varies
widely across OECD countries. In particular, Estonia is the second smallest economy among
01.D neniher states (Iceland is the smallest economy)," yet its per-capita nontraded
out puit growth is subtantially more volatile than any other country (approximately ten tines
more \olatile than Germany, France and the US). We therefore exclude Estonia and Iceland
fromii emlpirical tests. When countries' nontraded output volatilities are computed for each
teu-year period, Turkey exhibits an extremely unstable volatility pattern over time. We thus
also (drp Tilurkey from the tests.
To have a sense of the level of trade "openness" of OECD countries, figure 1-5 plots the
ratio of each couitry's total exports and imports over its GDP (see also (1.24)), averaged over
tle period 1971-2010. These ratios are from OECD's "Trade-to-GDP ratio" annual series.
The figure shows that trade openness is markedly heterogeneous across OECD countries,
ranging from 0.17 for Japan to 2.08 for Luxembourg. It is known that this ratio can be
hiased downward for larger economies, and hence a low value of the openness for a country
does not necessarily imjply high (tariff or non-tariff) obstacles to foreign trade. Rather, the
low value of the openness can be a measure of either weak reliance of domestic producers
Est uwia's GDP is approxinately 20 Bln USD for the year of 2010, or less than 0.05% of the aggregate
GDP of OEC) group. Iceland GDP is 12 Bln USD for the same year.
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on foreign supplies and markets or of the country's geographic remoteness from )ot (nia1
trading partners. Any of these possible causes are consistent with our notion that the outpt
growth risk of the more closed economies is internalized by home countries to a larger extcnt.
Finally, as a preliminary and graphical check of the allegedly key role of nontraded output
risk on national asset prices, figure 1-2 plots the real risk free rates against thne volatilities
of per-capita nontraded and traded output growths, in the cross section of OECD countries.
Real interest rates are deduced from the nominal "IMF Exchange Rates and Short-term
Treasury Bill Rates" and the accompanying price index series, following Obstfeld and Rogoff
(2001). Figure 1-2 shows an inverse relationship between risk-free rates and nontraded out pt
volatilities, which in particular is vividly stronger than that between risk-free rates and t raded
output volatilities. This difference persists even when we drop potential outlier countries in
figure 1-3. This simple pattern is consistent with the theoretical finding presented earlier that
the asset returns differentials across countries are tied principally to the countries' nouit radAed
output risk characteristics. 58
1.7.2 Interest rates
In reality, no goods are either perfectly nontraded or perfectly traded. Even if some goods
were, macro output series are inevitably subject to measurement errors. Furtherinore. costs
in trades also affect the structural relation between nontraded output risk and asset prices.
In this section, we investigate the empirical relationship between nontraded output volatility
and the level of real interest rate across OECD countries, taking into account these prac-
tical regularities. Specifically, we devise four tests based on the various classifications of
nontradability, in order of increasing sophistication. These regression-based tests involve
(i) the closedness of an economy, (ii) the brute-force cutoff dummy of nontradability at the
industry level, (iii) the global nontradabilities at industry level, and (iv) count ry-specific
nontradabilities at the industry level, respectively.
813y means of trades and diversification, in contrast, country-specific traded output risk is pooled togctiher
and therefore does not distinctly impact the risk-free rates around the world.
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Tests using countries' trade closedness
The hypothesis to be examined here is that when an economy is exposed more to interna-
tional trades, its nontraded risk can be better mitigated through trades and the substitution
between traded and nontraded consumption. This assertion is a specific form of Hypoth-
esis I (section 1.4) and Hypothesis 1A (section 1.4.2), and is motivated by the structural
model with trade friction presented in previous sections. The basic regression test of this
elatiolIsihip reads
11 ~ If ~ ( 2 -t ± 3.co) 2Cf' +-, + (
Vt =A a +0,(ot )2 + 13ctH + 3wC(o 2 tH tH I
where o0 (f denotes the per-capita GDP growth volatility and X's the various control variables.
Ve adopt the common definition of a country's trade openness 0 ' as trade-to-GDP ratio
(trade being the sum of export and import), from which also follows the closedness C"
H" '+EX. C IMH+EX" (1.24)
GDPH GDPH
Table 1.3 reports the results associated with this regression. National output data are from
-Aggregate National Accounts: Gross domestic product" and trade openness from "Trade-
to-G1DP ratio." We compute the volatility of per-capita GDP growth either over the entire
period1 of 1971-2010 (in which case, the above time index t should be dropped), or over each
of four iioni-overlapping 10-year periods, and the mean of interest rates (dependent variable)
over exact he same periods. Control variables include per-capita GDP mean growth, GDP
SizL (or the ratio of countries' GDP over the aggregate GDP of OECD group), and inflation
volat ility . The last control variable aims to address the fact that the model is real and thus
does not capture the possible effects from inflation risk.
The key observation from table 1.3 is that the slope coefficients associated with the
lit eract ion term (variance x closedness) are always negative. These coefficients are statis-
dia ion is coiputed as the ycar-to-year percentage change of the consumer price index, and the latter
is sourced flomii IMF's (PI series. Furthernore, inflation volatility is computed as standard deviation of the
uMHaIl on growl h.
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Table 1.3: Trade-closedness regiession. 1971-2010


























-.01246 -.0118 -.00818 -.00842 .01565 .02349 .0436* .03991**





-44.26 -43.553 -51.34* -52.343*
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Notes: OLS regressions with robust standard errors in parentheses: r/ = a+#H3(0_H()2 + C H (o )2 C/ +/3X, +e
to examine the effects of output volatility o.H and trade closedness CH on interest rate rH. Panel A reports results when
the variance of GDP growth is computed for each of 10-year non-overlapping periods, from 1971 to 2010. Panel B reports
results when the variance of GDP growth is computed for the entire period from 1971 to 2010. The sample consists of
annual data series for OECD countries 1971-2010, excluding Estonia., Iceland and Turkey. Current members of European
Monetary Union are dropped from the sample at the moment they joined the Union, and replaced by a single observa-
tion for Eurozone. Growth variance is the annualized variance of growth rate of per-capita real GDP over corresponding
period. closedness is one subtracted by the ratio of country's total trade over country's GDP (see (1.24)). Growth mean
is the annualized mean of growth rate of per-capita real GDP over corresponding period. GDP size is the ratio of coun-
try's real GDP over total real GDP of OECD member states. Inflation volatility is the standard deviation of country's
consumption price index over the corresponding period. See data appendix for further details.
closedness
tically significant when we take into account the GDP growth (which contributes through
Itie inierteniporal smoothing desires of investors), economy size, and inflation risk effects,
for cit her the entire period (i.e., in the cross sectional data) or for four 10-year periods (i.e.,
in the panel data). This negative sign is consistent with the model's central economic ra-
tionale that when a country is less open to trade and all else is equal, the country's output
shock tends to be more internalized, arid to have stronger impacts on lowering country's real
inte rest rate thlurough the precautionary savings mechanism.
Tests using multiple industry outputs and their nontradability dummies
Anuot her formui of Hypothesis 1 arid Hypothesis 1A (sections 1.4.1, 1.4.2, respectively) to
)c examiined in this section is as follows. Controlling for anything else, a country's output
growth risk of nontraded industries tends to have a stronger impact on domestic interest rate
than it1s oultpul growth risk of traded industries. Intuitively, this is because country-specific
traded risk can be diversified in the global pool of traded goods before it affects prices in
any country. The basic regression testing this relationship employs national output data at
the industry level. We use binary dummies to classify the nontradability of the industries.
rb=a + 3,C )2 +f /3d + yea 1f 2d + "3,XH + CH,4 t''~~'t/1 , i,t t 3,d(O,t'Lt 3 xij i,0'
where ri = r/ is country H1's interest rate and thus independent of industry type i, dj,
is nont radabilitv dunmy (d, = 1 for nontraded industries and 0 otherwise, as we explain
below). lable 1.4 reports the results associated with this regression. Countries' real an-
uial industry-level outputs are constructed from the "OECD Structural Analysis (STAN)"
(atabase. An industry i is classified as nontraded (di,, = 1) if it belongs to one of the fol-
lowing ISIC classes t ) (see further details in data appendix): 40-41 (electricity gas and water
supply); 45 (construction); 50-55 (wholesale and retail trade, restaurant and hotels); 60-64
(transport storage and communications); 65-74 (finance insurance real estate and business
services): 75-99 (community social and personal services). Other industries are taken as
IUj IC stan ds for lnerinational Standard Industrial Classification of All Econmic Activities
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Table 1.: Multi-industrv nontadabilitv-dm i regression. 1971-2010










.00347 .00339 .00291 .00334
(.00237) (.00236) (.00233) (.00228)
-.36047** -.44973*** -.47498*** -.52871***























.00471* .0047** .0044* .00494**
(.00222) (.00222) (.00218) (.00206)
-1.5183 -1.5324 -1.5814* -1.6366*























Notes: OLS regressions rfl =( + #31(ITi.) 2 + 3ddi,t + ft7 d(o/.) 2 dij +2 1 XH + e1 to examine the effects of industry-level out-
put volatility o-[ and its dummy nontradability di on interest rate r . Panel A reports results with robust standard errors in
parentheses. Panel B reports results with between-effect standard errors in parentheses. Dependent variable is the annualized
real interest rate, proxied by the short-term Treasury bill rate. averaged over the corresponding period. The sample consists
of annual data series for OECD countries 1971-2010., excluding Estonia, Iceland and Turkey. Current members of European
Monetary Union are dropped from the sample at the moment they joined the Union., and replaced by a single observation for
Eurozone. Growth variance is the annualized variance of growth rate of per-capita country-specific industries' real output over
each of four 10-year periods, from 1971 to 2010. Nontradability dummies are at industry level; they assume value 1 for indus-
tries classified as nontraded sectors (Electricity gas and water supply, Construction. Wholesale and retail trade., restaurant and
hotels, Transport storage and communications, Finance insurance real estate and business services, Community social and per-
sonal services), and 0 otherwise. Growth mean is the annualized mean of growth rate of per-capita country-specific industries"
real output over the corresponding period. GDP size is the ratio of countrys real GDP over total real GDP of OECD member
states. Inflation volatility is the standard deviation of counrv's consiumption price index over ihe corresponding period. See

























traded (d,, = 0). We divide the entire time period 1971-2010 into four 10-year periods, and
the volatility of per-capita output growth for each industry is computed as the respective
standard deviation over each period. As before, the control variables include per-capita GDP
mnean growth, GDP size, and inflation volatility.
The key observation from table 1.4 is that the slope coefficients associated with the
ilelIract ion teri (variance x dummy) are always negative. When we take into account
the (G D) growt hi, economy size, and inflation risk effects, these coefficients are statistically
significant either for robust or between-effect standard errors.6 1 The negative sign precisely
fits hihe basic ecoiionnc intuition that the output growth risk is more serious to the economy
than .hat of the traded output. Consequently, the output risk enhances the value of risk-free
bonds1 . and depresses risk-free rate more aggressively when the risk comes from a nontraded
indlust F.Y.
Tests using rnultiple industry outputs and their global nontradabilities
Sone in1dustries are not clear-cut traded or nontraded as depicted by a binary dummy of
the above regression. In this section, we use continuous-valued global nontradability at
induist ry level to account for this fine distinction. The hypothesis to be examined here is the
same as above, namely all else being equal, output risk of nontraded industries matter more
o coun1try s interest rate than that of traded industries. The basic regression testing this
relatioishi) reads
if = H\)2 )2±7-3U 't +j)2 j xX -t
'P. + 3 J (0} + PTTi,t+ 3T(H+(
where T is a global measure of nontradability of industry i. We adopt the standard definition
of tradability as the ratio OECD aggregate trade over OECD aggregate output of the industry
IDu1 to I I mited dat a, the choice of between-effect model is appropriate.
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i, and nontradability is the complement to tradability
EOECD countries i s import + i s export.rFj = 1 - . (1.25)2 x EOECD countries i S Output
Table 1.5 reports the results associated with this regression. Data sources are idetitical to
those employed in the above regression. We use country-specific output series to copll)ulte
country-specific industry i's growth volatility over each of four 10-year periods. We aggregate
these series to compute the global tradability and nontradability for each of good i>.
The key observation from table 1.5 is that the slope coefficients associated wit i the
interaction term (variance x nontradability) are always negative. When we take into account
the GDP growth, economy size, and inflation risk effects, these coefficients are statist icjally
significant either for robust or between-effect standard errors. The negative sign preciselv fits
the basic economic intuition that as countries mostly internalize their own nontraded shocks.
the fluctuations in nontraded industries are more serious risk to the cconomv tlum those of
the traded ones. Furthermore, output volatility act to lower risk-free rate. Consequently.
risk-free rate is imore sensitive (and negatively related) to output risk of industries of higher
nontradabilities.
Tests using multiple industry outputs and their country-specific niontradabilities
In some situation, global measure of tradability does riot exactly reflect the tradahilitv
of an industry at country level. This happens, for e.g., when the trade levels are highly
heterogeneous across countries in certain industries. To account for this fine distinction. in
this section, we use continuous-valued country-specific nontradability at industy level. The
hypothesis to be examined here is the same as above, namely all else being equal, outpnt risk
of nontraded industries matter more to country's interest rate than that of traded industries.
The basic regression testing this relationship reads
H = + )I 2 +13, +.1r(1)2r1 + 3 X" + TI ( 4- /-'oOr-i.t} + i j + IJ7t~r Ti,0t , o i t
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Table L.5: M.ult i-indust ry global nont radability regression. 1971-2010










.00133* .00128* .00127** .001*
(.00052) (.00053) (.00052) (.00051)
-.00608* -.0055* -.00706** -.00829*























.0014** .0014** .00137* .00085
(.00068) (.00068) (.00066) (.00063)
.01099 .01101 -.01334 -.01707**
(.00904) (.00905) (.00889) (.00842)
.00109 -.00371 -.00498
(.00715) (.00706) (.00668)




















Notes: OLS regressions rj = a +#.(of,)2 +#!rT,t +- .(oj,) 2 7Tt + #I3XH + CH to examine the effects of industry-level output
volatility oj and its global nontradability ri on interest rate r H Panel A reports results with robust standard errors in paren-
theses. Panel B reports results with between-effect standard errors in parentheses. Dependent variable is the annualized real
interest rate. proxied by the short-term Treasury bill rate, averaged over the corresponding period. The sample consists of an-
nual data series for OECD countries 1971-2010., excluding Estonia., Iceland and Turkey. Current members of European Monetary
Union are dropped from the sample at the moment they joined the Union, and replaced by a single observation for Eurozone.
Growth variance is the annualized variance of growth rate of per-capita country-specific industries' real output over each of four
10-year periods, from 1971 to 2010. Here nontradability is a global measure and at industry level: it is one subtracted by the
ratio of global total trade (i.e., import plus export) in an industry over the global total output in that industry (see (1.25)).
Growth mean is the annualized mean of growth rate of per-capita country-specific industries' real output over the corresponding
period. GDP size is the ratio of country's real GDP over total real GDP of OECD member states. Inflation volatility is the

























wherej H" is a country-specific measure of nontradability of industry '. We adopt, the standard
definition of tradability as the ratio of national trade over national output of the indust i ,
and nontradability is the complement to tradability
H 1 ['s import + i's export] by country I1
[2 x i's output] by country I1
Table 1.6 reports the results associated with this regression. Data sources are identical to
those employed in the above regression. We use country-specific output series to compute
both country-specific industry i's growth volatility over each of four 10-year periods and i's
country-specific tradability and nontradability.
The key observation from table 1.6 is that the slope coefficients associated with t he
interaction term (variance x nontradability) are always negative. When we take into account
the GDP growth, economy size, and inflation risk effects, these coefficients are statist i(' alY
significant either for robust, or between-effect standard errors. The negative sign 1precisely l1 ts
the basic economic intuition that as countries mostly internalize their own nontraded shocks.
the fluctuations in nontraded industries are more serious risk to tlie economy than tliose of
the traded ones. Furthermore, output volatility act to lower risk-free rate. Consegnent lY.
risk-free rate is more sensitive (and negatively related) to output risk of industries of higher
nontradabilities.
1.7.3 Carry trade returns
The evidences above shows that nontraded risk is a key factor behind national asset re-
turns. This is very intuitive because national asset prices are country-specific measures and
nontraded shocks are mostly internalized by countries. Taking a step further. as every 'in-
ternational investment strategy is exposed to nontraded risk of all countries involved. thie
associated compensating profits should reflect the interplay of these risk factors. In t his
section, we investigate the empirical relationship between carry trade expected returiis anid
nontraded output volatilities of the countries involved. Specifically, we devise two t ests whici
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Table 1.6: Multi-industry country-specific nontradability regression. 1971-2010








6.3e-05' 4.5e-05* 5.6e-05 * 4.2e-05 *
(2.0e-05) (2.5e-05) (2.4e-05) (2.4e-05)
-6.9e-05** -5.9e-05* -7.7e-05*" -8.2e-05**
(2.8e-05) (3.0e-05) (3.0e-05) (3.le-05)
.00969 .00597 .0063
(.00626) (.00623) (.00614)
















9.4e-05* 9.7e-05* .0001** 6.le-05
(5.0e-05) (5.2e-05) (i5.e-05) (4.8e-05)
-.00013 -.00013 -.00016* -.00016*
(8.le-05) (8.le-05) (8.0e-05) (7.5e-05)
-.00172 -.00678 -.00659
(.00739) (.0073) (.00691)




















Notes: OLS regressions r, a +#3(oj) 2 + ( 3rj + T( ) 2 " +3 3X, + i to examine the effects of industry-level output
volatility aTH and its country-specific nontradability TzH on interest rate rH . Panel A reports results with robust standard errors
in parentheses. Panel B reports results with between-effect standard errors in parentheses. Dependent variable is the annualized
real interest rate. proxied by the short-term Treasury bill rate, averaged over the corresponding period. The sample consists of
annual data series for OECD countries 1971-2010, excluding Estonia, Iceland and Turkey. Current members of European Mone-
tary Union are dropped from the sample at the moment they joined the Union, and replaced by a single observation for Eurozone.
Growth variance is the annualized variance of growth rate of per-capita country-specific industries' real output over each of four
10-year periods, from 1971 to 2010. Nontradability is a country-specific measure and at industry level; it is one subtracted by the
ratio of country's trade (i.e., import plus export) in an industry over the country's output in that industry (see (1.26)). Growth
mean is the annualized mean of growth rate of per-capita country-specific industries' real output over the corresponding period.
GDP size is the ratio of country's real GDP over total real GDP of OECD member states. Inflation volatility is the standard






























involve (i) forming currency portfolios based on countries's nontraded volatility and size, and
(ii) constructing nontraded and traded consumption risk factors to price carry trades. The
valuation of all carry trades is exclusively from the perspective of US investors, for \whoni
the ultimate profits are in term of US dollars.
Forming portfolios based on the nontraded output growth volatilities and econ-
omy sizes
The theoretical analysis of section 1.5 clearly indicates that62 controlling for all else, carry
trades with partner countries of smaller sizes and less volatile nontraded outputs yield higher
expected returns to US investors.6 3 To directly verify this structural mechanism, stated in
Hypothesis 2 (section 1.5), we construct portfolios of currencies based mainly on the volatii-
ities of nontraded output as suggested by the theory. As argued by Lustig and VerdelhIan
(2007). forming portfolios helps filter out the noises in individual currency returns. andi de-
livers large and stable return spreads between portfolios by means of frequent rebalanciing.
Burnside et al. (2008) document and the current paper's section 1.5 theoretica.lly shows
sizable benefits of diversification in portfolio construction.
We consider carry trade returns from US investors' perspectives. For each country. we
identify the nontraded consumption as the expenditure on services (a component of 0he
expenditure on total private consumption in the expenditure approach to GDP). These
consumption expenditure series are available only at quarterly (or lower) frequencies, and
sourced from OECD's "Quarterly National Accounts" database.6 4 At the beginning of each
quarter 1, countries are sorted into four (quartile) portfolios based on the value of country
specific product of per-capita6 5 nontraded consumption growth variance and relative GlDP
62Expected returns of the carry trades to US investors have been computed in section 1.5, E, X R-
u
2 y2 CW2 { ~ycwA~ (( H ) 2 (' c T(,7F)2}
63All carry trades involve shorting US dollars and longing foreign currencies.
""To obtain a more extensive historical data, however, US quarterly consumption expenditure series irc
sourced from US Bureau of Economic Analysis. See data, appendix for further details.
65 Since the population time series are not available at quarterly frequency, they are constructed From
the annual population by intrapolation, assuming constant population growth within each year. \mnuml
population data are from World Bank's "Total Population series".
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size. For each country, the product is computed over the previous eight-quarter period, and
this the portfolios are quarterly rebalanced on rolling basis. Portfolio 1 contains countries
wVit1h lowest value of the above product, and portfolio 4 the highest. After portfolios' currency
(oiipositions are known at the beginning of quarter t, US investors short US dollars and long
equally weighted portfolios P of foreign currencies F to earn the quarterly returns X/-s.
rea lized at the beginning of quarter t + 1
st; y' I'S Kp
X H + ) XR US,+P XRUS,+F
t+1 F 3cP
FEP
Bv the coiivention adopted here, spot exchange rate SF is the number of foreign currency
units per US dollar. These spot exchange rates are sampled simultaneously with the above
interest rates." To compute the real carry trade returns to US investors, we subtract US
inflation from the above nominal returns X 1jSP. The US inflation is constructed as per-
ceintage change of "US quarterly consunier price index (CPI) series". Finally, the annualized
real carry trade returns for each portfolio are obtained by compounding the quarterly coun-
ter)art values. 7 We note that because OECD's "Quarterly National Accounts" database is
Iuilbalainced (data start at different, times for different countries, see data appendix), when
we iiatch it to IMF's IFS dataset, not all OECD countries are available at the same time
for t lie purpose of portfolio sorting.
Figure 1-6 plots the mean annualized returns and Sharpe ratios on four equally weighted
carry I rade portfolios. The figure shows a monotonically inverse relationship between mean
retuirns and the values of product of nontraded output variance and size across portfolios.
Pourt folio 1 earns a mean annual return of 2.33% (Sharpe ratio of 14%), and portfolio 4 a
return of -. 47% (Sharpe ratio of -4%) to US investors. Thus a long-short portfolio strategy
(long pottfolio 1, short portfolio 4) earns mean annual return of 2.8%, and Sharpe ratio
of arouind 20%. This empirical inverse relationship is supported by our rational theory
(6131oth ionominal interest rate series rt and spot exchange rate series SF are sampled at quarterly frequency
froi IMlF's international Financial Statistics (IFS) database.
"3euise portfolios are rebalanced quarterly, the currency compositions of portfolios do not necessarily
st ay ie(i over t Ie course of anly year.
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Figure 1-6: Carry trade excess returns and Sharpe ratios for portfolios sorted oin notirade(I
output risk
C a rry T ra d e R e tu rn, 1 97 1 -20 1 0 S ha rp e ra tio, 19 7 1 - 20 1 0
po rti port2 port3 port4 porti po rt2 po rt3 port4
This figure presents means and Sharpe ratios of real excess returns on four quarterly rebalanced
currency portfolios to US investors. The sample consists of quarterly data series for period 1971-
2010. The portfolio are constructed by sorting currencies into four groups at beginning of cuarter
1 based on the value of nontraded variance x gdp's size over the previous 8 quarters. Port folio
I contains currencies with the lowest value of nontraded variance x gdp's size, portfolio 1 the
highest. Due to unbalances in inacro-data series, countries' data becoie available at differIlt
times, and number of countries changes over time. See data appendix for further details.
concerning nontraded risk as summarized in Hypothesis 2 (section 1.5). The intuition is
that, partner countries' risk-free bonds, as insurance instruments, are relatively less valuable
when their domestic economic environments are more stable, and offer larger interest rat es
to benefit the carry trade investors. However, high-return portfolios' payoffs tend to go up
and down together with US nontraded endowment. They thus pose a consumption risk to
US investors and necessarily pay superior expected returns to stay attractive in equlibriIuI.
Sorting portfolio based directly on nontraded output volatilities (coupled with sizes) provide
direct empirical supports for the key role of nontraded risk in the current rational approach
to intrenational asset pricing.
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Linear factor analysis: Empirics
Tle tleoretical analysis of section 1.5 suggests another very intuitive way to consider non-
traded and tradel consumption risk as two key pricing factors. From US investors' per-
spectives, fluctuations in US traded and nontraded consumption are risk, and payoffs that
correla te with tiese consumptions are priced, and carry risk premium accordingly. In this
section we use currency portfolios sorted on interest rates as test assets to estimated the
prices of risk associated with these two consumption risk factors. We do not sort currency
por'tfolios on the nontraded output volatilities because doing so amounts to replicating the
eipirical exercise of the previous section, which already offers evidences that US investors
price the nontraded risk of carry-trade partner countries. Instead, the choice of currency
portfolios sorted on interest rates aims to relate the consumption risk to the violation of
unicovered Interest rate parity, which has been most robustly observed in these interest-rate-
sorted currency portfolios. Below we discuss, in order, the estimation procedure, the data,
a11lld est imatiol results.
We ellpirically identify the US traded and nontraded consumption variations as risk
Cus -Cus CUS CUSUS(' T' 0] inetr + - 'US tNus Njt±1 NjtanuS . Using carry trade portfolio
T,t Nj
excess returns X ,+P as test assets, the fundamental Euler pricing equation (see section
1.5) cai be written as6 8
Et { - by, (fJ+1 - Mus) - bN (f 1  US X 't++
wher'e p / v [fi] pUS 1 ] are unconditional means of the factors. The latter
foiiii realily suits a GIM process to estimate the factor loadings {bT, bN}- Consequently,
follow t ie factor prices {A -' . A"-j} of the traded and nontraded risk, and the exposures
{ V }"'. " of' currency portfolios P to the US traded and nontraded consumption risk
"This equation results from the standard Euler equation Et [(1 + dmU+S - E[drm2i, ]) XRUS,+P=0





- bL = Cov(FflJ)] 7
OUsP Cov(fu 5 XRI? "*+P1
< 1 Cov(f, ,lS)] [
Sp PO Us. X R-US,+P
where [Cov(ftI/s ft/S)j is the covariance matrix of risk factors. Thus the MNI procedure
employed to estimate factor loading b's also estimates factor prices A's and portfolio risk
exposures 13s.
Currencies are sorted into four portfolios based on previous nominal interest rates in a
procedure similar to the one presented in the above section. Portfolio 1 contains currenlcies
associated with the lowest interest rates, portfolio 4 the highest rates. For this sorting. we
use current quarter's nominal interest rates sourced from IIF. The quarterly carry t rade
excess returns XRt+Us'+P to US investors are computed over the next three-nionth periods.
This return computation is identical to that of above section. The risk fact ors T fN
are computed as quarter-to-quarter percentage changes of per-capita real US traded and
nontraded consumption respectively. The US consumption and CPI series are fronm US
Bureau of Economic Analysis* "Quarterly US consumption expenditures and price indexes.
We identify the personal consumption expenditures on "services" as nontraded consliun)t ion,
and on "goods" as traded consumption (see data appendix for further details)." After haviig
constructed the quarterly series of portfolio returns XR[US,+P and factors 14< 1 We
employ a two-stage GMM procedure on the above Euler equation to estimates factor loadings
bT, bN jointly with the first moments pus PUS of the factors, as detailed in Mfenkhoff et al.
(2011).'0 Finally, traded and nontraded factor prices As, AUS and portfolio risk exposures
US P US'/13', 0 S'P are deduced from the above simple matrix operation. Their standard errors are
'It is important to note that we should not use US output series (in the out put approach to GDP) for
the current factor analysis. This is because for traded component, due to tradles, the US traled out puti
not the same as US traded consumption. And in the theory being tested, it is the consinip-)t ion rik t hat
matters for the pricing.
(We also use lagged values of the carry trade portfolio returns as instruments.
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determined fron GNIM-generated standard errors of factor loading b's and the delta method,
as suggested by Burnside et al. (2011).
Figure 1-7 plots the mean annualized returns and Sharpe ratios on four equally weighted
carry trade portfolios. The figures show a monotonic relationship between mean returns
Figure 1-7: Carry trade excess returns and Sharpe ratios for portfolios sorted on nominal interest
rates
C arry T rad e R eturn, 1971- 2010 S harpe R atio, 1971-2010
p o rti po rt2 port3 port4 porti po rt2 port3 port4
'This figure presents means and Sharpe ratios of real excess returns on four quarterly rebalanced
clurency portfolios to US investors. The sample consists of quarterly data series for period 1971-
2010. The portfolio are constructed by sorting currencies into four groups at beginning of quar-
ter1 t bIsed on the value of nominal interest rate available then. Portfolio 1 contains currencies
with the lowest, nominal interest rates, portfolio 4 the highest. Due to unbalances in interest rate
and spol exchange rate series, countries' data become available at different times, and number
of couitries changes over time. See data appendix for further details.
in carry trades and the values of mean interest rates across portfolios. This in essence
exhibits the violation of UIP and have been widely documented in the literature.7 1 It is
this monotone that qualifies these four carry trade portfolios as test assets for the empirical
iuualysis of the current linear factor model. Accordingly, Table 1.7 reports the estimated
factor prices. Both factor prices for traded and nontraded risk are positive and significant.
Quantitatively, one additional "unit" of exposure to US nontraded consumption risk (i.e.,
A1,5' 1) boosts the expected return on the strategy by 32 basis points. The corresponding
For r-ecent related work on UIP violation at protfolio level, see e.g. Burnside et al. (2011), Lustig et aL.
(2011). Meiikioff ct a]. (2011).
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Table 1.7: Estimiation of factor prices in linear factor models
Nontraded consumption Traded consumption
32***34***.Factor prices (%).2) .07)(.02) (.07)
port. 1 -1.92 .49
beta's port. 2 -1.61 .11
port. 3 -1.51 .87
port. 4 -1.87 2.31
Note: Upper panel reports the GMM annualized estimates of the factor prices (inl
percentage points), lower panel reports the estimates of the portfolios' exposures to
risk factors (i.e. beta's) in the carry trade linear factor model using four quarterly
rebalanced currency portfolios as test assets. HAC standard errors for the factor
prices are obtained by two-stage GMM procedure using constant and lagged carry
trade portfolio returns as instruments, and are reported in parenthesis. The curren-
cies are sorted based on interest rates. The sample consists of quarterly data series
for the period 1971-2010.
figure for US traded consumption risk is 34 basis points. Most importantly. the positive
nontraded factor price well suits the rational implication of nontraded risk.7 2 As nont raded
out put are largely confined and consumed within country's border, fluctuations in nont ra-ded
consumption growths are perceived as risk by all host countries. The proposition 3 Iheni
asserts that nontraded factor price A' should always be positive for all countries 1. Ihe
results reported in table 1.7 thus empirically confirms this assertion from US investors'
perspective. Beyond that, the results also show that fluctuations in US traded consumption
are perceived as a risk by US investors. Table 1.7 also reports the estimated coiisumpt ion
betas for four currency portfolios. Values of betas vary across portfolios implying that foreign
countries with different interest rate levels correlate differently with US traded and nontraded
consumption growth. While the current two-factor model most likely leaves out other risk
721y the current factor pricing model, the expected excess return on any asset is E[X ?] = Arr + 'xAr 
The positive factor price AN > 0 imuplics that any payoff positively correlated with uolltraded coisulption
growth, #N > 0, commands a positive expected return components. In other words, nontraded consuin ptWil
growth volatility is a, risk to investor.
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fact ors. the movermients in US traded and nontraded consumption growth are statistically
sigifihant sources of risk being priced in the currency market.
1.8 Conclusion
This paper points out the effects of nontraded output growth risk on national asset and
international investment returns. Nontraded output growth risk is particularly impactful,
because t his output makes a large share of GDP and is consumed almost entirely by home
population. In contrast, country-specific traded output growth risk can be diversified by
means of connuodity trades. Hence our analysis calls for a careful decomposition of GDP
int o t raled and nontraded output components before assessing its role on the determination
of asset prices.
Nontraded output shocks are nevertheless riot entirely internalized by home countries
because countries engage in trades in other goods as well. While, to a certain extent, trades
wcakeln tlie impact of nontraded output risk on the home country, trades also transmit and
thus broaden the impact of home nontraded output shocks to all trade partners of the home
count rY. This iuechanisn is behind the profits of all international strategies, including carry
trades. This is because the global traded output risk spreads fairly equally across countries,
and thus drops out of strategies involving off-setting positions in different national markets.
The frameworks in which a risk, apparently intrinsic to only one party, actually affects
othier parties are pervasive in the real world. Examples include any social network settings,
nnanialB instilut ions. or interbank systems featuring counter-party risk. The asset pricing
aalysis presented here for the international finance setting, especially in regards to trans-
action costs and incomplete markets, would help shed light on other interesting frameworks
just mnicitioned. We hope to address these frameworks in future work.
"We can infer from table 1.7 that these two risk factors account for about 15% of the expected carry




The empirical part of the current paper concerns only countries that belong to the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) principally because we reasonably expect that data quality for I lse
developed economies should be higher than the rest of the world.
OECD countries: currently, there are 34 OECD member states listed as follows; Australia, Austria.
Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Grcece. Hunii iga iy.
Iceland. Ireland, Israel. Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, Mklexico, Netherlands. New Zealand, Norva.
Poland, Portugal. Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland. Turkey. United Kingdoi. UnJiited
States.
Eurozone countries: among OECD states, the following 15 belong to the Economic and Monctary Union
(a.k.a., Eurozone or Euro area) with respective adopting date in the parenthesis; 7 Austria (0 1/1 /1999) Bel
giunm (01/01/1999), Estonia, (01/01/2011), Finland (01/01/1999), France (01/01/1999)., Germany (01/01 /1999).
Greece (01/01/2001), Ireland (01/01/1999), Italy (01/01/1999). Luxembourg (01/01/1999). Neth11drlns
()1/01/1999), Portugal (01/01/1999), Slovak Republic (01/01/2009). Slovenia (01/01/2007). Spain (01 1/01/1999).
"Aggregate National Accounts: Gross domestic product" contains the following annual real output serieS
available either in national currency or USD. constant prices of OECD base year 2000 (output approacl to
GDP): Gross domestic product (BlGA); Wholesale and retail trade, repairs. hotels and rest airaint s. I as
port (B1GGI); Financial intermediation, real estate, renting and business activities (131G.1K): Construe
tion (B1GF); Other service activities (B1GLP), sourced from OECD.org, downloadable via OEC'D.St at
Extracts".
"Total Population series" contains annual data on population, sourced from World Bank World Devel
opment Indicators (WDI).
"IMF Exchange Rates and short-term Treasury Bill Rates" provide spot exchange rates and) nominal
interest rates sourced from IMF International Financial Statistics (IFS) at both quarterly and annunally
frequencies. Treasury Bill Rates are associated with maturities varying from one to tIree iionitlns. Foi
those countries where the short-term Treasury Bill Rates are not available, we use Money Market Rates
from the same sources. Consumer price index (CPI) series is also provided by IFS (at quarterly and anunal
frequencies). Inflation then is computed as the period-to-period percentage change of the consumer price
7 14Only two other Eurozone states are Cyprus and Malta, but they do not belong to OECD and are inot
considered in the empirical analysis of the current paper.
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'lTrade-to-GDPI ratio" (i.e., trade openness) contains the value of ratio of nominal national total im-
port plus export over national GDP, sourced from OECD Trade Indicators database, downloadable via
"OECD.Stat Extracts".
OED('I exchliange rate series" contain the exchange rates, in national units per USD (USD monthly
average). for all ECID countries. The series is sourced from OECD Main Economic Indicators (MEI),
downloadable via "OECD.Stat Extracts".
lTiree -month noiniial interest rate series" of OECD countries are provided by Data Stream. These
original dailv series consist of the bid, ask (i.e., offered) and mid quotes for 3-month Eurocurrency-deposit
interest rates (end-of(-day quotes from London market). This dataset is unbalanced; Australia's series starts
in 1997. Greece in 1991, New Zealand in 1997, Norway in 1997, Portugal in 1993, Spain in 1992, Sweden in
1907 Oi her OCE) countries's series start earlier (before 1984, the date when the spot exchange rate series
start a1(1 lence this date 1984 does not pose further data limit constraints for the computation of carry
trade return).
US (art erly consuner price index (CPI) series" is sourced from OECD Main Economic Indicators
(MEl), downloadable via "OECD.Stat Extracts".
"Quarterly National Accounts" database contains quarterly series on expenditure on services ("P31413:
Services") for individual OECD countries. This is a component of the expenditure on total private consump-
tion, in the expenditure approach to GDP. For those OECD countries where these series on services expen-
dit ure are not available, we substitute them by the quarterly services output series ("B1GGP-Services").
These qIuarterly dataset is quite unbalanced, namely available data of different countries start at quite dif-
ferent time. Quarterly US consumption data series are very limited, being available only from 1995 onward.
Conse(tuent ly, the Quarterly US consumption data will be sourced from the US Bureau of Economic Analysis
(see Inext).
"Quarterly US consiuption expenditures and price indexes" are series from US Bureau of Economic
Analysis. Table 2.3.5. therein contains "Personal Consumption Expenditures by Major Type of Product".
Table 2.3.. contains "Price Indexes for Personal Consumption Expenditures by Major Type of Product".
We ident ify the personal consumption expenditures on services (i.e., the component "Services" listed in
these tables) as the US nontraded consumption. We identify the personal consumption expenditures on
otier goods (i.e., the component "Goods" listed in these tables) as the US traded consumption. These
uaIrt ('riN series start well before 1971 (all our emirical studies in the current paper concern periods starting
in 1971 or later).
"'rade in Services" is from OECD's International Trade and Balances of Payments database. This
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dataset includes the export and import series (in the transactions between residents and non-residents), in
unit of countries' currencies and at annual frequency, of financial services, construct ion services aInld ot her
services. Financial services cover financial intermediary and auxiliary services (except those of insurance
enterprises and pension funds) conducted between residents and non-residents. Included are iinterimlediarY
service fees. such as those associated with letters of credit, bankers' acceptances, lines of credit. financial
leasing, and foreign exchange transactions. Construction services cover work performed on coiltrictioni
projects and installations by employees of an enterprise in locations outside the economic territory of the
enterprise. Other business services cover various categories of service transactions between residents and
non-residents. They include (i) merchanting and other trade-related services, (ii) operational leasing serviCes
(rental) without operators, (iii) legal, accounting, management consulting, and public relation services.
(iv) advertising, market research and public opinion polling services transacted between residents andl non
residents (v) research and development services, (vi) architectural, engineering and other technical services
(vii) agricultural, mining and on-site processing services, (viii) other miscellaneous business, professional and
technical services. See original data source for further details.
"OECD Structural Analysis (STAN)" database provides, for each OECD country. the annual iiiinal
output series (in national currency) and the corresponding deflator series (of OECD base year 2000) for
various industries. It also provides country-specific annual nominal import and export series (in nat iunal
currency) and the corresponding deflator series (of OECD base year 2000) for these industries. We coinst rIute
the real output series by dividing the nominal series by the respective deflator series. The constructed
real output series are thus in national currency, constant price of base year 2000. All real output series
are detrended using Hodrick-Prescott filter. The following non-nested industries are listed in STAN. with
International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) Rev. 3 identificit ion
given in parenthesis: Agriculture hunting and related service activities (01); Forestry logging and related service
activities (02); Fishing; fish hatcheries; fish farms and related services (05); Mining of coal and lignite extraction
of peat (10); Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas and related services (11); Mining of uranium and
thorium ores (12); Mining of metal ores (13); Other mining and quarrying (14); Food products and beverages (15);
Tobacco products (16); Textiles (17); Wearing apparel, dressing and dying of fur (18); Leather, leather products
and footwear (19); Wood and products of wood and cork (20); Pulp, paper and paper products (21); Printing
and publishing (22); Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel (23); Chemicals and chemical products
(24ex2423); Pharmaceuticals (2423); Rubber and plastics products (25); Other non-metallic mineral products
(26); Iron and steel (271+2731); Non-ferrous metals (271+2732); Fabricated metal products, except machinery
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and equipment (28); Machinery and equipment n.e.c. (29); Office, accounting and computing machinery (30);
Electrical machinery and apparatus n.e.c. (31); Radio, television and communication equipment (32); Medical,
precision and optical instruments (33); Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers (34); Building and repairing
of ships and boats (351); Aircraft and spacecraft (353); Railroad equipment and transport equipment n.e.c.
(352 359); Manufacturing nec (36); Recycling (37); Electricity, gas, steam and hot water supply (40); Collection,
purification and distribution of water (41); Construction (45); Sale, maintenance and repair of motor vehicles;
retail sale of fuel (50); Wholesale, trade & commission excl. motor vehicles (51); Retail trade excl. motor
vehicles; repair of household goods (52); Hotels and restaurants (55); Land transport, transport via pipelines
(60); Water transport (61); Air transport (62); Supporting and auxiliary transport activities (63); Post and
telecommunications (64); Financial intermediation except insurance and pension funding (65); Insurance and
pension funding, except compulsory social security (66); Activities related to financial intermediation (67); Real
estate activities (70); Renting of machinery and equipment (71); Computer and related activities (72); Research
and development (73); Other business activities (74); Public administration and defense compulsory social security
(75); Education (80); Health and social work (85); Sewage and refuse disposal sanitation and similar activities (90);
Activities of membership organization n.e.c. (91); Recreational cultural and sporting activities (92); Other service
activities (93); Private households with employed persons (95); Extra-territorial organizations and bodies (99);
High technology manufactures (N/A); Medium-high technology manufactures (N/A); Medium-low technology
manufactures (N/A); Low technology manufactures (N/A).
1.9.2 Derivations and proofs: Basic model
In t he basic model with complete market and no trade friction, in equilibrium the marginal
uilities of traded consumption equal across countries, which give K FOCs; MH =
V1 = I .... K. The market clearing condition for traded good presents another equation
to sob e for K + 1 unknowns; {C' H = 1 and MT. We log-linearize the system to obtain
atppr-oxiiiiative solution in closed form.
Equiilibrim log consumption (1.3): Plugging the expression (1.1) for UH into the FOC
(1.2), tiad log-linearizing this FOC around the steady state corresponding to the symmetric
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configuration = SH H/AH F /A yield an approximate equ1tion
mn A" - pt + (6 - +)(- Ec + log w -
Similarly, log-linearizing the traded good market clearing equation yields (where A log A =
log E A")
K H K H
A c + A A\ - A. (1.27)
H H
Substituting cT from the first equation above into the second equation gives mrn, and then
CJ in (1.3).
Country-specific stochastic discount, factor (1.5): In pricing country-specific [iinanci is-
sets, the appropriate measures are country-specific consumption baskets (i.e.. national cur-
rencies in the current consumption-based setting). A country-specific consumption basket is
the lowest-cost bundle of traded and nontraded consumption that delivers a unit of(count1 rvs
utility, given the consumption goods' prices {P - 1, PQ } (in term of traded goods). The
basket's composition {C c, C} and value PH solve min( 7  P J) C + C P sub ject
to [ Tr(C4)1  + wN (Cj) 1  = 1. Then follows the value of consumption basket in term
of traded good
PH __
From this and Mr above follows the identity in equilibrium MtP," = Al,", where / "
S = e (C")' and CH is the country-specific consumption aggregator. 76 Fie cirrent
price of the country-specific risk-free bond (that pays one unit of country-specific consini)-
tion basket at time s) is
B> E [1 - Mt
Tt" P , 5 ]i - M tH'
3We recall that lower-case letters always denote logarithms; m. log M, A - log A, c = log C, 6 - lo, A
and so on.
"'31In contrast with the country-specific AI" 1., MT is the marginal utility with respect to traded good and
is same for all countries in complete rmarket settings.
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It is this pricing equation that establishes the above AeH as the country-specific SDF of
counitry II. That is, prices computed using this SDF are in unit of country-specific con-
sumption basket. Log-linearizing mtl = log MH= -- - (yCH and using log equilibrium
Iraded consiumption c/ in (1.3) yield country-specific log SDF (1.5).
Costly trades: Suppose that home country is an importer (case 1) and trades take place,
t1w variation of social planner's Lagrangian with respect to non-binding consumptions H,
prldices FOC (C711 +C (1 + 0) (CF + CF) . Combining this with binding
colsilliption (" = A", Cy - 0, and market clearing condition C" + (1 + )CH = AF
y ields ,(1.7). From this we can also find home SDP AH ept (A + CH) '. The risk-
free rate r" is the opposite to expected growth rate of AMH; -H E H Plugging
e( 1uilibriumfli consunption solutions (1.7) into M , and an application of Ito lemma yields
(assuming independent endowments A", AF)
H (1 - 0)iH "A" ,F F 1 2 ( ) 2 (jH)
2(AH) 2 a-(F) 2 (AF) 2
r = ,p-+ -- - -7(&3 + 1
(1 +- 0)A + AF [(1 F )AM + AF]2
which is a more explicit version of (1.8).
Proof of Proposition 1. From (1.5) follow the partial derivatives
F m A
N -'N [ - Q - E)W 1A -
8m A
Evidndybecauise -y - e> 0 (assumption 1, section 1.3). n
Proof of eq. (1.9) and Proposition 2. We start with the differential representation for
S)F 'A
r jdt -r"dZ"; mH = log MH 4= dmH _ r H - " a-IH)2) - rIH dZH
wlhee 11 is Ite home market price of risk. Similar relations hold for AF and T Plugging
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these into the realized carry trade excess return XRq+-±F (upper equation in (1.9)), applying
Ito's lemma and taking the conditional expectation yield
Et XR R+H+ = Et 1+ _ (1+ r d-H
1+ (1 ( F 7,_
SEt 1 + dm' F H + (mH 2 ( i rFt) + rHd)
1 1
= E( dm I ) 2 - H 2 H (h 2 7F HS 2 2
- (rqH)2 H - -Covt [dmH, dmF - dmH]
which is (1.9). Next, combining (1.5) and (1.10) implies the key expression for expected
carry trade excess return (1.11) of Proposition 2. m
Proof of Proposition 3. We first develop (1.13) to obtain more explicit cxpressions for
Ar and AN
A|= Var(ff')br' + Cov(f#. fH )bN; A = Cov(j fHbT + a/ rf/H bN.
Plugging {bT, bN} and {ff, ]J} from (1.12) into above expressions yields (1.11) of Proposi-
tion 3 and (1.15) for factor prices associated with nontraded and traded consumption growtih
risk respectively. m
1.9.3 Derivations and proofs: Arbitrary trade configurations
This appendix presents technical derivations of the results concerning arbitrary trade coinig-
urations of section 1.6.1. Here, there are K countries and I different types of traded goo(ls. A
(generic) traded good of type h is consumed by some subset of KA countries, and a (generic)
country H consume W1 types of traded goods (apart from the country's intrinsic nontrided
good). Consumption tastes {{w,"r}h1 , wjv'} (with normalization , or + N) Ar





The assuilption of complete financial market is maintained here and implies that marginal
utilities of a traded good are equalized across counries that consume this traded good in
equilibrium (this is a FOC in the social planner's optimization problem). Furthermore, the
physical riarket for this traded good h is also cleared among K, countries,
H UHA I:AH OH = Ah-,A Vh; VH EK
Thus. in total we have E, K" equations" and EH " unknowns consumptions {ChH,"
BY virttie of (1.28), in principle, the social planner's optimization alone is sufficient to deter-
mine all equilibrium traded consumption allocations {cf}. In practice, however, the above
systeiii is highly nonlinear for CES utilities (1.1). To obtain approximate solution we log-
linieariz/e above system, which yields a set of Eh Kh linear equations and that same number
Of1111 unknowns.
m1, =A - pt + log o// + (c - ) rc4 +t N - C ,
cl = : H A AK ; All AH. H log A A log Ah:
(1.29)
for all I, and // E K1. Albeit linearity, this system is (almost arbitrarily) large due to
ariii tr trale configuration. We first note that we can always reduce this system to I
equations and I unknowns. Multiplying both sides of above eq for mh by , H, then summing
1For each traded good h, we have one imarket clearing equation and (K. - 1) FOCs (because Al, is not
kno a1 priori).
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over h e IH (while keeping H fixed) generate a relation between E /J'7.n 1,m and > o4 Ch
h
(A - pt + logo/'T) (1 - ±) (e - y)(1 - )
IH
N N (- ]Z TC
h
(A" - pi + logojr) (1 1Li )1/ o1




1 aini t he
definition (1.17) of weighted elasticity of substitution
TH
This relat ion is the key bridge that connects the country-specific SDF2 A /i (or marlginal







log A/," = log N we obtain
H H H -H H HI 11
WihT(-'h + (JNON # (- E/WN~ N Z - "hI'/ h
where we have omitted the deterministic terms (which are independent of stochastic eiidow-
ments o's). Backing out E wf 1 c7 in term of E ormh from (1.30) and substituting it into
upper equation of (1.29) give an consumption allocation cj in term of {mj}





S= aH (AH (1.32)
\hiltiplying both sides of this equation by A, summing over H, and plugging it into market
clearing conditions (lower equation of (1.29)) indeed yield I linear equations (i.e., h = 1, . .. , 1)
( A 
-H A + A lH + log WH)
A " Ahh
A K 1  1 i H EH K3
c_ _U__N-0, ( j rj V/1i 1,(.13)
IIcIj, Ah H cK), Ah
Ior 1 unknowns {mh}. We next solve this system and the equilibrium consumption (approx-
imiatey) by iteration method. The procedure consists of 4 steps.
st(') 1: (Zerotlh order of n,) We conjecture that the global (aggregate) endowment 3 ,,T of
ttraded good type h dominates other endowment {S,},1 in the contribution to m,. We
then cnn decouple the above system and solve for each mh separately in zeroth order. We
also note that tHe term ml1 , on the right-hand side of above equation is negligible compared
to term rmh on the left-hand side. Thus, in zeroth order, Vh = 1, ... , 1,
E =h A - Ah I Ah (A" -
A it_ H641SAh
step 2: (First order of m1,h) We substitute the zeroth-order "M above into right-hand size of
(1.33) to obtain first-order expression for mrh (we again omit all deterministic terms, which
are inldependent of stochastic endowments 6's)
(- () E Au a (1 1H HA,, a K N N "- (a )N N'
The C(oefficient associated with oTrlj,, IS (b -. ) a so endowment of
traded good of type j contributes more the marginal utility m1 h of good h when there are
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more countries H1 that consume both goods. To be consistent with the log-linearizationm
approximation, we do not need to go beyond the iteration's first order.
step 3: (Traded consumption allocation cH) Substituting the first-order mi]) above into
(1.32) yields equilibrium consumption 78 c" in (1.16).
step 4: (Country-specific log SDF rmH) Substituting the first-order rut above into (1.31)
yields equilibrium consumption c/ in (1.18).
1.9.4 Derivations and proofs: Incomplete markets
This appendix presents technical derivations of results concerning incomplete financial mar-
kets of section 1.6.2, in particular the equilibrium consumptions (1.22). (1.23). Substitting
the conjectured consumption allocation (1.21) into (1.20) yields a more explicit expression
for the log-linearized SDF
H aH H bHH bFJ
In the current setting (K countries of homogeneous size with a single traded good). the
market clearing condition in log-linearized form is a special case of (1.27) (where all A" are
identical) and reads E< cT ZHED < 1'H0D - K log K. whic implies
K
Z dc = dc + Z dc = Kdo1r.
H=1 HED HVD
where d denotes the difference operator acting between t and t + 1. Substituting the con-
jectured equilibrium consumption allocations (1.21) in above equation Yields the a set of
constraints for the solution parameters
Z a H = q (gH -0; Z F =0, V F. (1.35)
H I H
78We note that the log-linearization approximation is accurate up to terms of order O(WN T).( . cmi0
sequently, we disregard all ternis of order (((WN)2), (((WT) 2 ). D(WTWN)-
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On lie other hand, substituting dmtH in (1.34) into the law of one price (1.19) for > implies
that the following expression is the same for all H,
log (=, 1 Col t[dmt+,6Tt+1 aH VII.
Combining above two equations immediately yields
H = 1
H YWT + CWN
Similarlv, the law of one price (1.19) for >" implies that log
is idenitical for each developed country F E D and all countries H. Using (
S- w F - = F for each F E D, for all Hf# F.
ai a t
Whe-in combined wvith the constraint (1.35) above, this yields
bFF' ( FaF (I





in part itcular, given a choice of F E D, we note that ' is the same for all H- / F.
Next, first substituting conjectured solution (1.21) into (1.34), and then into the law of
one price (1.19) for bond B,, imply that







2 (W1j)2(aj)2 - )l (H -H6)2,
2 N emeH rgin
i's these for all H. Using (1.37), we separately rewrite the above expression for emnerging
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H H F Hb11 F 2
A = + (bEN H F iN2
FgD F D
















We note that the expressions within the square brackets are identical (i.e., independent)
for all countries H (either H E D or 11 D), and thus can be disregarded.





{ H +( H
)W p - (1 -_)2 ()H)2(1)2






This system has the following simple solution (of pooling type within developed economiies.




V Hg D, F -D
VII H D. F -D
and the appropriate country-specific parameters g" to assure all equalities in 1.40. li-
nally, substituting the solution parameters in (1.36), (1.37), (1.41) into (1.21) we obtain the
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(F ) 2 (1.3>)














equilibrium consumption allocations (1.22), (1.23) for emerging and developed economies,
iespec t ively.
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Chapter 2
The Behavior of Savings and Asset
Prices When Preferences and Beliefs
are Heterogeneous
(in colboirat1ion with Richard Zeckhauser)
2.1 Abstract
This paper est ablishes new asset pricing results when agents differ in risk preference, time
preference and/or expectations. It shows that risk tolerance is a critical concept driving
savi igs decisions, consumption allocations, prices and return volatilities. Surprisingly, due
to the equilibriumn risk sharing, the precautionary savings motive in the aggregate can vastly
excee t1 hat of even the most prudent actual agent in the economy. Consequently, a low
recal iiiterest rate, resulting from large aggregate savings, can prevail with reasonable risk
aversioiis for all agents. One downside of a large aggregate savings motive is that savings
rat es heconme extremnely sensitive to output fluctuation. Thus, the same mechanism that
produces realis/ically low interest rates tends to make them unrealistically volatile. A powerful
isoiorphismi allows differences in time preference and expectations to be swept away in the
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analysis, yielding an equivalent economy whose agents differ merely in risk aversion. These
results hold great potential to simplify the analysis of heterogeneous-agent economies, as
we demonstrate in quantifying how asset prices move and bounding their volatilities. All
results are obtained in closed form for any number of agents possessing additivelv separable
preferences in an endowment economy.
2.2 Introduction
The genius of the market is its ability to transform the holdings of agents with heterogeloius
preferences and endowments into outcomes that are superior for all. When tinie and subjec-
tive beliefs enter the picture, agents' claims shift across time and state in patterns t hat reflect
both aggregate shocks and their beliefs, and time and risk preferences. Aggregate measures
in the economy, such as interest rates and saving rates, reflect the outcome of agents wlho
trade within such dynamic market processes.
We assume, as is common in the consumption-based equilibrium asset pricing literal Iure.
that agents start with birthright endowments of a risky asset, i.e.. the contingent claim on
its stochastic dividend stream. The dividend is interchangeably referred to as endowment.
output or supply hereafter. In addition there is a riskless asset created by the agents of zero
net supply. The price of the risky asset and the interest rate are determnined by tOhe suly
and demand of the market participants. Those participants possess additively separable
utility functions. As the world unfolds, they allocate their available funds - asset values plus
asset returns - among consumption and holdings of the two types of assets so as to maximi11e
their discounted expected utility. Thus agents continually shift their portfolios as asset prices
rise and fall in response to the economy (endowment). Such shifting would not take plaee
if agents held identical preferences. Note agents are better off in this heterogeneous world.
They could mimic a homogeneous world by just refusing to trade.
Our attention to heterogeneity in preferences is intended to capture real world richness.
and to study the evolving patterns when diverse agents interact. Most prior ainalyses have
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eschewed helterogeneitv. thereby sacrificing relevance to escape the technical intractability
that normally accompanies attempts to allow for significant agent differences. We were able
1o define a new but straightforward construct that characterizes the dynamic contribution
of individual agents to the demand for assets, and also identifies how current asset returns
influence agents' optimal allocations.
We build on our analysis of differences in preferences to examine how disparate subjective
beliefs about the economy's uncertain fundamentals also affect outcomes. Whatever the
sources of differences, the risk-averse agents share the unavoidably variable aggregate output
in a muuannmer that smooths out their personal consumptions. Naturally, more risk averse and
inpatient consumers respectively get smoother and earlier consumption, but they get less
and uilt imnately much less later consumption.
All of our results are obtained in closed formi. We show that all aggregate quantities of
int erest cai be expressed as functions of agents' equilibrium consumptions, which in turn
responid to those aggregates. Agents whose consumptions are most sensitive to shocks, not
surprisingly, contribute predominantly to influence the behavior of the economy as output
ll0 u 1 (.S
The risk tolerance measure that we advocate in the current paper captures this intuition
of risk-sharing mechanism. It is defined as individual i's marginal propensity {2} to
CoIsume Ci out of the aggregate endowment w. It is proportional to individual risk tolerance,
and shows that more risk tolerant agents embrace more volatile consumption paths (i.e.,
larger response of - to an output shock) in return for greater shares of the endowment
when tiines are good. It proves both convenient and reassuring that the economy's implied
aggregate (i.e., market-revealed) behavior toward uncertainty, such as the risk premium
a11( precautionIarv savings behavior inferred from the market prices, and the volatilities
of its bond and stock returns can be readily expressed in terms of means and variances
un(lder t his measure. For this reason, throughout this paper we will interchangeably refer
to these aggregate behaviors as market-revealed, and market-equivalent characteristics of a
fictit ions cquialtcr single individual representing the entire body of agents. This aggregation
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is feasible in our complete-market economy.
In the special case of heterogeneous CRRA agents, it is well known that aggregate risk
aversion decreases with aggregate consumption. Similarly, given that more risk-tolerant
agents invest relatively more in the risky stock, a positive shock boosts their relative posit ion
in the economy, thereby making them more influential. Observed risk tolerance thus increases
in good times, and vice versa, due to ownership shifts.
Our risk tolerance measure makes available many parallel and intuitive results for the
economy as a whole on time preference, precautionary savings motive, and the response
of aggregate savings to aggregate shocks. A simple decomposition identity illuminates thie
way. Market-revealed (aggregate) risk aversion is a weighted average of the iidividiial risk
aversion in risk tolerance measure, implying that its response to shocks is inerely the aver-
age of individuals' responses plus the response of the risk tolerance measure itself to such
movements. This latter term arises from the equilibrium risk sharing among agents, and is
responsible for many noteworthy effects in the aggregation dynamics presenlted below. If, as
is usually assumed, there is a long-term upward drift in endowments, risk tolerance, despite
bouncing around with output shocks, will drift upwards as well.
Like risk aversion, the market-revealed time discount factor is the weighted average value
of individual counterparts in the risk tolerance measure. As time rolls forward. miore pat ient
agents - who have smaller discount factors - are more willing to defer consumption. Assets
shift to their hands, which drives down the aggregate discount rate. This phenoienon
exerts downward pressure over time on market-revealed time preference in the economy. Of
course, the interaction with aggregate shocks and risk preference can amlplify or dampen thme
pressure.1 Our decomposition identity yields simple expressions for ho\v the discoulInt rat e
moves with time and supply shocks.
Our story is a story of risk sharing and wealth re-distribution as uncertainties resolve and
time passes. Surprisingly, these shifts allow market-revealed characteristics for the equivalent
'If more patient agents are more (less) risk tolerant, positive shocks will amplify (dampen) the pressure(.
and vice versa for negative shocks.
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agent t lie outside the range of values held by the agents in the economy. That is, if one
were to posit that the observed outcome came from a population of homogeneous agents,
the hJypothetical representative agent could have values for his preferences or actions that
1ay bevond those for any agent in the true economy of heterogeneous agents.
Precautionary savings illustrate. The equivalent agent may have stronger savings motive
than would even the most prudent actual agent in the heterogeneous world. The explanation
is straightforward. Agents facing stochastic output save for a rainy day. A world of het-
erogeneous agents injects an additional layer of dynamic uncertainty in the economy, since
the staindings of individuals in the economy change stochastically. This additional dynamic
behaves as if it raises the demand for precautionary savings. Thus, we point out that, in
heterogeneous-agent economies, the large market-revealed precautionary savings motive is
not necessarily associated with the dominance of the precautious agents. Rather, the sav-
ings motive is high when risk-sharing dynamic between agents is important, i.e., when agents
are suiffiiently different in their beliefs, or in risk and time preferences. To illustrate, the
risk shiarinig can push up market-revealed precautionary savings motive even when the mean
value of risk aversion in the economy drops. It is well known that precautionary savings
powerfilly push up bond values and lower interest rates. Then it is possible and natural
t hat the interest rate moves in the sarne direction with the economy's average risk aversion
whei agents differ in their characteristics.
III a heterogeneous and temperate 2 world, savings and savings motives are also highly
se isitive to enidowient fluctuations: they increase when economic prospects dim and en-
dlowimmeits shrinik. This phenomenon is consistent with the observed extraordinarily low
reel interest rates observed in most developed economies in the period following the 2008
meltdown. Aggressive monetary policy surely contributed, but savings had also skyrocketed
due to p)recautionary concerns. Another remarkable implication is that when interest rates
are lov, they tend to be unstable in the current general additive utilities setting. This is
precisely because, as discussed above, the large savings motives responsible for low interest
2 1empe1)rance is a determinant of portfolio choices. It is proportional to the fourth derivative of the utility
Funct ion. We will chiaracterize this behavior under uncertainty more precisely in a later section.
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rate is induced by substantial level of risk sharing and hence is highly sensitive to ecoinomic
fluctuations. In other words, large savings imply large savings cyclicalities in the models.
We establish an analytical and almost universal lower bounds for interest rate volatilities.
Within the additive utility framework, our investigation thus uncovers, both qualitatively
and quantitatively, the insightful role of savings cyclicality in the long-st anding risk-free rate
and equity premium puzzles of macroeconomics and finance. In retrospect, it also explains
why promising models addressing these puzzles in the literature need to adopt either featuores
beyond additive utility (e.g., habit formation, recursivity) or richer time-series properties for
aggregate supply and consumption.
Furthermore, our results on the dynamics of risk aversion and precautionary savings.
and their consequences for the movement of savings with the economy, have significant
iniplications for determining the direction and magnitude of volatilities in stock retunis.
The underlying logic is clear: saving decisions reflect portfolio choices, which are intimately
related to the volatility of all asset prices, which in turn are influenced by the sloshiIg
of assets among different classes of agents. This savings dynamic (more specifica ll. the
savings sensitivity to economic fluctuations) plays no role in simple and popular nod(el of
the economy that employ a representative agent or two classes of agem)ts lol(lilg )OwCr It ility
functions. The critical role of the cyclicality of savings gets obscured in such imodels. In
our models, with a plethora of heterogeneous agents, the cyclicality of savings stands out
for its influential role quite beyond risk aversion and precautionary savings. The extentt of
heterogeneity, i.e., how greatly agents differ, turns out to be critical.
In any market-exchange economy, prices are determined by both the growt1 rate an(d
volatility of output (endowments in our models), and by the participants' tastes For risk andll
tradeoff across time. as well as their beliefs. As far as consumption and risk sharing are
concerned, our formulation identifies a simple tradeoff between these two key, but seeiniigly
quite different factors. That is because an interesting duality emerges. An econoumy whose
agents differ on time and risk preferences is isomorphic to another economy whose agents
differ merely on risk aversion, though the evolution of the endowment in the seconld ecooiomy
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will differ from what it is in the first. The isomorphisin means that consumption partitions,
risk sharing between agents, and market-revealed characteristics are identical in the two
economi11es.
This isoinorphism potentially enhances our ability to study economies where agents differ
on imtult iple dimensions. First, the seemingly complex dynamic interactions of market partic-
ipants in aii economy with heterogeneous agents are reduced to those of simpler economy but
with a modified output process. In particular, there proves to be an intimate connection be-
tween this heterogeneity reduction and the market's "natural" selection (that is, the survival)
of agents in the economy. Second, employing this isomorphism may immediately pin down
11w dlirection in which additional classes of heterogeneity or expanded heterogeneity (e.g., a
mean preserving spread) within an existing class will affect the volatility of asset returns. If
the flmodified volatility of the isomorphic economy's output is lower than that of the original
eceonimY, ihat implies that the expansion in heterogeneity in the original economy tend to
shrink tIe volatilit in asset returns. This is simply because the volatility of asset prices
increases with output volatility in the first order. The powerful implication of this result is
that should endowments change, our bounds on asset return volatilities can be immediately
adapted from a world where there are mere differences in risk aversion to one where differ-
ences in time preference pile atop those, Our later analysis also allows individuals to differ
in their heliefs on how endowments will evolve, what might be thought of as their levels of
optinisin. NMIoreover, the isomorphism extends. That is, we can add differences in beliefs to
those of time preference and risk aversion, and still find another equivalent economy whose
agents differ merely in risk aversion. In other words, the disparities in time preference and
optimoism can be rotated away by a transformation in the evolution of the output process.
Market-revealed characteristics toward risk taking and savings will be identical in the two
eCOniOiimies.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2.3.1 reports briefly the empirical statistical
moilnlt s (means and volatilities) of interest rates and equity market returns, which have been
exteisively (locu mnented in literature. We also discuss recent estimates of distributions of
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risk aversion and time preference in the population. Not surprisingly, these show subst antial
degrees of heterogeneity among individuals. Section 2.3.2 positions our work and findings
with respect to the related literature. Section 2.4 derives various equivalent fornis of the risk
tolerance measure and discusses their merits in the aggregation analysis of the economy witi
ietcrogencous agents. Section 2.5 analyzes the effect of savings behaviors oint (irest rate
volatility and identifies substantial lower bounds given the premise of large savings. Section
2.6 carries out similar analysis on equity return volatilities and derives a sufficient condit ion
for excess equity return volatilities, as long observed in data. Section 2.7 shows and analyzes
the equivalence between the effect of heterogeneities inl time preferences and(1 )eliefs, and
an appropriate modification in the output statistics. Section 2.8 concludes. All proofs and
derivations are given in the appendices.
2.3 Empirical facts and related literature
This section provides factual material to motivate our study of the linkage between risk
sharing and equilibrium asset prices given heterogeneous preferences. First, we recount the
observed behaviors of returns on key asset (risk-free bond and stocks). Next, we provide
recent evidence from literature surveys showing sizable heterogeneity of market, participmnts'
preferenlces. Models employing homogeneous agents do not capture the richness of tie \orld
in which we live. Finally, we discuss the literature most relevant to the current work.
2.3.1 Estimates of asset returns' moments and preferences
Returns on equities and risk-free assets are among the most, docuniente(d quantities ill tle
empirical finance literature. The behaviors of these returns expose stylized facts that can be
"puzzling" from the consumption-based asset pricing perspective.
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Table 2.1: Consumption growth, and real return on equity and short-term risk-free debt






































Risk-free rate and return on equity
'Table 2.1 rej)orts the recent historical means and standard deviations of aggregate consump-
tion growth1, returns on equity and short-term risk-free assets (bills), for Japan, UK and US.
All ret uirns are real and in annualized percentage values. For further illustration, table 2.2
















also reports long historical equity risk premia for these countries. In all three countries, for
both recent ald long histories, real risk-free rates are both low and stable, compared to much
hmigher id more volatile returns on equities. This is the risk-free rate puzzle (Weil (1989)).
Similarly, equity premnia are also large and volatile vis-a-vis low and stable aggregate con-
sumiiption growth." This is the closely related equity premium puzzle (Mehra and Prescott
1985)).
ij iiden (id growthus are also muclh less volatile than returns on equities.
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Heterogeneity in risk and time preferences
Our analysis includes heterogeneity in both risk and time preferences, thus it is important
to determine whether there is heterogeneity in such dimensions in the real world. Tablc
Table 2.3: Heterogeneity in Individuals' relative risk aversion R
RRA StandardCountry Method 1? deviao
R deviation
USa Surveys 12.07 16.58
uSb Surveys 8.2 6.8
Norwayc Surveys 3.92 2.94
USd Actual financial decisions 2.85 3.62
"Sources: Barsky, Juster, Kimball and Shapiro (1997)
6Kimball, Sahm and Shapiro (2008)
e'Aarbu and Schroyen (2009)
Paravisini, Rappoport and Ravina (2010)





-,a o ttl11aversion, R = u/Oc which have been conducted on the US and Norway p pulat ions.
The first three estimates are obtained from responses to different surveys, over different
periods. The surveys employed various forms of hypothetical gambles. The last est inmate
is inferred frorm actual financial decisions of investors in an online person-to-person len(ding
platform. Readers should consult the original sources for details. Clearly, all foir st ud(ies
show substantial heterogeneity in the level of relative risk aversion reported by either survey
respondents or actual investors. Table 2.4 reports estimates for the distribution of inldivid-
uals' discount factor 6 - D Both studies found differences in time preference reported
by the respondents.
The sizable dispersions in preferences found in these studies motivate our curreit stldy
of the impacts of heterogeneity on equilibrium asset prices.
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Table 2. 1: 1 eterogeneity in individuals' time discount rate J (annual %): Estimates from
surveys
Number of Mean Standard
Country Method . disc, rate deviation
observationdeito
USa Surveys 138 10.6 16.58
US, Surveys > 8000 7.5 2.4
"Suurus: Chesson and Viscusi (2000)
',AlaIn and Browning (2010)
2.3.2 Related literature
Our paper is most closely related to heterogeneous-agent equilibrium models addressing price
anomalies in financial economics literature. The interest on price puzzles has skyrocketed
sice tle seminal papers by Mehra and Prescott (1985) and Weil (1989). Mehra and Prescott
(2008)~s dedicated haidbook offers the most extensive single source of up-to-date references
on this H importalt an1d vibrant topic. The current paper does not attempt to provide new
solutions: it instead contributes to a deeper understanding about the nature of risk-free rate
and equity prenium behaviors within the classic additive utility setting, a setting in which
tlese plienomena are most puzzling. First and conceptually, we shed new light on the crucial
role of t lhe cyclicality of precautionary savings in shaping equity and bond return dynamics.
Second and analytically, we identify substantial lower bounds on interest rate volatility when
interest rales are desirably low. Together, these demonstrate the hard-to-reconcile nature of
low a11d sm11ooth interest rates observed in real-world economies.
Iii the finan'ce literature, the heterogeneous-agent formulation appeared early on in Ben-
iiga and Mlayshar (2000), Dumnas (1989), Wang (1996) and others. where agents differ in
their risk aversions. Heterogeneity in market participants' characteristics has evolved into
an at rict ive topic of active research. which now also incorporates differences in time prefer-
ences (Gollier and Zeckhauser (2005), Jouini and Napp (2007), Lengwiler (2005)), beliefs in
the fIundameiitals (Basak (2005), Detemple and Murthy (1994)), or all of the above (Bhamra
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and Uppal (2010), Lengwiler et al. (2005). Sandroni (2000), Yan (2008)). Heterogeneity
generates non-trivial risk sharing patterns and consequently, has rich implicaltions for price
dynamics (Bhamra and Uppal (2009), Dumas et al. (2009), Chan and Kogan (2005). Zap-
atero (1998)), portfolio choices and trading (Gallieyer and Hollifield (2008), Longstaff md
Wang (2008)), and market selection (Blume and Easley (2006), Kogan et al. (2006) and
(2009)). In contrast with these works, our paper points out an intuitive tradeoff between
agent-based heterogeneities and macroeconomic conditions, which is helpful in analvziig
agents' equilibrium interaction and the resulting price dynamics mentioned above.
The degree of heterogeneity in the economy is plausibly the key determinant of the
magnitude of heterogeneity's impact. In particular., Chen, Joslin and Tran (2010) study
the impact of heterogeneous beliefs in the likelihood and severity of rare events (e.g.. (rises.
disasters and alike) on asset prices. They point out that the risk premium in the ecoiomv
may drop even when the average level of pessimism among agents surges. This is becnse
there, the driving force is the dynamic dispersion of beliefs and the associated risk sharing.
but not just the mean value of the belief distribution. By showing that subject to sufficient
heterogeneity in risk aversion in the economy, the equilibrium interest rate may even increase
when the average level of precautionary savings motives among agents surges, tihe cirrent
study complements their results in identifying another setting where the risk sharing induced
by heterogeneity yields spectacular effects.
2.4 Risk tolerance measure and aggregation
In any economy, be it one of homogeneous or heterogeneous agents, risk taking and savings
are determined by the behavior of individual agents. In a heterogeneous world, the dynamic
competitive interactions among such agents play a major role in determining aggregate ot,-
comes. To address the interactions that are determined by risk taking propensities, and the
timt iriate consequences for various aggregates, the concept of risk tolerance proves to be both
extremely powerful and convenient. It precisely measures how agents' consuimnptions move
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witi clanges in the aggregate endowment. This section uses risk tolerance measures to derive
key iarket-revealed quantities, including risk aversion, time preference and precautionary
savings. The approach neatly separate the contributions of agents' characteristics from their
ilt eractions. Nany interesting aggregate behaviors of the economy, some known others new,
thel cn be readily elucidated.
2.4.1 The setting
To develop intuitive results on aggregation, we first investigate a general endowment econ-
omv wit h niny classes of agents. Within each class, agents have identical preferences,'
but across classes agent risk aversions and time preferences differ. Throughout the paper,
the superscript i denotes quantities associated with agent i. Agents maximize their general
tine-separable utilities, which are increasing, concave and three-time continuously differen-
tiable. Agent /~s relative risk aversion (RRA) R'(t, c) and subjective discount factor 8'(t, c)
generally can be functions of consumption ci and time t. Alternatively, we will also study
tlie canonical settings with power utilities to make precise the model's key results. For that
case, agents' RRAs are constant and simply denoted '7, instead of Ri(1, c) reserved for more
genrCal (non-CRRA) settings. At the outset, each agent i is endowed with a fraction 8'(0)
Of a risky stock paying a stochastic dividend stream w(t). The dividend, which reflects the
state of the econoiny, follows a geometric Brownian process (GBM)
(w (t)
wv(t) =/1"'(11 + rJ ,dl/(/) --> 'w1(f) =w11(O)C(/' (U~ 2 2tZ(t) . (2.1)
Whenmi (p"- (c")2/2) > 0 the economy is growing in the long term (lint, Eo[w(t)/w(0)] -
x. as.). A single share of the risky stock is available in the economy for agents to trade. In
addit ion, there is a zero net supply of a riskless asset (money market account, also loosely
referied to as bond below) created by the agents. Agents trade these two assets and choose
"ForI his reason, to sirnplify notation, hereafter we simply use agent (being representative of her own
Iomogencous class) in place of class (of identical agents).
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consumption levels to maximize their expected utilities subject to a, bludget coistr aint an 1(d
market clearing
max EO ui(ci(t), I)dt.
{c',oi} Jo.
s.t. c'(tjdt )= t [w(t)dt + dS(t )] + 0'(t)3B(1)r(t dt - dw'(/), (2.2)
and Z i (t) = 1; ZOi(t) = 0 Vt,
where S(f), B(t) = exp (f' rdl) and w' - (t)B() + 0'(t)S(t) respectively denote stock
price, bond price and wealth processes.' Since the market is complete, there exists a set of
positive constant utility weights {A} such that the above optimal individual consumlption
plans also solve the equivalent-agent optimization (see Negishi (1960))
VA({ w}) max EO u (cz(t). t)dt st S c (t) = U(1) V1. (2.3)
As the aggregate constraint holds at all time and states, the optimization problem (2.1) enl
be equivalently cast in a static formulation at each time and state (Karatzas et al. ( 987).
Cox and Huang (1989))
vA(w(t) t) = max +1 (c2(t), t) s.t. ci (/) = w(t). (2.1)
5Aggregating the budget constraint (2.2) over all agents we obtain E dwi(t) =dS(t), i.e.. thi total
change in agents' wealths equals the change in value of the single share of stock, which is the net asset of
the econonmy.
('Given the infinite time horizon T - oo, Lengwiler, Malanud and Trubowitz (2005) shows tIt this
economy's necessary and sifficient condition for equilibrium existence is precisely Ithe houndedness of eve ry
agent's expected utility of aggregate endowment
oc
E0 [ U'(t (1), )dt < Vi.
Note that this condition also assures that the stock price is finite.
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Combiiing the first order equations with the envelope theorem we obtain the following
system of equations satisfied by optimal consumption plans
u c () t o~~tt) Vi, (2.5)
Throughout the paper, subscripts denote partial derivatives. Thus, fx(x, y) - O .
2.4.2 Risk tolerance measure
In I he econoimiics of uncertainty, the ways agents optimally allocate their consumptions across
stat (s aid time are deternined respectively by their relative risk aversion (RRA) and pure
ime r)eference (a.k.a. subjective discount factor). It is convenient to adopt these standard
characteristics for an equivalent agent of the aggregate economy. Given a complete market,
these characteristics are revealed unambiguously from observed prices, and are attributed
to this equivalent agent as if there were only one class of agents in the economy. For this
reasoi. hereafter R, 6 and T are respectively referred to as risk aversion, discount factor and
risk tolerance of the market-revealed equivalent agent (hereafter, equivalent agent).
H(ct) = ( ) R(w. t) = , (2.6)
bt(c3. t) = (( V) (, t),
- it(c t) -v.(w, t)
T(c. 1) = -(a ( ) Tf( w, 1) ZW2 jW .
uecit vWIL(W It)
The apparent analogy of these market-revealed characteristics with those of single-agent
economy aims to capture the whole economy's attitudes, such as discount factor 6, risk
iversioni R and utility function v(w), as of a single equivalent (representative) agent's. In
part lilar, in the aggregate the above definitions implies T = a relation that also holds
at idividual level.
Folowing Wilson (1968), there exists a simple aggregation relation on risk tolerance (see
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also proposition 4)
T(w,t) = (c 1).
which motivates the choice of the risk tolerance measure {p } as micro-economic buidilig
blocks of all these market-revealed characteristics
T(c', t) T'(c', t)
T(w, t) Z' Ti(w.,t)
This implied normalization together with pi E [0, 1], which holds when all agents arc risk
averse (T' > 0 Vi), qualify {p'} as a standard measure.
This measure is formulated to precisely capture a key concept that risk tolerant agents
play predominant role in consumption and wealth distribution dynamics. To see this poiit.
we note the following very interesting and intuitive relation
p.(c (w, . t), t) = c (w. t), (2.7)
This identity shows that risk tolerance measure exactly characterizes the jidividual optinIal
consumption responses to an aggregate endowment shock. In equilibrium, nore risk-toleraiit
(i.e., larger P) agents embrace relatively less smooth consumption paths (i.e., larger )
and necessarily contribute more to economy's reactions to output fluctuations. In coimipar-
ison, we note that neither the least risk averse agent (min{R'}) nor the one who consumnes
most (max {T}) invariably put up strongest response to the aggregate shocks. This signifies
the unique role of risk tolerance measure in determining the risk sharing and consumniption
partition among agents. As agents save and trade accordingly to realize their optimal con-
sumption plan, asset prices and their volatilities necessarily are contingent on this ineasure.
Establishing this link more quantitatively is a central theme of our subsequent analysis.
Being functions of equilibrium consumptions, {p'(c', t)} entirely capture both aggrega Vt
fluctuation effects and the dynamics of the competitive interaction between agents. Thie
mere fact that p' > 0 Vi (when all agent are risk averse) immediately implies a known
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and important result that no agents cut their optimal consumption when the aggregate
endowment increases, dw > 0. Furthermore, agents whose optimal consumptions respond
most st rongly to an aggregate endowment shock will dominate in this measure,7 as the
following concise result implies.
Proposition 4 The equivalent RRA, discount factor and risk tolerance of the entire econ-
omty arc relaled to their single-agent counterparts as follows
R(w, I) = RV(cO, t) = Ew I [Rf], (2.8)
6(w, t)c' =) ' (I," )=E , )
T(wt) )
where /)} [. . denotes the expectation under risk tolerance measure {p' = }. This result
generalizes the tlime preference aggregation obtained in Gollier and Zeckhauser (2005) to
stoclast ic settings. (See also Lengwiler, Malamud and Trubowitz (2005) for a discrete-time
for nmlat ion of the results). Both market-revealed RRA and discount factor are expressed
succinctly as averages in risk tolerance measure.' These representations elucidate many
imiport ant properties of this economy. Indeed, (2.8) indicates R, T > 0, and then v. >
0, , < 0 respectively by virtue of eqs. (2.5), (2.6), guaranteeing the desired risk-averse
a inc 0reasing itility for the equivalent agent.
li the stochastic and complete market, agents perfectly share their risks by taking
stochastic positions in both stock and bonds. The optimal consumption plans thus are
necessarily stochastic, and so are their risk tolerance measures (also referred to as weights),
p =---. Tihe resulting equivalent preference characteristics e.g., R, 6, are stochastic, not nec-
essarily because their agent-based counterparts e.g., R2 , o& are stochastic, but rather because
their (ldynamnics weights {p2 } bounce stochastically. Indeed, in a CRRA utilities setting, the
The most widely-used heterogeneity measure in literature is consumption share { (') }, which is less
expressive with respect to the rich dynamics of equilibrium consumption's changes under supply shocks.
Thait is, weighted averages, with weights being the risk tolerance measures
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individual RI, 6' are constant, yet R, 6 in (2.8) are not so, obviously. To umderstand I hose
dynamics more precisely, it is best to see how the risk tolerance ineasure changes tinder
aggregate supply shocks
dp' (uw, ) cT' (c', ) IV
= c) (W, t)0 2 (T (c', t) - 7(w. 1)) . (2.9)dw ( w )
which simplifies in the CRRA utilities setting to
T(c', t) 1Ic = - Ef p, - - - Et , - (2.10)(T(w, t))2 } c T(w, t) y W(
These imply that the least risk averse agent i ( -- "'") has convex consumption cF. > 0
and her weight ci unambiguously increases with aggregate endowment. The converse holds
for the most risk averse agent (y"nax). In between, the transition is monotonic: )erceitage
changes in less risk averse agents' weights ci, are more dramatic than those of more risk averse
ones. The stochastic nature of risk tolerance measures is induced by risk sharing neclhinismi
and has profound implications for the volatilities of all market-revealed characteristics. as
the latter are some form of weighted averages in this measure. This observation is reflet ed
in the following result, which provides the basis for many findings presented below.
Proposition 5 Suppose {a'} are some agent-based characteristics. The response of1 the
resunling risk-tolerance aggregate EPij [a'] to an aggregate supply shock dw can b( decomt/posed
into two components
DE(p I [a] pEjpiE[aU] + Cov{, I I a) . (2.11)
0/special interest, the second component is exclusively associated with the dynamic behinu/or
p 9of individual risk tolerance p'(w, t).
To a lesser degree, the first component is also related to risk-tolerance measures, because
aI, = ac1 =' ap. But it is primarily associated with the dependence a'(c'. 1) at tile ageit-
specific level at the onset. The mechanism underlying this decomposition is very intuitive.
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For a simple illustration, let us continue with eq. (2.10) and assume that all the ai are
constant. Dividing both sides of (2.10) by p' = T/T yields
pW 1 (1 t
pi T(w, t) K wWj
Clearly, < Ei - > , or percentage changes in weights p are greatest for agentsp P)
witi lesser risk aversion -. This is because under a positive shock dw > 0 to the aggregate
endowment, less risk averse agents, who invest disproportionally in the risky contingent claim
on aggregate wealth (stock) become relatively better off, and contribute more to the welfare.
Indeed, in this CRRA framework, (2.11) simplifies to
Ef[1 i
= Cooti (.,a .
Dw T(w,1) {P '
Teli sit muatiniis when nW > a for j > 7/ and vice versa are referred to as comonotone.
Similarlv, anti -comionotonicity means a' > ai if f' < x3 and vice versa. To illustrate, when a'
is Ole disconit rate 61, coimonotone relations represent the normal case where less risk averse
agents also tend to be more patient. We see that when {a'} and {- } are comnonotone,
he ieai value E,,, [a j decreases unambiguously with aggregate endowment wv. This is
precisel\ because smaller values of' a' (associated with smaller -y by co-mnonotonicity) have
relatively larger weights after a positive shock increases w as we argued above, and thus drive
do\vn i he mean value. The opposite holds when {a'} and {y/} are anti-comonotone; larger
(1' (associated with smaller -y' by anti-comnonotonicity) have relatively larger weights after a
positive shock increases a, which makes mean value Efpi[a'] increases unambiguously with
aggregate endowment w).
Two immediate applications concern the market-revealed risk aversion R and discount
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rate 6 of proposition 4, specialized to the CRRA utilities setting9
11
R,(w t) = Co q < 0, (2. L[2)RIVT(w, t) T~,CVPl(Y 'i
T- (WCo g  '{1 . (2.13)
The first equation demonstrates a, well-known result of decreasing market-revealed risk aver-
sion (see e.g., Wang (1996)). The second formalizes the wealth effect on narket-revealed
time preference first obtained in Gollier and Zeckhauser (2005). We recast these known and
important results in connection with the risk tolerance measure to capture the key intuit ions
underlying this measure's dynamics.
The above market-revealed characteristics also yields the equivalent hyperbolic discount-
ing behavior of the economy (Gollier and Zeckhauser (2005)). Taking the derivative with
respect to time, o6 = again within the CRRA setting yields
(S(w& 1)- 6,)26t,(, t) - (w, t) <0.
Tihe intuition again can be distilled from competitive interaction in equilibriun. More pat ilnt
agents are more willing to defer their consumptions, and thus will increase their dominance as
tine rolls forward. Given that being more patient means having smaller 6", this compet it ive
behavior simply decreases the weighted average discount factor 6(w, 1) over time. This in turn
has interesting and direct effects on the term structure of interest rates (Lengwiler(2005)).
When heterogeneities are present in both risk and time preference, either a low risk
aversion or a small discount rate will lead an individual to play a greater role in th]ie long
run We will analyze quantitatively the tradeoff between these characteristics in conjunction
with agents' long-run survival in section 2.7.
9Corresponding expression for non CRRA setting is R, =Cov{pg (. T1). see (2.67).
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2.4.3 Market-revealed precautionary savings
Pudeiice (see Leland (1968) and Sandmo (1970)) is a key characteristic determining pre-
cautionary savings, and thus both interest rate and returns on other assets. Kimball (1990)
shows that the prudence, defined in analogy with relative risk aversion (2.6) as
P'(ct .t) = i c', 1) P(w, t)= ,
ui (Ccc I~ vWW(,It)
provides ai analytical measure of the intensity of the precautionary savings motive. Other
factors heing equal, an agent i who is more prudent (larger P') will save relatively mnore
unider tlie prospect of future income uncertainties. For a heterogeneous-agent economy with
geieril additive utilities, we can differentiate the FOC (2.3) twice to obtain the explicit
aggregait ion relation
F, / ) K)? I( I)] Cov{Pq (1 9 i (ci, t). + Cov{Pqi (i(c, 1), cR(Ci, )Ri (ci, t) (R)i t))
(2.15)
wIer tlhe mnomnicts again are defined in the risk tolerance measure. The key observation
is that wille market-revealed risk aversion (2.8) has value bounded within the spectrum of
agents~ R A (/f""" < R(wiiu, t) < R"'"" ), such bounding need not apply for market-revealed
pridnc(e P(w,, 1). The market-revealed precautionary savings motive contains a weighted
average / qP over individual agents, which plausibly results from a simple aggregation.
\lorc profondlv, it also contains additional components which arise from the dynamics
of the risk sharing, and thus the risk tolerance measure itself, much in the spirit of the
iecliaiiism underlying propososition 5. To illustrate this insight, let us employ the class of
power utilities, wherein (2.15) becomes
P(wu', t) = Epq [P'(c, t)] - Covpq ( , = E~pq[PF] - T y c . (2.16)
As p = defines the risk tolerance measure, cX clearly characterizes the dynamics of
1tis meicasure 1uder changes in aggregate endowment iw. Individual agents' savings are not
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iade independently as naive intuition about aggregation might suggest. That is because
the economy's precautionary savings reflect both agents' average precautionary savings mo-
tive and the response to stochastic wealth distribution." This second factor inflates t ie
market-revealed precautionary savings motive because the term Cov{,g} (i. -) is invarially
negative. The more risk averse agents have concave consumptions (ci < 0, sec (2.10)), tnd
they contribute positively to this induced prudence due to their larger i. hen agents are
sufficiently different in their risk preferences, this covariance tends to be lrge (and iegat iCe)
and it can inflate economy's savings motive greatly beyond that of even the most prudent
agent in the economy. The proposition 6 and figure 2-1 below confirm this extraordinary
effect stemming from risk sharing between agents.
Before turning to the main results of this section, we note that there exists anottier rela-
tion involving prudence P(w, t), directly obtained from the definitions of R and P (derived
ill appendix 2.9.1)
R1 (w, t) = R(w, t) (1 + R(w, t) - P(w, t)). (2. 17)
This equality does not, rely on any aggregation mechanism, and hence holds at both I the
agent and aggregate level. (2.17) implies that high market-revealed precautionary savings
are related to the countercyclicality in market-revealed risk aversion. We will discuss t his
cyclicality and its implication for interest rate volatility in more detail in sect ion 2.5. Nlany
important properties related to risk sharing between agents emerge in a world with imerelv
two classes of agents. We find it very helpful in various places to present these results in1 a
two-agent economy.
"We may also see this quantitatively in the equivalent agent's optimization problem in a simple two- period
model. The equivalent agent optimally chooses current savings X subject to initial wealth constraint1 W anid
future uncertain income Y
miax [(W - X, t) + Etv(X +Y + 1)]
r Z1 1 [u=(0 ~~c )
max max Ui (ci, t) + Et 7? (c, i + 1)
X Y c1(t)=W-X: Z ('+1)=X+Y
Evidently, equivalent agent's precautionary savings optimization composes of two-stage opt imization over
agents', subject to market clearings in each period. This subtle constraints constitute additional senisitivitv
of social utility to future uncertainty that equivalent agent should be wary of.
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Proposition 6 1. In the multiple- CRRA -agent economy, market-revnealed precautionary
Yains are
P1(w, t) = Eq I[P'(c', t)) Cov{ (2.18)
and thus is always larger than or equal to the average individual precautionary savings
E P P(c1t|)] in risk tolerance measure { I}.
The ' market-revealed precautionary savings in the two-CRRA -agent economy are a con-
(ave qaadratic Junction of p^
+(,1) = ((w)  pP ) 1 ( W + t) , t ) (2.19)
When individual RRA A 7B saAisfy ,B > A there exists a region of consumption
distribution between the two agents where the market-revealed precautionary savings
are higher than that of either agent
P* > max{P^ - A 4 +1; pB _B + 1}
To illistrate the results of proposition 6, Figure 2-1 plots the market-revealed prudence in
a two-(1RA-agent economy with -^ = 0.1 and zu = 15. In this case, P is a function
of firsi agent's risk tolerance weight p^ c B+cyA. Following the pattern of eq. (2.16),
we decollpose this aggregate into two components; the weighted average prudence and the
dynam8iinduced prudence. We see that the maximum market-revealed prudence P ~ 30
is reached at1 p^- cA Y ~-' 0.6. This value far exceeds either individual prudence level,
P^ 1.1, P 16. The excess stems from the risk sharing mechanisn, and is quantified
by the risk tolerance measure dynamic. The latter tends to zero in both homogeneous limits
(p^ = 0 or 1) where the risk sharing possibility between the agents vanishes. Collectively, the
agents may keep up this high market-revealed precautionary savings motive for an extended
period of time because they differ as well in time preference." We will study in detail how













Figure 2-1: Two-CRRA-agent economy: -^ = 0. 1 7 B 15. Market-revealed (aggregate)
prudence P(p^) and its components (2.18): weighted average (w.a.) E{,}[P J and
dynamics-induced (d.i.) prudence -Covf,9 (7, ). These are plotted against agent s
risk tolerance weight p^ = A - A =.3+.1
precautionary savings affect both the levels and volatilities of asset returns in later secl ions.
2.4.4 Cyclicality of market-revealed precautionary savings
We now delve deeper into the microeconomic foundations of asset pricing to see how the
cyclicality of precautionary savings motive moves with consumption and wealth. This anal-
index" values 6 A + 7A (p 1 ) -6 + (y1B ((p- ) . For current parameters -^ = 0.1. y 1(;.
this co-survival condition holds, e.g., when subjective discount rates are e ~ 0.8, e 1.
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ysis provides rigorous grounds to study the key effects of savings cyclicality on equilibrium
price behaviors in later sections.
CeIIIal to our analysis is a simple and strong relation between precautionary savings
motive P(w, t) and its cyclicality P,.(w, t) that holds for any general time separable utility.
P ~ P (w t)P,(w, t) = 1' (1 + P(w, t) - Q(w, t)), (2.20)
w
where ((w, ) is referred to as temperance
Qid < Qw(tW
Q, Ct ugC (C t) v((w t)
Kiiball (1992, 1993) shows that in a partial equilibrium setting with multiple sources of
risks, I emperance affects the allocation of savings between safe and risky assets, i.e., portfolio
choice. First, in light of the relation (2.20), temperance Q(w, t) contributes decisively to the
cyclicality of savings. This savings adjustment in turn is reflected in asset return volatilities
and asset (bond and stock) holdings.' 2  In the current general equilibrium settings, our
observation in (2.20) thus reinforces Kimball's partial equilibrium results.
Secood and more important, equation (2.20) constitutes a new and keen relation between
savings and savings cyclicality in general heterogeneous-agent settings; savings behaviors
tend to be more volatile when savings motives are higher! Indeed, all else being equal, the
intensit y of cyclicality P, increases more than linearly with P." in (2.20) This finding is
soimewliat unexpected since a priori savings and volatility of savings may not necessarily
be tightly bound. A counter-example illustrates this point. When the representative agent
conveit ionally has CRRA utility of the form U(C, t) ~ C , the precautionary savings
notive P = + 1 is constant, and thus savings cyclicality is null, regardless of how big
this savings motive P is. In contrast, the intuition behind our observation (2.20) highlights
die risk sharing dynaimics in an environment with heterogeneous agents. As we saw in the
GiI complete market hedging, portfolio choices are one-to-one with asset return volatilities; the posi-
uion in the stock is the ratio of wealth volatility to stock price volatility.
Q may also change with P. But in a setting with rmany agents, this dependence is rather weak.
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last section, in such setting the aggregate savings motive P) is high not because the most
precautious agent dominates the economy. Rather, large P arises when risk sharing dynanics
are important, which are possible on the premise that agents sufficiently differ in their
characteristics, as illustrated by figure 2-1. Precisely because of this marked heterogeneity
in agents' risk preferences, shocks to the output induce considerable amount of assets and
wealth changing hands among investors. As a result, economy's savings behavior is lhen
highly sensitive to output fluctuation.
To illustrate, we establish the aggregation relations concerning temperance, along he
lines similar to our analysis of market-revealed precautionary savings. For simplicity. we
consider again the power utilities setting." Differentiating the FOC (2.5) repeatedly vields
the analytical expression of market-revealed temperance Q(w, t)
1 R2 (w, t) 1Q(w. t) = Ef 1[Qi] - 2Coou~q ly ,1 w Var ), . (2.21)
'Y P(wI t)
Given that market-revealed temperance arises from the third order derivative of the FOC.
the dynamics of risk sharing, and thus risk tolerance measure, contribute two terms beyond
the naive weighted average of individual temperance. This basic intuition also enierges
froni proposition 5. In the difference with prudence, for temperance the contribution of
risk tolerance measure dynamics is both strong and ambiguous. The imiarket-revealed Q
can either be larger than the largest Q', or smaller than the smallest Q. In analogy with
proposition 6, when specializing to the two-CRRA-agent economy, we can specifically assess
the market-revealed tolerance P(w, t) and temperance Q(w, t) on a comparative basis. This
comparison is important since both direction and quantitative behavior of savings evelicilitv
Pl. (2.20) are determined by the relative importance of P and Q.
Proposition 7 The market-revealed temperance in the two-CRRA-agcnt economy is a sim
,
4 We derive general results for any additive utilities in the appendix 2.9.1.
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pe raional-ponoi function of first agent's risk tolerance weight p^A (note: pB 1 1 p)
~ B pA (w,t) pB(w,t)
Q ( ) (p ( w,, t), ^A + "(w t)7B) 3 (P+(w) + - +A)2  QYB)2kiA ~' ~ B 1 1+ pA ±t)+p 1()t)jI
(2.22)
whicl can be either positive or negative. There always exists a consumption region determined
by
p (CA, t) > max 0, - + 2-
P2 2 (y -7B)
with in which narket-revealed precautionary savings motive is countercyclical; P, < 0.
As mienitioned above, the cyclicality of P should influence interest rate smoothness. Hence
this proposit ion provides an important precursor to assessing the volatilities of asset returns
in this economy. Those results will be reported in proposition 8. To illustrate, Figure
2-2 plots the market-revealed temperance Q(p^) together with its two components: the
weighted average temperance (first term of (2.21)) and the dynamics-induced temperance
(last two terms of' (2.21)). Each is a function of the first agent's risk tolerance weight
p 1 B A in the illustrative two-CRRA-agent economy (with ^ - 0.1, 7 = 10).
Clearly unlike market-revealed RRA R(w, t), Q(w, t) is not bounded by individual CRRA
temiiperances Q - Y+2. For a certain range of consumption partition, the dynamics-induced
teiperaice is so strong that market-revealed Q(w, t) falls negative albeit all individual Q"s
are positive. Again in homogeneous limits (p4^ = 0, 1), the sharing dynamics vanish and so
does t he dinamnics-induced temperance.
lateirestingly, witi three agents or more in the economy, the market-revealed characteris-
tics H(w, t), P(, t), Q(w, t) are largely independent of each other. allowing more flexibility
to estimate tie model in accordance with empirical patterns. This shows the rich outcome
of genuine heterogeneities, beyond that of the customary but rigid assumption of a CRRA-











Figure 2-2: Two-CRRA-agent economy: -y 4 0.1B 10. Market-revealed (aggregate)
temperance (savings cyclicality) Q and its components (2.21): weighted avcrag'e (w.8I.)
I7{p}[Q'] and dynamics- induced (d.i.) savings cyclicality Q - E{pl[Q"] (eq. (2.21)). These.
A I-A ' 1 1
are plotted against, agent A's risk tolerance weight pA - TA±TBC
2.5 Interest rate volatility
In this model's complete-market interteniporal setting, no-arbitrage is enforce(I by thei ti1fl]f lie
state price density M(w, ). In the current consumption- based framework. this state prVice
dlensity is the marginal utility (2.5) of the equivalent agent
A[I(U),t) = - v, ). (2.23)
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The risk-free rate (rfr) r and the market price of risk (mpr) (or Sharpe ratio) rl are identified
with the drift and volatility of the state price density: dM(w,t) -r(w, t)dt - r(w, t)dZ(t),
111(1 1tIIs
r(wI) = 6(w, t) + R(w, t) ("-{a)
,r)(w), 1) - w, t) + R(w, t). ~(Olw) 2P(U',~ t)] (2.24)
rj(w, t) - _ -TR(w,t).
Here r(wa, /) is the instantaneous risk-free rate at time t. Throughout this paper, for brevity
we also refer to it interchangeably as risk-free rate and interest rate. Both rfr and mpr have
forns familiar from a single-agent economy, which justifies the use of the associated charac-
teistics { R. P, Q} revealed by market prices as if there were a single equivalent agent rep-
reseintling the current heterogeneous-agent economy. In particular, a strong market-revealed
picatlionary savings effect is needed to drive down the interest rate's magnitude in (2.24)
P(w, t) > 100. (2.25)
( gW)2
Here tlie iumiierical bound is based on the estimates of the aggregate consumption growth
in tim s p" ~ 2%, o' ~ 2% (Table 2.1). As we see in proposition 6, the risk-sharing
dyInminic in heterogeneous-agent economy is able to generate a strong savings motive P
oit of much smaller individual values P', given that agents differ sufficiently in their risk
preference. Simiilarly, for the stock market to be priced by the above state price density
Al (w, /), impr / Heeds to satisfy the Hansen-Jagannathan bound (Hansen and Jagannathan
(1991). see also appendix). By virtue of (2.24), this constraint too has a very familiar
expression in the current heterogeneous-agent setting
9"R(w, t) = 1(w, t) > 's t) r(w, 1) [1 - r(w, t)], (2.26)
whmere p" aid o,, - are respectively the stock market expected return and excess return
volatilitv. hi the data, typically the stock market excess return pS - r ~ 6%, the excess
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volatility a,, ~ 20% and the real rfr r ~ 2%, which imply a conservative lower bounid m
on the aggregate risk aversion
1 pi(w, t) - r(w, t)R(w, t) > [1 - r(w, t)] > 15. (2.27)
O-U, op7 -r
The large value for risk aversion implied from the excess stock market return is the well-
known main thesis of the equity premium puzzle. In the current section, our main focus is to
show analytically that this and specially the large precautionary savings bound (2.25) also
have profound impact on the interest rate volatility. Intuitively, as hinted by the stochastic
natures of r(w, t) and r(w, t) in (2.24) as well as the presence of aggregate quiantities R. P
therein, the heterogeneity among agents necessarily affects the volatilities of asset prcs in
important ways.
To fix the notation. we adopt the interest rate diffusion process dr(w, 1) =p' / d1/
S(w, /t)dZ(t) where like r(w), t) itself, the ',, T are endogenous in the iodel. Ini(eed. in
analogy with (2.40), the volatility o' of the rfr is
'(tw, t) - w-=r (wnt) o{(w, 1) + o"tw, t), (2.28)
where
oTw. t) wo" (/i R(w, t) - ( [Rw(w, t) P(w, 1) + R(w, t) P,,(w./)| , (2.29)
0-'(w - 1) a woo(wIV)
are the components of rfr volatility associated primarily with the heterogcncitv iln risk aver-
sion and time preference, respectively. The expressions for these coinponeiits are obtained
by computing the partial derivative r, from (2.24). We now analyze the contribution of each
type of heterogeneity to rfr volatility.
lBoth bounds on P (2.25) and R (2.27) are most sensitive to the estimated value of consumption growth
volatility (T. In the US data, (Table 2.1) T" ~ 1%. Here we adopt 7"' 2% to have very conservative lower
values for the aggregate savings motive and risk aversion, while noting that a smaller value of o-" will lead
to larger P, R and thus an even more volatile rfr than what we point out in this section.
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Judging from the abundance of the derivatives R., PI, in the above expression of of,
this component of rfr volatility is necessarily characterized by the response of economy's
(ollecti\'e risk preference and savings motive to supply shock dw. A closer look helps to
estimate the magnitude of this volatility. Plugging (2.17), (2.20) into (2.29) yields
01 r,:,= aIV R(o-7 )2oF= R(wt -pw(P (w,t) - R(w, t) - 1) + P(w, t)(Q(w., t) - R(w, t) - 2)]
(2.30)
Terms on the right-hand side simply express the sensitivity of aggregate intertemporal con-
sumpt ion smoot hing and precautionary savings behaviors to output fluctuations, as they
are derived directly from the last two terms of (2.24). The most remarkable feature here is
tiat both of these sensitivities are substantial under the afore mentioned premise of large
savings imotives (2.25) needed for a low real interest rate. Indeed, both terms in (2.30) are
(oiniiat ed by the large factor P, given the realistic values for aggregate consumption mo-
ments p", o 2/. This observation then offers a simple but very drastic implication for
the interest rate of general heterogeneous-agent economies with additive utilities. Namely,
in these models, a realistically low interest rate will tend to be excessively volatile. The
following proposition quantifies this important observation in analytical terms.
Proposition 8 A sming ufficiently larye precautionary savings motive (2.25), in a general
economy wi//h ayen/s heterogeneous in their time-additive risk preferences, the interest rate
volatlity is amost always 1 bounded from below
2p"/(w.) > P 1?"R(w, t) Q(w, t) - 2,w (2.31)
More specifically,
o"(wm', /) > p" u"'R(w, t) (Q(w t) - ) > 0 if Q(w, t) > 2/0) + R(w, tX2.32)( Q(1 ")12 ( Ul,)2
<'(w, /) p" o"'R(w, t) Q(w, t) - 2p"1) < 0 if Q(w, t) < 2P I' (2.33)
(O-) 2 (aw ) 2
'
1 ilit is, the lower bound of interest rate volatility holds for most values of the savings motive cyclicality
Q as spccified in this proposition.
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Qualitatively, a key factor determining the volatility of the rfr is the cyclicalty , of precau-
tionary savings, quantified by market-revealed temperance Q(w, t) in the above expression.
This observation identifies a new and interesting factor driving interest volatility, one ihat
is supported by strong intuitions. Here, a critical connection is the relation (2.20), i.e., large
precautionary savings P tend to induce strong savings cyclicality I/j. In turn, for large P
(2.25), both the intertemporal consumption smoothing and precautionary savings motives
are fiercely sensitive to supply uncertainty as in (2.30), and the resulting intcrest rate is
highly volatile unless these two sensitivities cancel out. Proposition 8 shows that sucli can-
cellation holds only within a range of temperance, Q c ( 2 + R(w, I)). Given the
small empirical values for the consumption moments [t", or' 2%, and a non-extreme vale
of risk aversion (R < ('), this range is narrow on relative scale, and thus the cancellot ion
is unlikely (see Fig. 2-3 below). As a result, large precautionary savings most likely render
the interest rate both low and volatile.
Furthermore, interest rates are potentially volatile regardless of the direct ion of soviigs
cvclicalitv. When Q(w,t) < - , the volatility of intertemuporal consiumiption simotlh-
inlg dominates the precautionary savings term. Given a positive shock to en(lowlielt.
the aggregate risk aversion decreases and the elasticity of intertemporal substituttion in-
creases; agents tend to defer more consumption to later time and the interest rate (lrops. In
other words, the equilibrium interest rate is countercyclical in this case. Conversely, whlen
(w, I) > t + I?(w, 1), the volatility of precautionary savings dominates the consnmlption
smoothing term. Given a positive shock to endowment, the precautionary savings term (Ic-
creases and the interest rate surges. In other words, the interest rate is procyclical here.
We can also draw parallel results from related literature. Kirnball (1992.1993) finds in a
part ial equilibrium model that sufficiently temperate (large positive Q) investors may invest
most of their savings in safe assets. Our findings on the relation between temperance and
interest rate volatility echo this link in general equilibrium settings.
17 Detailed portfolio choice solutions for multiple-agent economies with general additive utilities. as con
sidered in proposition (8), are beyond the scope of this paper. Their closed-form expressions are not known
and may not exist.
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Quantitatively, the lower bound of interest rate volatility is substantial when Q is not
in the vicinity of a knife-edge (critical) value of . For sufficiently large precautionary
savings P (2.25) (to render a low interest rate), when Q is slightly off from the above critical
value, the lower bound is several times larger than the observed interest rate volatility of 2%
(Table 2.1)
0.1 F l > 0.1R(w, t) >2 ,w 2
where the last numerical value is based on a conservative Hansen-Jagannathan bound (2.27).
Fig. 2-3 illustrates this bound in a setting with two heterogeneous CRRA agents. The figure
ploAs I lie volatility of interest rate (upper panel) vis-a-vis the cyclicality of precautionary
saviigs motives as characterized by temperance Q(p^) (lower panel). The choice of risk
aversion lparaiieters {A, .IB} are dictated by the low empirical interest rate and Hansen-
Jaganniiathaii bound (2.25), (2.27). As stated by proposition 8, we clearly see that interest
rate volatility is small only when temperance Q assumes values in the immediate vicinity
of the critical value Q* - ,,)2 (or p^ 0.35). When Q is slightly off this value (by a few
percentage points), the interest rate is hugely volatile.18
Pr-oposition 8 underlines the rich and complex equilibrium dynamics of the heterogeneous
econmY. It shows, for e.g., that a standard cure addressing, say, the level of the rfr may
alv(Isely nicrease its volatility. All that said, though large precautionary savings motive has
beein founiid very useful inl addressing the equity premium and interest rate level in literatures,
it is likelv to bring about an unrealistically volatile rfr in the heterogeneous-agent economies
(with additive utilities). The incompatibility of these canonical exchange economies and the
observed e(lity premium is well known.19 Our contribution here is to offer a new analytical
!'Note that Q(p^) = Q* = ) in another region in the vicinity of pA= 1, where interest rate is both
low and smooth. 3ut in this region the less risk averse agent A dominates the economy, hence Hansen-
.Jagaimathan bound is strongly violated, and stock market is incorrectly priced by the model.
Ne\w eleiments in preferences such as habit formation (Campbell and Cochrane (1999)), catching-up-with-
tie-Joneses (Chant and Kogan (2002)), or recursive utility together with growth rate long-run predictability
(13asal aid Yaron (2004)) have been invoked to tackle these asset price puzzles. In a new hybrid approach,
Let taiu ad \Vacliter (2009) enlarge the state variable space to include exogenous short rate process while
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Interest rate r and its volatility r
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Figure 2-3: Two-CRRA-agent endowment economy: -y = 0.01, 1 - 15, p.L 2%.
a7- 2%. The upper panel plots the interest rate r(p^) and interest rate volatility o-'(pA)
in %, the lower panel plots the market-revealed (aggregate) precautionary savings iotive
(prudence) P(pA) (eg. (2.18)) and savings cyclicality (temperance) Q(p^) (ei. (2.22)). and
Q(p^) - P(pA) - 1. These are ploted against agent A's risk tolerance weight
A _ TA __ _c^
perspective on this incompatibility, within the standard setting of time separable preferlces.
We next consider adding heterogeneity in time preferences to see whether that can ease
the puzzles. The contribution of time preference heterogeneity can be computed either
directly, as to be performed in this section, or indirectly by first homogenizing this hetero-
geneity. as explained in section 2.7. The component og of rfr volatility (2.28) arises froi an
maintaining the equilibrium-based relation between the market price of risk and the fundameiital dividend
process.
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int eresting interaction between heterogeneities in risk aversion and discount factors
o wo"'o 6(w, t) = "R(w. t)CovIqI(Tj, 6), (2.34)
where the last equality is an application of proposition 5, also derived in appendix 2.9.1 (eq.
(2.61)). The covariance structure is rich because both the risk tolerance measure {pi} and
marginal risk tolerance T' are dynamic. In a CRRA economy, the latter is the inverse of the
risk aversion coefficient. In that setting, the sign of or depends on the relative orderings
(comlioiotone or anti-comonotone) between risk aversions { } and discount factors {5'}.
Under a positive supply shock dw > 0, a procyclical discount factor 6,, > 0 increases the
time value of consumption, thus encourages consumption and discourages savings. It thereby
leals t o a surge in the rfr r. Hence, a procyclical discount factor contributes to procyclicality
in interest rates and vice versa. The heterogeneity in time preferences can have either positive
or iegat ive effect on rfr volatility, and therefore can help temper the extreme nature of the
lat ter's bound1.
Indeed, combining (2.28), (2.32) and (2.34) yields more comprehensive bounds on rfr
(w. ) > o-"'R(w, ) ( Q(w, 1) I + Cov,9I(T,, o')) if Q(w, t) > -!L$ + R(w, t),
o (w, /) < a-"Rw, t) (p"c Q(w, 1) - + Cov,(Ti, oi)) if Q(w, t) < (1U;2. (2.35)
Specifically, for countercyclical precautionary savings motive Q(w, 1) < 2 a time prefer-
nCiie o1'dering such that Cov{pq(T,, d') > 0 helps loosen the bound on the volatility of the
interest rate.20 Similar condition holds for the other case where Q(w, t) > + R(w. t).
Despite being a function of consumption allocations {ci}, the covariance term is intimately
associated with the discount rate heterogeneity structure, arid can be formulated largely in-
(lependent of the temperance term in (2.35).2 This makes heterogeneity in time preference
2 111n CRRA settings, T = 1/, so Cov{pg(T,.,6') - Covtpq(5T, 6') > 0. This means that small are
most likely associated with large 6' and vice versa (anti-comonotone). These are configurations wherein no
agen(t dominates other in long run (see section 2.7).
21 i CRRA settings, the covariance term is always negative if RRAs and discount factors are co-monotone
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a venue to mitigate the interest rate volatility in the consumption-based pricing models. In
an attractive alternative approach, Garleanu and Panageas (2010) show that the coinhned
features of overlapping generations and heterogeneous preferences are able to snstain the
long-term survival of groups with different risk aversions, while generating stable risk-free
rate.
2.6 Equity return volatility
How do heterogeneities in risk and time preferences affect the volatility of return on stock?
The answer is considerably more involved than that for the interest rate because the stock
price S is a contingent claim on the entire series of future dividend streams. To plusiue
this question, we employ the convenient tool of Malliavin calculus, following closely the
approach presented in Detemple et al. (2003) and Bhamra and Uppal (2009). We assiime
that there are just two classes, A and 3, of CRRA agents, thus simplifying the exposition
while retaining heterogeneity. In such economies, there is a single state variable, which ani
a A jAI-icabeftwII
be chosen as agent A's risk tolerance weight p = -. Detailed derivations can be fonu in
the appendix 2.9.2.
In risk-neutral measure Q, all payoffs are discounted at the risk-free rate r. The stock
price then is
S(w, t) = e t ' E [ e (T)dTw(u)du . (2.36)
In our Markovian (GBM) setting, the stock price S(w, t) is a function of current elinownent
w, and thus stock return volatility o can be defined from the associated diffusion process
(i.e., gain process)
dS(w), t ) + dw)
S(, ) = p"(w, t)dt + a"(w, t)dZ(t). (2.37)S(w,t )
('yi > 7-5 <-4 6 > P ), and positive if anti co-monotone ('y' > 7Y k- P > 61), independent of consumhpt )o'
dynailics.
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A s&oidard application of Malliavin calculus confirms these relations
H (w 1) ~ w('u) f"
o g( wtw) 1) o - du ] d Dt (0'w, T) + r(w, 7)) (2.38)S (w, t) _ t B Vw,u) it,
where 1(w, /) exp (J' r(w, u)du) is the numeraire associated with the money market ac-
couit, and D, denotes the Malliavin derivative at time t. This representation of stock return
volatility is very intuitive, as it reflects fluctuations both in the fundamental dividend and
the (discounlt ing process. In the deterministic discounting scheme (,r, tl are constant), fluctu-
at ion in the sto(k return results entirely and without distortion2 2 from stochastic movement
in tle dividend process uT = o"'. However, in the current general equilibrium settings, both
he interest rate and the market price of risk are endogenous and stochastic. They then
also conitribute to the excess volatility a"(w, t) - d"' (terms o-"'Dtq and Dtr) in (2.38)) of the
stock return via the discounting mechanism. Because the Malliavin derivative of a process
X is proportional to its volatility os': DtX ~ o- (see (2.80)), we arrive at a simple sufficient
coiidit ion for stock return excess volatility to be positive, os(w, t) - o' > 0, in the current
t\wo-Ci RA-agent economy
rpA(T ['(p'4 , T) + g"'q(pA T)] < 0. (2.39)
Op"A(T)
Eimpirically, the return excess volatility in stock market is pointed out first by Shiller (1981).
H-lere Ilie above condition allows us to rigorously validate intuitive arguments from the con-
suiiiption CAPM literature attempting to address this anomaly. In particular, either a,
(ountecyclical Slharpe ratio or a countercyclical rfr acts to boost the stock return volatility.
enow discuss these two components in more detail.
All else equal, when the interest rate r is countercyclical, r and hence the discount
rate decrease with the output. Similarly, when the Sharpe ratio q is countercyclical, the
risk preiimii, and again the discount rate, also tend to move in opposite direction with
the supply. Given a positive shock to the endowment, the contingent claim (stock) price
Not that the volatility o"' of GBM endowment is kept constant by construction.
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plausibly increases. However, under either countercyclical r or r, the stock price would
increase more than proportionally with the endowment because the discount rate tends to
drop in both cases as mentioned above. The opposite holds when the endowment shock is
negative. This is why either a. countercyclical Sharpe ratio ao' < 0 or count ercyclical interest
rate (o' < 0) would contribute directly to positive stock return excess volatility a /(, ) 0 ".
as expressed by each component of (2.39). The countercyclicality is a feature present in many
models in the equity premium literature, and is pivotal to producing empirical patteirns of
predictability in stock returns. Campbell and Cochrane (1999) enlist habit formation to
generate a Sharpe ratio that is high when aggregate consumption is low and vice versa.
Chan and Kogan (2002) construct a heterogeneous-agent economy with a catching-up-with-
the-Joneses feature in preferences, which renders risk premia countercyclical to endowment
shocks. Quantitatively, a standard Ito manipulation on r (2.24) yields the following Sharpe
ratio volatility (with the convention: dj(w, t) = p,"(w, t)dt + o"(w, )dZ(t))
&7(w, t) = w(v)2 R (w, ). (2. 10)
It follows that the condition jC(u, t) < 0 is achieved, as one would expect, when noi ket-
revealed risk aversion is decreasing with respect to aggregate consumption, R (a. ) 0.
This is behaviorally quite reasonable as we would expect agents to be bolder in aconinodat-
ing risks when they are richer. As viewed intuitively and generically as a direct inplicat ion
of the risk sharing mechanism (proposition 5), a negative R, originates from the d(ymnics
of the risk tolerance measure, which favors less risk averse agents after a positive shock to
the endowment, and vice versa. It thus arises very naturally in the setting with heteroge-
neous CRRA agents (see (2.12) and also Wang (1996)). In a more general setting (bevond
the CRRA framework), this countercyclicality is easily observed under the premise of large
precautionary saving (2.25). Indeed, we can use (2.17) to rewrite 7'(, t) in terms of tie
aggregate characteristics R(w, t), P(w, t)
ar(w 1) = (A")2 R(w, t)(1 + R(w, t) - P(w, 1)1. (2. 1)
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Unless H assumes unreasonably large values, R > P > ~22 100, the condition on
large savings (2.25) needed for a low interest rate readily assures a countercyclical Sharpe
ratio. Alt ernatively, proposition 9 below provides an agent-based sufficient condition for the
co mI tercyclicality beyond CRRA framework,
Proposition 9 When all agents' risk aversions and precautionary savings motives satisfy
the relaion P'(c, t) > 1+R'(c', t) on the equilibrium consumption path {c'}i, the counterpart
relati'on must hold at the aggregate level: P(v, t) > 1 + I(Qw, 1).
nit nively, given a certain degree of uniformity among the heterogeneous agents, this propo-
sition asserts that the individual preference properties, that are central to determining the
price volatilities, are preserved under dynamic aggregation. In other words, when all agents
possess a large precautionary savings motive, so does the economy as a whole. Proposition
9 con finns and states this intuition as a rigorous sufficient condition. Whereas the risk aver-
sion aggregat ion is linear (proposition 4), the aggregation on precautionary savings is highly
nonlinear. This contrast makes these results far from obvious. It is also interesting to note
that.,R, (w1 a) = I (1 +?(, ) - P(1, v)) as in (2.17), proposition 9 simply states that
market-revealed risk aversion is decreasing in consumption if that property holds for each
individual agent. A known special result of this proposition is obtained when all individual
tilities belong to the CRRA class, whence both R' =y', P = -y' + 1 are constant and
satisfy the hypothesis of proposition 9. Then
P(w, t) = R(w, t) + 1 - Cov '7 > R(w, t) + 1.
Proposition 9, however, holds more generally for any additive expected utilities.
Back to the condition (2.39); combining its two terms yields a more complete insight into
the relation between stock price movement and the economy's behavior toward risks. We
rewrite t his sufficient condition for positive stock return excess volatility in term of aggregate
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quantities R, P), Q
w2 P7(+ t- t P(w, 1))(Q(u, 1) - R(w, 1) - 4) 1
(- (1 + R(w, t) - P(w, t)) + 2 .
A few important observations should be made. First, each of risk aversion, precautiollary
savings and temperance affects stock return volatilities. Intuitively, this is because all t hree
influence savings and portfolio choices. The mechanism at work is as follows. All else
being equal, small Q enforces the above sufficient condition, and therefore boosts the excess
volatility of the return on stocks. We recall from (2.20) that temperance Q is crucially related
to PV, namely small enough Q is associated with procyclical P. A positive supply shock
will increase precautionary savings (as P, > 0), leading to a decrease in both the interest
and discount rates (see (2.24)). Thus the stock price increases more than proportionallv
compared to the endowment, which implies excess volatility in the stock return. (See also
Shiller (1981) for a behavioral explanation of this phenomenon.)
Second, the relative orderings between agents' risk aversions and subjective discount
fact ors also influence return volatility, via the term Cortq}(si, ). That is because t hese
orderings determine the dynamics of risk sharing, consumption partition and risk toleratice
measure in the economy. These in turn are compounded in the asset price movements due
to changes in endowment. We will return to these heterogeneity effects in the next sect ion.
Finally, it is noted that while risk aversion and the precautionary savings mot ive have
enjoyed substantial credence as shapers of asset price patterns in consumption-based pricing
models, the cyclical properties of precautionary savings (or equivalently, temperance) are
iot well studied. Our investigation makes explicit the important link between these cyclical
properties and asset (bond and stock) return volatilities. One reason why this very intit ive
link has been quite implicit in the literature lies with the heterogeneity structure of the model
itself. For a close illustration, we consider the setting of Bhamra and Uppal (2009). 'hiev
obtain the first sufficient condition for positive stock return excess volatility that involves
solely precautionary savings. 2 3 How can we reconcile this result with our condit ion (2. 12)?
2 3 1BhaIra atnd Uppal (2009) investigates an exchange econotiy with two agents who difler only in risk
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The answer is as follows. In the two-CRRA-agent economy, as seen earlier, there is only
a sinigle state variable. This can be chosen without loss of generality as the first agent's
risk oerance measure p^ = A Each and every aggregate quantity R, P and Q then is a
simple function of pA, and thus they pairwise bear a one-to-one relation." The derivation
Of Biaira aid Uppal's sufficient condition exploits these simlple relations, and in doing so
inadvertently obscures the role of temperance Q(w, t).2 In fact, by virtue of (2.24), the
derivativ ofr i dr conain th ter dP obiosl.
tive of r contains the term j = , which is obviously related to the cyclicality
P of precautionary savings. This example and (2.42) together indicate that in more general
miilt iple-agent settings R and P are important, but far from sufficient statistics to determine
stock ret-urn volatilities.
It is reassuring that all the above observations and intuitions concerning the cyclicality
of precautionar) savings, or equivalently temperance, also underlie the parallel results on
interest rate volatility, reported in proposition 8.
2.7 Heterogeneities and homogenization of beliefs
Tlie het erogeneois-agent economiiies we have explored so far address heterogeneities in risk
aversion and tine preferences. As we have seen, these differences can foster rich and resilient
exchanges leading to the equilibrium when agents assume off-setting characteristics in their
prefer'enices. While a higher degree of patience (smaller Si) favors deferring consumptions, a
larger elasticity of intertemporal substitution 4 (equivalently lower risk aversion = - in
the addit ive utility framework) produces the same effect. Another practical and important
factor iii which agents differ is in their subjective beliefs about economic fundamentals.
aV(rSIOII. Their proposition 2 presents a sufficient condition for positive stock return excess volatility; P <
I -This is a stronger version of (2.42), when (2.42) is adapted to the setting of homogeneous time
preferences.
2,1In two -CR RA- agent economy, we have P(w, t) = R(w, t) (I + Y " .
Sc P '(p^T^ +py 13) (1 + + we have j = (YA -7) f - R (this relation is needed
in the derivation of key condition (2.39), see (2.83)). Thus 1 , and for that matter, sufficient condition
(2.39) appear unrelated to temperance Q, while they actually are.
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Such beliefs directly affect agents' intertemporal decisions and thus asset prices. hi this
section we will show that, as far as consumption and risk sharing are concerned. an economy
whose agents differ in all time preferences, risk aversions and beliefs may he transforimed
isomorphically into a far simpler one with heterogeneity only in risk aversion. Tlie required
transformation offers new quantitative perspectives on the above-mentioned tral('off ' t we'nn
different dimensions of heterogeneity. The analysis also relates neatly to the survival of
market participants (a.k.a imarket selection) in the long run.
2.7.1 Heterogeneity in time preferences, risk aversions and beliefs
We consider the canonical case, widely studied in literature, of a two-CRRA-agcent economy
with GB1 endowments. The next section addresses the setting with mnultiple agents. In
addition to heterogeneities in discount factors and risk aversion, agents A. B also differ
in their beliefs about the growth rates pA PB of the endowment process w(l) (2.1). The
realizations of w(t) are correctly observed by all parties
dw(t)p" 'dt +ou'dZ^(t) ( -p" "di +~ry ("'dZ((1).
where Z^(t), Z'(t) are standard Brownian motions under each agent's subjective infomiia-
tion set (i.e., belief). We assume agents act on their own persistent beliefs.2 ' A comnparMsonm
with (2.1) yields
uA
dZA(t) = dZ(t) + Adt; 0 ^ =
dZ"(t) = dZ(t) + Oadt; 0B = (2.13)
Coefficient 0 in essence characterizes the deviation of agent i s beliefs on the endowmenit
growth rate p"L from the its true value p" When 0' < 0, agent i is optimistic (with respcct to
26 That is, agents do not draw inferences from the willingness to trade by others. Later. we will exteld
our framework to accommodate time-varying beliefs, which in turn nay arise from learning or other al-hoc
belief adjustment mechanism.
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t1he objective growth rate pW) and vice versa. Also, two agents assign different but equivalent
probability measures and distributions to the future uncertain endowment process. Since
agents are still allowed to trade in the riskless bond and a contingent claim on the aggregate
endowient (stock), the market is complete and the equivalent-agent optimization problem
(an be constructed to explicitly account foi different beliefs
mnax l E (A) e- AtuA(cA)dt + I E(B) e[je 6Bt u B(CB)dtl (2.44)
{cA'(t),cB(t)} A,/ 01 Al 0 J
s t. c^ l(t) + ca B(t) = W (t) Vt.
Here 11/ and E(<)[ ... ] denotes the time-t conditional expectation under agent i's
belief. There exists a standard approach (see e.g., Detemple and Murthy (1994) and Basak
(2005)) to convert the above optimization problem to one under the physical measure
max Eo I ^(t)eA UA(c4)dt + 1B(jB(t)(t)e ' uIB(cB)dt
{c^(t),c"(t)} [AA o, AB o
st. c'(i) + cB(t) = w(t) Vt.
The aove operation involves a change of measure, from subjective PF to physical P, using
Ithe R alunNlikodviri derivative (' (t)
M(t) - = exp 1()2t - OiZ(t) i E {A, B}, (2.45)dP 2
where 0 is given in (2.43). The dynamics of this heterogeneous-agent economy is captured
by the FOC and the market clearing equation
.A(t) (c t) -7 = 
-e ( C (c1(t)),. (2.46)
C ± ()+CB(t) - 7V(t)
I Here we clearly see that all three dimensions of heterogeneity - risk aversion, time preference
and belief - play roles in shaping the equilibrium. To simplify the analysis, it would be
desirable to reduce this economy to one where only risk aversion experiences heterogeneous.
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Remarkably, that is possible. Consider the following simple multiplicative tr ansformat ion
(which is derived in the proof of proposition 10, see appendix 2.9.3)
c^ (t) A ^(t) y T(Z (t), t) CA (t
cB(t) _B (t) T(Z(). t)C(1) (2. 17)
w(t) - iz(t) = T(Z(t), t)w(t),
wh ere
T (Z(t), t) - exp (# t) exp (3-,'Z(t)), (2.18)
- A B A LO±(A)
2  1 ( B ) 2
___0_ 24- 'Jf " 'f
-^ A B 1162^ A ^YB - A-
TIc coCfficiCnts 
5 A 6A + (OA)2 6B 6 + (OB)2 are the effective discount rates of agenteff 2 'eff 2
A and B respectively, with their subjective beliefs being incorporated. The coefficients .
and 13-, quantify respectively differences in beliefs and in time preferelCes. normializeid w\ ithI
respect to the difference in risk aversions. These coefficients will have a neat interpret at ion
as slopes of a linear projection in characteristics space (6,.0) when we come to the full
multiple-agent settings in the next section. Interestingly, we note that this t raiisforiat ion
indeed considerably simplifies the full dynamics (2.46), which now become
(2. t9)
^ + (t) = &>(t)
Aquation (2.49) represents the familiar dynamics of a two-CRRA-agent ecoionmy wliose
agents differ only in their risk aversions - A , as studied in Benninga, and Mayslhar (2000).
Dunas (1989) and Wang (1996). Effectively, we have been able to "rotate" the lictero-
geneities in subjective beliefs and discount factors away by changing the aggregate endow-
ment w(t) to T(Z(t), t)w(t). This in turn is equivalent to shifting the growth and volatilitv
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rat es of the GBf3M endowment
dii9(t) ~ d I
= p_ dt + o-*dZ(t),
-t = - + 3T ,O (2.50)
P p -PW + "3-Y + 1mo (Y w O- +_/1-
Thus in the dynanics of consumption and risk sharing, the differences in time preferences
and beliefs can be taken into account by modifying both the growth and volatility of the
supply process. We will refer to {-2, gi a2 o1, ,2 w(t)} as the original economy, in which
two (1R A agents differ in risk aversion, time preference and belief, as specified in (2.43).
Similarly, we denote { ',2. tb(t)} as the reduced economy, whose agents differ only in risk
aversion. The defining property of the transformation, that all agents' equilibrium con-
surnpt ions stay the same up to a (stochastic) multiplicative factor T(Z(t), t) in the two
economies (2.47), implies a profound relationship between the two respective consumption
sharing dynaiics. Not only are the consumption shares unchanged ($ = and = )
hut more import antly, the individual marginal propensities to consume out of the aggregate
endowient (2.7), our key risk tolerance measure, remain identical in the two economies.
1, I' . I) _ ;? ____ _ 71__ T ( .1
T(J 1) z, ; z - (U ) W
And so do the aggregate characteristics built upon this measure in the two economies. The
first is tle (market-revealed) equivalent risk aversion (2.8)
T' i (P1 t) T(c',()
T 7w t) T(w, t)
Market-revealed precautionary savings P(w, 1) and temperance Q(w, t) are also identical in
the two ecoiionies, which can be directly deduced from their expressions (2.71), (2.72) for
CRRA utilities. Because of these relationships, we will refer to this key property generally
as preserving consumption partition dynamics below. We summarize this precise correspon-
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dence in the following proposition.
Proposition 10 Suppose that the aggregate endowment follows a GBM proce.s w(t) (.1).
and that there are two classes of CRRA agents. In term of consumption partition dynaimiCS
at equilibrium, the two economies are isomorphic:
{Y1, 2 (5162, 1o2, w(t)} < >
where the isomorphic endowment 6' is also a GBM process defined in (2.50).
Though this result holds exactly under the specific premise of GBM endowrnent. it clearly
shows the direction and possibility of an interesting and qualitative tradeoff between agcnt-
based characteristics and aggregate supply statistics in more general cases. In this way.
the findings in a reduced economy can be adapted to economies with additional dimensions
of heterogeneity. Among others, the analytical results on the linkage between risk slariIng
and the size of endogenous credit markets obtained in Longstaff and Wang (2009) can be
immediately generalized to allow agents to differ also in time preference. To fix the convetio n1
for the next discussion, we assume without loss of generality that 'yA < ,3 throighIlout
First we note that when oj' < 63 27 / > 0, the Ino(lified endowimenit 6i has aneff e'f f'
unamnbiguously higher growth rate (2.50). That is, as agent A is both less risk averse and
effectively more patient in the original economy, she would take nore risk and be monre
willingly to defer consumption than would agent B. Then it is necessary to boost the
isomorphic economy's endowment growth rate, in which agents are now equally patient.
to induce agent A to undertake similar consumption sharing in equilibrium. The opposite
holds when 6A > ". Second, when 0 A < 81, ) > 0, the modified endowment ia haseff eff
both higher growth rate and volatility (2.50). That is, as agent A is both less risk aversc and
more optimistic2 9 in the original economy, she would bear risk more aggressively in this (ase
27Since 6 A = 6A + , o6B) = 6B + O, this inequality can be result of {o^ < -; A or{A = 61; OA < 0'}, or some of their appropriate mixtures
28They are now heterogeneous only in risk aversions
290 A < QB and (2.43) imply that agent A believes in a higher growth rate than agent B: p"' 1 > p1.
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10. Then to preserve equilibrium consumption partition dynamics, it is necessary to boost
bo/h the isolorplic economy's endowment growth rate and its volatility, given that agents
iow have identical beliefs. Finally, we also note that while time preference heterogeneity
is reflected only in the isomorphic economy's endowment growth rate. belief heterogeneity
influenices both that growth rate and volatility. This is because a subjective belief relative to
truth, as characterized by a Radon-Nikodyrn change of measure (2.45), is always stochastic,
while a discotiit process e- i is deterministic.
Time-varying beliefs
liteirestiingly, the above isomorphism also exists in the richer class where beliefs vary over
time as agents observe the realizations of the endowment process. The analysis can address
geieral forms of time variation of subjective beliefs, for which the perceived growth rates
n
/1 VA / of endowment are bounded, adapted processes.3 0 Important special cases would be
BayeNsian updating and other ad-hoc learning mechanisms. In such settings, in place of (2.45),
idiv(idal beliefs are characterized by the path-dependent Radon-Nikodymn derivatives
dP 1 .t z(t)() -- e (W, s))2 ds _ g' w, s)dZ(s) i E {A, B}.
dP 2 B}
Ile coefficients 0 ^, 0 ' (2.43) now are bounded, adapted stochastic processes and describe
possible evolution patterns of beliefs. To illustrate, let us briefly consider two examples. The
irst is lie layesian updating case where agents' priors about the endowment's unobserved
rowtIi rate t"' are normal distributions N(mn'(t), v'(t)), I c {A, B}. In this setting, Brennan
(1998) obtains the following learning dynamic3 1
dm i 1() [(1p" - 'm')dt + uwdZ(t)] ,UvI(O)t+(o w)2 I e { A, B}.1 
_ 
v (0) (or u)2
v, ) )2
are prerequisites for Girsanov's theorem on change of measure to work. See, e.g., section 3.5 in
Karat zasind Shreve (1991).
We aissone that agenits agree to disagree, and learn only fromn the observed realizations of endowmient.
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Evidently, as time lapses, both agents' beliefs converge to truth; lim, v'(/) -+ 0, hin-,r m'() >
p", I E {A, B}. In the second example, even if agents eventually learn the truth, their be-
liefs may diverge incrementally following a negative shocks to the output when relation
lOA-1 < 0 holds.
The current general belief heterogeneity can be rotated away by modifications iii the
growth and volatility of endowment process. similar to (2.47). The only difference with
(2.48) is that now the transformation parameters #34, #Y are stochastic. Accordingly. iii
place of (2.50), the endowment process of the isomorphic economy becomes
=iptdt + 0)dZ(t),
0- +W A 7B + (Y A_^__
/)-6 - ____ OA(wUt)] 2 - [013(Itt] 
___________ 
_0______t + 0A~~)-o (1"tp" +IA- ^YB+2 -^ B +)^Y oA >~B (T 2__ P
While the original output w(t) is a pure geometric brownian process, its isomorphic 'n-
terpart b(t) incorporating the time variance in belief dynamics, generally belongs to richer
classes. In particular, when beliefs diverges in bad time (do < 0), the volatility of the iso-
morphic economy's endowment &" gets further away from that of the original economy (7".
though the former economy does not necessarily become more volatile (i.e., or can eit her
increase or decrease with it). Furthermore, certain timne-varying patterns of, beliefs in t he
original economy may transform into a degree of mean reversion in the output of the isomor-
phic economy so that the risk-sharing dynamic between agents is preserved despite heliefs
being homogenized. The mean reversion in the output's growth benefits alternatively one or
the other agent when the trend turns.12 This implies that the original belief heterogeneity
acts to compensate agents' difference in risk aversions in a, way that sustain their presence in
equilibrium, despite market selection. Qualitatively, the isomorphic transformation allows us
to see quickly how heterogeneities in beliefs and time preferences affect agent's risk-sha ring
behaviors in the original economy per se. The dynamic (2.51) of isomorphic ecoiomny's
output then initiates a quantitative analysis of the risk sharing in the simplified sett ing of
32We will analyze in section 2.7.3 how the output's growth rate affects agents' survival in the long rni.
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ieterogeneity only in risk aversion.
So far our analysis has involved two-CRRA-agent economies, for which case the isomor-
plnii exists. Nc turn next to the more general setting with multiple CRRA agents and
relate it natirally to the important issue of long-run survival of these agents.
2.7.2 Multi-agent setting
We now generalize the findings of the previous section to the case of many CRRA agents,
an1(d relegate missing derivations to the appendix 2.9.3. Quantitatively, the consumption
dy(nam1 ies ison orphisin between the original (fully heterogeneous) and the reduced (agents
lieterogeneous only in risk aversions) economy {{ -,6. O'}i. w(t)} f- {{y'}, t(t)} is con-
cerned witlh both FOC and market clearing.
{y (w,E c~t =wt) Vi w((t) ) - = A(u, t) ViEi Ei(t) = lb(t) (2.52)
hn ihe above expressions, M1(w, t) and M(L, t) are unique state price densities in the respec-
ive eonmies. The key to this isomorphisin is the existence of a common multiplicative
factor (T(Z(t), /) = = Vi) that is able to absorb and homogenize all agent-specific time
preferences and beliefs
[T (Z(t), t)] e t () = AI( , Vi.
Plugging in agent i's belief (* (2.45) for the GBM endowment under current consideration,
the above condition is satisfied when two linear (quadratic) relations hold in characteristics
sIace (6'. ,. 0') (A. B, C, ) are some constants, that are identical for all agents)
6z + 
= A + B'y,2
0' = C + D-y',
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{ .zC ff Vi. (2.53)
Under these premises, much more meaningful interpretations can be obtained for coefficients
A, B, C, D. Namely, they are the slope and intercept coefficients of projections from time
preferences {6'} and beliefs {2} onto risk aversion {-y} parameter spaces.
00ENK jeff) - k ZEN(_7' EN>6j
B = 13_ -_- (2 .51 )
Var (- ) I E N ()2 - 2
Cov 0j) _EN(7 oi EN )iEN
D = ( ' o ) Y2> i Z 2 (2.55)Var (yi) v EN ("i)2 _ I K _ 2
where N is the number of agents in the economy. In this result, heterogeneities in beliefs
and time preferences are accounted for by a change in endowment, very much like the set ting
with two agents
T(Z(t), t) = exp (3^'6t) exp (P i3"Z(t)), (2.56)
w'(t) -+ (t) T(Z(t), t)w(t)=exp pl - ((")2 t + <Z(t).
OQlL 1uw +V ,O, (2.57)
-W + ~ 3~O sr a
In particular, when either -y' and 0' (or j and 6[) are co-monotone, the slope coefficients
,'HT (or 1131) are positive. Then the growth rate y" and volatility a" of the isonmorph) ic
endowment i are unambiguously larger than their original counterparts p" a'. T his is
because the co-monotonicity in -' and 0" means agents are highly polarized; less risk averse
agents are also likely more optimistic ones and vice versa. To induce agents to preserve
their consumption sharing dynamics, it is necessary to boost both the growth rate and
volatility of the endowment in the reduced economy, in which agents by construction have
homogeneous time preferences and beliefs (that is, they are less polarized). The same ap-
plies for co-monotonicity in 'y' and 6'. These general intuitions, when combined witi the
regression-based interpretation of the coefficients B, D in (2.54), (2.55), point again to the
interesting tradeoff between microscopic (agent-based) characteristics and macroscopic (ag-
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gregate) supply statistics in the multiple-agent economy. When the the linearities (2.53) in
characteristics space (6'. y, 0) do not hold, no exact isomorphism can be found between the
original {{6 of, Y}1, w(1)} and the reduced {{ &}, d(t)} economies. Nevertheless, the latter
caI a\vays be explicitly constructed about the linear projections (2.54), (2.55) from time
prefereiices {} and beliefs {02} onto risk aversion {7'}, as we see in (2.57). We reasonably
expect t hi the consumnption partition dynamics in the reduced economy, heterogeneous only
in risk aversions, would most closely match that of the original economy, heterogeneous in
all three dinensions of risk aversion, time preference and beliefs.
So far iii this section, our strategy for analyzing heterogeneous-agent economies has been
to defori the aggregate supply process to the point that it fully (or best) accounts and thus
colpeisates for agents' heterogeneities in time preferences and beliefs. In certain aspects,
tis p;irs well with a popular strategy in the literature to substitute different dimensions
A lieterogeneity, either at the individual agent or representative agent level. The latter
strategy addresses whether the risk loving, patience and optimism of each agent or the
whole econoiiy (market-revealed agent) are equivalent and mutually substitutable given
observed risk sharing and price dynamics. In the single-generation settings under current
consideratioii, a specific but central question is on the domination and survival of some
agents over the others in the long run. Working in the context of the market selection, we
io\v formally relate these two strategies.
2.7.3 Agent survival
Followiig Sandroni (2000) and Yan (2008) we use original economy's FOC (2.52) to examine
the scaled equilibriunm consumption ratio of any two agents i, j
c(,t) 'Y e1 t[)
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= 0  exp [(P - IP)t] exp [(Wi + yJo" - 0i - yie:") Z ()] (2.58)Aiwo-
where wo is the initial value of endowment, and
P(01) 2 (.7u)2 V+ + " - i. (2.59)
2 2
Consider the case p' ( so that the economy is growing statistically. When iP < f, Yan2
(2008) notes that the above scaled equilibrium consumption ratio (2.58) grows to infirty
ahost surely as t -+ 00. As the consumption ratio E [0. 1] is bounded, this nIecessaIilV
implies that Ct - 0 almost surely, or agent j will fail to survive in the long run.: Forw(t)
this reason, parameters P are referred to as survival indices. By performing this pidr\vis(
comparative analysis for all agents in this growing economy, Yan (2008) obtains a necessiry
condition for long-run survival in this economy.
lim c (I, 0 - i E arg min{ 2 }. (2.60)t-oC wt)
Any agent / who survives in the long run must have minimum survival index aiorng all agits.
Clearly, either high risk aversion (large -y), impatience (large 6') or pessimism (large 0') will
contribute negatively to the market selection of an agent. On top of these, the econoiv s
strong growth (large positive p. - (")) also fastens the extinction process for those who
are not fit to survive. This is because, the statistically growing economics do not reward
these characteristics of "reservation" nature in the long run." We note that this condition
however is not strictly sufficient for survival. Consider the case where there are several agents
1. j all having minimum index I - P =Imn. In the limit of t -> oc. standard BrowniIn
motion Z(I) -+ too with equal probability (a well-known non-stationarity pro)blemn). (2.58)
then implies additionally that only agents having extreinum (inininium or niaximuinm) vaiue
"Here any agent i's long-run survival definition is that his consumption ratio ' d') oes not tend to zero
in the limit of large t.
0 For example, more risk-loving agents have lower EIS, defer more consumption and invest more in risky
equity relatively. When economy grows steadfastly. the stock market pays off well, and these agelts quickly
dominate the economy. The rate of their ascent increases with the economy's growth rate.
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of W -I o" (among agents with minimum survival index) survive. This observation allows
us to deduce a more elaborated set of necessary conditions, that also connect well with our
analysis of the isomorphic economy. Namely, common to all agents i who survive, there exist
two constants KV, L such that
2 2 / Vi. (2.61)
02 + a" = L,
hllese nccessary conditions are none other than the linearity sufficient conditions for the
existence of the reduced economy. The immediate conclusion is that the set of survival agents
inplies the existence of the exact isomorphic economy. To put it in another way, ultimately
all het erogeneous-agent economies specified in this section can be exactly reduced to its
simpler isomorplhic version, when all agents differ only in their risk aversion." Furthermore,
in this case the reduced economy's supply zh turns out to be constant, which makes the
analysis of co-surviving agents even simpler. In the not-so-long run, the isomorphism does
not hold exactly because other agents (who ultimately perish) hang on. Nevertheless, in the
current setting with additive utilities, Kogan et al. (2009) show that these agents leave no
lingering traces on price dynamics after their consumption shares become negligible. Then as
discussed earlier, the linear projection construction (2.54), (2.55) will determine qualitatively
the t ime preference and heterogeneous belief contributions, as well as significantly simplifying
the analysis on consumption partition and perhaps the asset price dynamics of the original
(OIIonlyV.
We tbus show that agent survival implies the existence of an isomorphic economy. But
is the converse true, i.e., does isomorphism also imply survival? We recall that isomorphism
just requires that the original economy can be reduced to a simpler economy heterogeneous
only in risk aversion. Obviously, the latter generally does not imply su-rvival, because both
(i) ageints are still heterogeneous in risk aversion and (ii) its aggregate endowment tJ can be
i his regard, the special case when only one agent survives is trivial, because he eventually consumes
he whole aggregat e endownient. For time separable utilities under consideration, the economy will converge
to a sin1gl-(agent econoiy in all aspects as shown by Kogan et al. (2009).
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either growing or shrinking steadily. Thus survival is the stronger concept, and the existence
of isomorphic economy does not imply the survival of different agents in general. Only in a
special case where the transform T(Z(t), t) assumes some particular functional forms. does
the isomorphism imply the survival of all agents.
2.8 Conclusion
Finance, and economics more generally, has made great progress utilizing the represent ative
agent model. However, real world agents differ significantly in risk aversion, tinme prefer-
ence and beliefs. Moreover, such differences strongly motivate the trades that are made on
financial markets, and therefore the behaviors of asset prices.
We analyzed the savings and consumption choices for agents who differ in preferenlces
and beliefs within an economy with a GBM endowment. These choices translate into ag-
gregates, which in turn determine asset price behavior. The most significant results are two
remarkable isomorphisms, which may greatly facilitate the study of economies composed of
heterogeneous agents. First, when agents differ only in risk aversion. the economy behaves
as if all agents were identical to a single market- equivalent agent with a derived level of
risk aversion. Second. when agents differ in all of risk preferences, time preferences and
beliefs about the future growth of the economy, the economy is equivalent to one where all
agents differ merely in risk aversion. Combining these two results, despite three dimnensiorls
of heterogeneity, the economy operates as if it were homogeneous and composed only of the
market-equivalent agenL.
Surprisingly, the aggregates in the heterogeneous economy, such as the "'observed" pre-
cautionary savings motive, can lie well outside the behaviors that would be observed were
the economy composed of any possible one of its constituent types of agents. That is be-
cause the dynamic risk sharing and trading of assets among types as the economy incurs
shocks are of a stochastic nature. Low real interest rates, equivalent to those observe(d in
the real world, can be achieved with reasonable risk aversions for all individual agents, given
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that large aggregate precautionary savings motives are feasible in equilibrium. However,
such large savings motives tend to imply large savings cyclicality, which in turn generates
nnirealistic levels of interest rate volatility. (We show that such volatility can be dampened
by lieterogeneity in time preference.) Savings cyclicality also influences stock prices and
volatility, as is demonstrated.
To iove from the heterogeneity in all of risk aversion, time preference and beliefs to
those merely on risk aversion, that is to dramatically reduce the dimensions of the problem,
requires merely modifying the mean and volatility of the endowment process. We expect
this insight to make future investigations of heterogeneities much more tractable.
The risk tolerance measure proves to be an extraordinarily versatile tool quantifying how
individulals share risk and how resulting aggregate behaviors response to growth shocks. The
sensitivities to these shocks (i.e., derivatives) of risk tolerance reveal how agents are jostled in
their \eightings within the economy as uncertainties unfold. Conveniently, these derivatives
prove to be simple functions of individuals' risk aversion, prudence and temperance. This
property allovs us to obtain interesting and analytical bounds on asset return volatilities.
Ile principal risk that we face in the modern economy, as we witnessed in recent years,
is the moveimeint of asset, prices within the economy. This analysis traced how agents who
differ on preferences and beliefs trade amongst themselves to simultaneously hedge against,
capitalize oin and generate such movements. Most important, it showed that those tracings
prove t ractable.
2.9 Appendices
We recall that subscripts always denote partial derivatives; f z throughout the paper.
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2.9.1 Proofs concerning risk tolerance measure
Preliminary derivations
Derivation of key eq. (2.7): Using FOC (2.5) we have
1 ,
-Lwl -U 2.Ci













-T' (c 1T )T 2
which is (2.9). In the CRRA settings. T= - T -' - k. and
T, = T 71
- a91 - Tj c = fRP, [T] = f{9 .7
now eq. (2.9) becomes (2.10).
Derivation of eqs.
ZT
HIM = 11 T c
(2.12), (2.14): Taking the partial derivative -L of risk aversion H
(7 (7 = ICov{pq (i, T') - I C o c pq (2
where we have used (2.7) c,, - and in the last equality CRRA utilitv's propelrt
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where again the last equality holds for CRRA utilities: T = . These concise expressions
capture and generalize key results on the behaviors of social discount rate first obtained in
Gollier anud Zeckhauser (2005) to stochastic environments.
Pec(auOWary savings (prudence) P -ID l'V"", temrperance Q z -, and their rela-
lions: Taking the partial derivative A of risk tolerance T = L
"O'u VIW
I v lj .t UWI
/i 1 + 'I2
Simiilalv, since R=
-V -wvU'w, P (1 + Tu)w
= -1+ id= -1+ for P = (1+T r)R = l . (2.65)VwoW, VU) R T
gand using above expression for P yields a general relation for any




-(1+ - P)w (2.66)
which together with (2.40) implies (2.17), (2.41). Combining (2.63), (2.17), we have in CRRA
set ting
R 1 i 
-iR" = -(1 + R - P) = TCov{Pi(
w T
(2.67)
Very siiifilar to (2.66), we also have in the general case
U'0= 11 lwlAJ + -___v w=_ _ - - (1 + P
N , i oii on '1 in (2.65)
















Plugging R. (2.66) and P, (2.68) into o' in (2.29) we obtain
o = R pW(P 
- R - 1) + (u-w) 2 P 1 (2.70)
which proves (2.30).
Derivation of eq. (2.15), (2.21): The derivation of the key aggregate relation (2.65) P =
R + RT0 must also hold at individual level3 6 P' = R + R'T. Computing the lat ter's imicani
in risk-tolerance measure (that is, Efsi[X] - E ""X' ), and taking the difference witi the
former
P-= Et{ [Pi] + A77, - E LH'T:] = Ep 1 [P'] + A T c .
iR
(Hi)2
E [p, C[ T
= E(pi [P'] + Efpi [R'] Efps; [TJ] - Eq [R'T] = Ej [P'] - Cov{,; (R'. T7)
= Etq [P] - Co{,qj (Ri' 1
where in the last equality we have used T' = -. This is (2.15). In the special case wniii all
agents have CRRA utilities, R' - 7, R' 0 Vi, Pi = 7i2 + 1, the market-revealed pru(eIe
is simplified to
P = Elpq [Pi] -- Coe,9 + Epq(7. (2.71)
Same technique can be used on temperances (see (2.69)) Q - 21'




(We can obtain result at individual level from aggregate result, in economy with only a single agent.
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=_ Elq [-Y ] 1I > EW~ [P1-] .-
+ ,2Q
Virst notle t hat we can derive an agent-based sufficient condition for the convexity of market-
revealed precautionary savings
Tu=( ic 7:T-, = ( e tcW,2( cu
= ZT (c i) 2 + ZT- ~ ' L c() OW
(Ti
\T)
= 1 ( Tec)2 +
2
1T T
- ( T 2 (-TT
1ar; i(T ).
Cionsequeitly, when 1'I > 0 Vi, we also have T > 0. This aggregation property echoes a
similair result of proposition 9. Now plugging Ts. into above Q, we have
(2 = i{ 12 '1 + 2 (P 1IpiI) - wR E T. ' (T' )
2
P T2




- Var{p1 j(T) + EjPT





(Tv) + E p1
(R )2
L T
In the special case when all agents have CRRA utilities, R' = R= 0, T e = 0 Vi, the
market -1c-reveal temperance is simplified to (2.21)





DrivatI/on of HIfansen-Jagannathan bound (2.26): Let S(w, t) be price of the contingent claim
(i.e., stock) on the dividend stream,
S(.) = E t) {S(w +dw, t + dt) + dw}
SEt M(t+dt) s(w+-dwt+dt)+dw - 1







1OIQ Q|11- 2Cov01ili R ,
Next, since M1(t + dt) = M(t)(i -r(w, 1)dt - g(w, 1)dZ(1)], up to order d we have
Et -d 1 + r(w, t)dt}l 1.
Combining these identities yields
B, [A(t+ dt) S(w + dw, t + dt) + dw _)dt 0
M(t) S(wt)
where s(w+dw,t+dt)+dw -1-r(w, t)dt is simply the stock excess return. Standard arglimlent that
the absolute value of correlation between this and the stochastic discount factor 1 is less
than unity implies (after plugging in (i) the mean value 1 -rdt and standard deviation r di of
(ii) the expected stock excess return Et K(w+dw14dt)+dw _ 1 - r(u. dI I
by virtue of gain, and (iii) the notation o+*Ordt for stock excess return volatility)
r,, d> [ 1 - r tw | pwdl t) -r(w. t)| di
o Rs dt
Finally, to use annual data,, we somewhat coarsely set dIt
excess return is positive, this is precisely the bound (2.26).
1. Since the expecteid stock
Proofs of propositions
Proof of proposition 4. Market-revealed risk tolerance: since E i = w -+ c K L
T = T or p
Market-revealed risk aversion
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Proof of proposition 5.
a p aWp + a pW
p - ap p + at pi p3
2J j 2 J
a{ I + Co I 1
E ,,jal j + Cov p~
(a + a P ip pi>
+ E{pq{[ail 0] E p- = E{pqI[a,',] + Cov{piq ( a
The last ejuality holds because E p = 1, and hence term E{pq[ai]A E Pi = 0.
2
0
Proof of proposition 6. For CRRA utilities, eq. (2.71) shows that market-revealed
prudence P is always larger or equal average prudence Epq [P'] under risk tolerance measure
{ p }. Iii the case of 2-CRRA economy (i A, B) (and assume without loss of generality
tlhrougiout that 2^ < -Y"), plugging Pi = - + 1 into (2.71)
= Ep9 [ ] ( +
(1 A7A + (1 - pA) 2 B) (+ A Y /
Piecauit ionary savings P is an explicit concave quadratic function of pA. Theoretically,3 7 it
obtaints Inaxinmin value
(_^ + B + ^ )2 . 1 I 4 YB
at p- -- + -
.2 27 -
27
'This is indeed the legitimate maximum when the corresponding argimax pA* E [0, 1].
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I0{l [' + 1] - 1 + E(,q [2t] Eq KI L1q
(2.73)





Evidently, when ; 7^, p^* E [0, 1] and the above value P* is indeed market-revealed
prudence's legitimate maximum. Furthermore in this case, market-revealed prudence P(p'A)
is larger than the largest individual prudence (which is agent B's under current convention)
[)B = 7 + 1 for all 0 < pA < 2 A* -1 + 'A^B . However, when < - pA* < 0, the
market-revealed prudence's legitimate maximum is P* = pB - 7- + 1, which is attained at
^* = 0. U
Proof of proposition 7. For CRRA utilities (Qi -y' + 2), from eqs. (2.72) and (2.71)
1 R2 2 (Q - R+2REj E - (E [1)2)
11E a- E~1 K
SR (1+2E H +
= ri[ 3E +
-Y 1 + Etpil
Next, using (2.68) P, =P(1 we see that Q > P + 1 if and only if P, < 0. Specialing
in the 2-CRRA economy, we have
AR 'A" 13 P 13 B )N -'AJ1 2 _0 P ap^ 14 p^ - pu p) - ^ ^
w= pA OW (^y ly) + ^A + B T3 A 3
where we have used the explicit expressions for P (2.73) and p^ (2.62). It, is now clear that
I, < 0, or equivalently Q > P + 1, if and only if (note that p" + pa 1I and we have
assumed -^ < -B throughout)
pA pB PB PA 1 A -131++ >0 ezp'>p* 2-+.
1 A yB 2 
2 7^ -A
We note that when ^__B < 7A, p^* < 0. In this case we simply have Q > P + 1 for all
p^ > 0. The value p^* I + - is also where the market-revealed precautionary sav'in1gs
P attains maximum (see (2.74)). m
Proof of proposition 8. This proposition holds on the premise of the large precautionary
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savings P > - (2.25) needed for the observed low real interest rate.
Case Q > (K> + R + 2: we first rewrite (2.30) as
2) - II P+R+1).





Q- 1- )(o" 2
2) - II 2w2((T-U)3 2 + R+ 1)
2p"'
~ p 1o"R (Q - (711W( 1) 3 2
which is (2.32) (the last approximation is from the conditions Q - > R - 2 and bound
2.2 7)w)
Case Q < :we first rewrite (2.30) as
' (O R ) PF 2 Q (o )2 + R [(; - P1 + [2- 2PI (, )2 (O-u)2 I
[n the curreint case, all three expressions inside square brackets are negative under large
precaultiionaryV savings condition (2.25), and thus
CT (0-"') 2  [ai < & 'R P Q -T1, , 2 P Q (W ) 2
which is (2.33) (the last inequality is again from the conditions (2.25)). *
First we note from (2.65) that P = (1 + T)IR, which implies
1 T
I > R + I @ TU, > - = - wTw > T;R w similarly P > R- 
+1 < cTt > T.
:"hi the saime approximation, in the statement of proposition 8 we write Q > 2 + R in place ofS> a)2
(2>-P + Rt 2. Practically, the differenice is iioii-ia~terial by virtue of cirpirically large value 2 100.
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Next, since T = T' and c -"
T~~~ w ,Tc.- -(,()( r?,p)- r'2
(z, o7TT,) _7,2 ( )2 _,,
w T - T 0
where the first inequality is an application of Cauchy-Schwarz's, the second arises from t1b
proposition's hypothesis (2.75). Now wT, - T > 0 is equivalent to P > R + 1 again by
virtue of (2.75). m
2.9.2 Proofs concerning asset return volatilities
Preliminaries:
When 0 is a continuously differentiable function of the underlying Brownian motiou Z. t lie
Malliavin derivative DtO is the deviation in 0 due to change in the path of Z starting at I.
The Malliavin calculus is a handy tool to study stock return volatilities. W\e adopt t his tool
here along the presentation of Detemple et al. (2003) and Bhaira and Uppal (2009). More
extensive exposition of this powerful tool can he found in Nualart (2006). We first state two
useful results for our proofs.
Result 1: Let /i(I) be a general GBM process with bounded drift and diffusion
3 =(t) pi(f3, t)dt + o-/3, t)dZ(t) where \p(3, t)|, |o-(, t)| < oo almost surely. (2.76)
Then the process 13(t) never changes its sign
,3(t)1 3(s) > 0 Vt, s almost surely. (2.77)
Result 2: Let 0(t) be a general diffusion process
d6(t) = pj(0, t dt + o-(0, t)dZ(t ), (2.78)
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/hen under regularity conditions the Malliavin derivative O(T) = DjO(T) of process 0(t) is a
]cneralized GBM process with specified initial value
0-(Tr)= po(0, T)dT + uO (0, T)dZ(T); 0(t) = u(0, t). (2.79)
0(r)
Note that subscript 0 in Io, o-o always denotes the partial derivative and Malliavin derivative
D10(r) is a process with respect to the ulterior time T, and thus is defined only for T > t. This
result imakes clear the relation between diffusion of a process and its Malliavin derivative.
More specifically,
D,0(0 ) (r) - o(0, 1) exp {j po(O, u) - o (0, t) da + j o (0, u)dZ(u)}. (2.80)
In part ictilr they are identical when the Malliavin derivative is contemporaneous, DtO(t)
i(0, 1).
In case of two-CRRA-agent economies, working with first agent's risk tolerance measure
A ~1( 11o A IA
is also convenient for our technical proofs. Applying Ito lemma on p =j7-yields the
dynanics of this state variable Indeed, the general volatility o-pA and drift pA of this state
variables difftusion process
A p^p t+ (Ap) dZ(t),
O-P^ (p^) =WRPB ( 1 _)1 (2.81)
p )A( p^) = p 63) + Rpt" 1 + (,w)2 (L - 1) (2 A P 13
where ph = 1 - p^ and R(p^l) = pAYA + pBj is the aggregate risk aversion in (2.6). We
now proceed to the proofs.
l)ervaion of mpr 'volatility (2.41): plugging Rw in (2.17) into (2.40), we immediately obtain
(2.41).
De'r'in/ioni of eg. (2.38): Taking the Malliavin derivative D, in measure Q of both sides
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of eq. (2.36) yields
j- Q(w, t)S(w, t f r(sd = EQG [DtG(t, T)] , (2.82)
G(t, T ) = J" e- '(i)"w d
where o- is the stock return volatility in measure Q. The diffusion invariance principle
(sQ = o-" justifies the drop of superscript Q hereafter. Using the explicit aggregate endow-
inent process (2.1) in measure Q
'w(1) =L'w(O) exp P (U - t + O*ZQ(i) -- " ' j (wu)duj
and the chain rule we obtain Malliavin derivative
DtG(t, T) = du w(u e- (d -7u j (IT Dir(w, T) dr DT ('. r) }
Plugging above DG(t., T) into eq. (2.82) we get the excess volatility of stock return (2.38)
Derivation of eq. (2.39): Let's define
0(w,1) ( or/(wt) + r(w, t) do = Pdt, + o dZ(t).
From (2.38), it is clear that DtO(w, T) < 0 VT > t implies positive stock return excess
volatility o- > o-*. In light of Result 2 above, this M\Ialliavin derivative is a generali zed
Brownian motion, and Result 1 implies that it will remain negative at all tine if all following
conditions hold.
1. Diffusion of a is bounded. Indeed this is the case. In the current two-CRRA-
agent setting, 6, R, P are simple polynomials of pA, and so are r, q in (2.24), and also
0 and o0 = 0(7 - o-w)/OpAJpA by virtue of (2.81). Then the next-generation partial
derivatives 0 A 4 and <A are also simple polynomials of p^. These il tiurn
i0 =dei
iml a 0 90, A is bounded almost surely because pA is ini(0 1).0 )o 0PA
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2. Drift p ) is bounded. This holds by identical reasoning.
3. Initial value 'D,0(w, T)|t < 0. Note that because T = t, this Malliavin derivative is
simply the volatility o = [8(r +F owr/)/&pAj.^. From (2.81), o&^ is always positive
for our convention -y < -y, then this last condition is precisely the required sufficient
(ondition (2.39).
IDcrCiaton of eq. (2.42): In 2-agent economy, we can work with risk tolerance measure
/p y underlying state variable. Using (2.24)
(o"w)2 + 1 P
Co R (q , I + (ow) 2 +1- P) (R + 1 - p) -
o tPq +
R - I(ow)2RPj (2.83)
1(u) 2p(1 + p - Q)
+ 1} {R+ 1} - 2 +
whe I the secoid equality arises from (2.64), (2.66), (2.68). Next, since o&^ = p~o" together
with conlvent ion < 13 and (2.81) we have p^ > 0. From (2.83), the derivative in
(2.39) is negative only if the expression in square brackets is negative
+ 1 {R + 1} - 1w P
(o" W) 2
* P(Q - R - 4) )
+ <
For eiipirically reasonable values of aggregate consumption moments pF ~ 2%, o' ~ 2%,
we have > 1, above condition becomes (2.42). Thus, (2.42) implies (2.39), so it is also
a sufficient coIdition for positive stock return excess volatility.
2.9.3 Proofs concerning heterogeneity transformations
Proof of proposition 10. The multiplicative factor T(Z(), 1) (2.47) is required to be
a)le to reduce FOC (2.46) to a simpler FOC (2.49), thus it satisfies
C -d'11((T)A - eBB(yf)YB.
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r1+ U r11) ={ A o +1k( w Fo / ) n U11 pill -
("20 pw(o W-w2 -COV{Pl ( . 1
-y1
(o" )2 A
Let us look for T in the form exp (37 t) exp (1TAZ(t)).




exp (7^#.0 - 6^A
= exp 7 88BoY, - 6B
t] exp [(7^ 7i
t1 exp [(71301
Plugging in the Radon-Nikodvim
0^) Z(t)]
Identifying the drift and diffusion parts immediately yields 3-,, 3'" in (2./18). This trans-
formation implements the isomorphism {f' , 7T 2 01, I 2 ) + { , ujl)}. M
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Chapter 3
Bringing Structures to Reduced-form
Asset Pricing Models: the Functional
Stochastic Discount Factor
3.1 Abstract
Any risk-neutral statistical distribution of state variables, either reliably inferred from prices
obsered iii the market or exogenously formulated to generate closed-form prices, can be
o isist ent11lV and ieatly tied to the economic contents of the underlying pricing model. We
establish this structural linkage by requiring that the economy's marginal utility, or the
stochastic discount factor, be a proper but unspecified function of the state variables. In
this fwrnctional stochastic discount factor approach, the most general economic structures,
being consistent with any state dynamic of choice, are identified to accommodate investors'
rich behaviors. As a further result, state variables' distribution in physical measure can
also be recovered. We illustrate the construction with an explicit real business cycle model
in whiih (i) iiterest rates have affine term structures and (ii) the forward premium puzzle
is consistent with consimption-risk rationale, the two key asset pricing features previously
deemed coiceptually incompatible. More generally, our approach offers novel flexibilities
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ihat serve to extend several existing asset pricing frameworks: affine, quadratic, quotient
interest rate models, as well as the models built on the linearity-generating processes.
3.2 Introduction
Arguably, the stochastic discount factor (SDF, also referred to as state price density, or
pricing kernel in literature) is one of the most fundamental objects in asset pricing t heory
and modeling. From the arbitrage pricing perspective, the existence of SDF is equivalent
to the absence of arbitrage, as asserted by a fundamental theorem of asset pricing. 1romi
the general equilibrium pricing perspective, SDF is the marginal utility of investors in the
economy, as derived in the first-order condition of optimality. Indeed it is so fuindanct al
that many asset pricing models just set out with the definition of the stochastic discount
factors.
In the current paper, we propose a novel, general and tractable asset pricing coistrliction
in which pricing kernel is a proper function of underlying state variables. We refer to all vari-
ants of the construction as functional stochastic discount factor. Also throughout. by abiisin'ig
terminology perhaps., pricing kernel and stochastic discount factor are used interchangeabl.
Equilibrium asset pricing models, which center on stochastic discount factors, can be
broadly classified into two groups. In the first group, the stochastic discount fact or is iden-
tified structurally with a representative agent's marginal utility of consumption an( Lis
is motivated fundamentally from rational time and risk preferences of market participants.
Known models here include endowment and production economies with additive utilities,
recursive utilities, and habit formations. Though being richly enhanced with economic in-
tuitions, associated asset (bonds, stocks, options) prices do not necessarily have simplex-
pressions. As a results, models' estimation processes vis-a-vis price data can be cunbhersolic
in practice, even with ever increasingly powerful computational aids. In the second group.
the stochastic discount factor is imposed at the onset in reduced form,', together wit h some
tThis is usually done by picking a special short rate process r(t). We recall that in risk neutral niasure,
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specification of the underlying state variable dynamic, under risk neutral measure Q. The
setting is desirable thanks principally to the conveniences of the resulting closed-form as-
set prices. Known models here include Black-Scholes option pricing paradigm, and affine
and quadratic term structure of interest rate modeling. Though being highly tractable, the
associat ed models do not necessarily have structural economic intuitions.
Our basic construction is motivated to fill the gap between these two groups. Functional
stochastic discount factors, when appropriately constructed, can have both first group's
economics consideration and second group's pricing tractability. Being a proper function
of untderling state variables, SDF is a structural object that can be mapped to rational
init ions. To enforce tractability, we can rely on the same risk-neutral state dynamic of
known redunced-forim models.
Specifically, our construction is based primarily on very simple observations. First, in
any settiings the statistical distribution properties of state variables in reduced-form asset
pricillg itmodels are loosely connected to, and thus are (vaguely) compatible with exceedingly
large economic modeling class of investors rational preferences. This can be a consequence
of incomplete market or otherwise. Second, once it is imposed that SDF in physical measure
P be a proper, but unspecified, function of state variables, it can be consistently linked to,
aind thus determined from the given risk neutral dynamic of state variables and short rate
process via a standard linear differential equation. In other words, our construction proceeds
coisistcntly from the state dynamic in risk neutral measure to the endogenous SDF function
in physical measure. And then follow market prices of risk, physical state dynamic and all
other (uialtities of interest.
This iconst ru ct ion theme fits very well into the practice and theory of asset pricing. First,
in many settings the risk neutral probability of state dynamic is observable thanks to (i) the
prices observed in the market and (ii) the tractability of the risk-neutral pricing apparatus. 2
the stocliaistic discount factor (or more precisely, the pricing kernel), exp f t r(s)ds), is determined solely
by tlie shon rate process r(t).
2Oac classic setting is the option market. Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) show that the risk-neutral
oniitional probability distribution of the underlying stock price can be determined from the prices of
Eu,1ropeani call Options of various strikes and maturities.
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The simplest version of our construction takes the risk-neutral dynamic as given, while ot1her
versions considerably relax this assumption. Second, being able to consistent ly recolstruct
the stochastic discount factor in physical measure simultaneously determine both investors'
preferences and the physical probability of state dynamic. In particular, the latter has been
embarrassingly difficult and in this regard the literature has to resort to direct but rat her
noisy responses to surveys from investors. Given that the stochastic discount factor is a
proper function of state variable, our construction first consist ently pins down this fuiction.
and then all other quantities of pricing interest, including the market prices of risk and the
physical probability distribution.
The advantages of the proposed construction are illustrated and einployed to ratlonally
embrace a key stylized regularity in international finance. We construct a model in wh'liich
the consumption risk explicitly accounts for the elusive forward premium Ipuzzle (PP. also
known as the violation of uncovered interest rate parity). FPP is an emnpiricallv observed
puzzling pattern in international market, that high interest rate currencies tend to appirci-
ate.3
In the proposed international asset pricing model, our novel functional SDF is implied
from a hybrid of power and exponential utilities. When coupled with the general a1line
interest rate and consumption dynamic, the resulting price of consumption risk correlates
negatively with interest rate. Consequently, changes in exchange rates move in the opposite
direction of interest rates' differential. and therefore, in consistence with the forward pre-
inium puzzle. Intuitively, when home market and consumption surge, hoirie risk-free bonds
lose their appeals as of insurance instruments, become cheaper and home interest, rate in-
creases. In other words, investors in a bull (say, home) market tend to consume imore and
confidently reduce precautionary savings, which boosts the interest rate in the associated
country (and vice versa). At the same time, investors also perceive lower risk iii home
market, loosen their risk-based discounting aggressively4 (which depresses the price of risk)
'This is puzzling because it appears that appreciating currencies are more valuable, yet investors require
higher prernia (i.e., interest rates) to hold them.
4
albeit a surge in risk-free rate and risk-free discounting.
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and end up valuing home currency more favorably. Altogether, these consistently render
a highly-desirable affine term structure of interest rates and a rational explanation for the
forward premium puzzle: home currency appreciates relatively while home interest increases.
This hybrid functional form of the SDF is pinned down naturally and unambiguously in our
const ruction from the imposition of two requirements; (i) SDF be a proper function of state
variables (consumption, in particular) and (ii) state variables have affine dynamic. The two
requireients are customary, but usually and respectively imposed in different literatures of
stnuct ural and reduced-form asset pricing modeling. Our hybrid construction is essential for
bot Fl. )PP consistency and the extremely tractable (affine) term structure of interest rates.
In compar-ison, the SDF in simple exponential-affine form does not deliver completely affine
terim structure dynamic, while the SDF in simple power form does not accommodate the
foiward preniuni puzzle.
In the literature of dynamic term structure modeling (DTSM) of interest rate, several
anialyica(l and coivenient settings, those featuring affine and quadratic yields, have been pro-
posed and widely employed. Conditional on functional SDF, we establish a unified framework
for all tiese analytical settings. The key ideas are as follows. First, analytical bond pricing
call be implenented outside the risk-neutral measure using transforms inspired by character-
ist ic function techniques. This then motivates us to start out with a canonical tractable state
(lynamllic in any equivalent measure R, which does not have to be either risk-neutral Q or
physical P. Yet after rotations back to these meaningful measures, the associated Q- and P-
dyiiniics arc highly non-trivial. In particular, employing this change-of-measure flexibility,
we siow that quadratic DTSM, quotient DTSM and many other non-linear DTSM can all
be derived froim an affine DTSM in some spurious but equivalent measure R. This approach
not oily preserves the desirable bond pricing tractability, it also accommodates non-linear
interest rates and rich structures of market prices, and most importantly, explicit economics
imotivations conveyed by the functional stochastic discount factor. In this regard, our con-
struction shows that any tractable pricing setting can be greatly generalized by embedding
original model in a new, appropriately chosen, equivalent measure R.
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Furthermore, the recently proposed tractable asset pricing class based on linearit Y-
generating (LG) processes neatly fits into our construction, since in the former setting ihe
stochastic discount factor is a (linear) function of state variable. In term of nodeling, this
LG class of asset pricing models possesses a strong measure-invariant property (namely, if
the model is LG in a, measure, it essentially remains LG in any other equivalent nicasire).
which hence cannot be generalized by using above change of measure. Yet, built upon our
differential approach, we are able to construct a more general version of LG pricinIg modls
that does not have to set out with a strictly LG process.
Our paper contributes to the unceasing interest of building the structural economic mod-
els with tractable underpinning dynamics in no-arbitrage asset pricing literature. all revolving
about the object of stochastic discount factor.5 The fundamental properties of the stochast ic
discount factor; its existence, its relation to no-arbitrage and its pricing implications. are
obtained first in Cox and Ross (1976), Ross (1976). and Harrison and Kreps (1979). In st ric-
tural pricing literature, the properties of stochastic discount factors are formulated based on
investors' rational (usually, utility-maximizing) behaviors. Consumption-based capita l as-
set pricing models (C-CAPM) developed by Rubinstein (1976), Lucas (1978) and Breeden
(1979), and a large subsequent equilibrium pricing literature follow this utilitarian line. with]
richer added features ranging from habit formation, recursive utility to heterogeneous-a gent
setting. The current paper partially adopts this approach in the sense that we explicit ly
constrain the stochastic discount factor to be proper function of a subset of state variables.
This restriction facilitates the structural interpretation of our construction by clearly iden-
tifying the necessary characteristics of the utilitarian investors, whose preferences niply thl)e
SDF. To take a shortcut, Constantinides (1992) and Rogers (1997) directly fornulate the
stochastic discount factor' in physical measure without invoking investors' utilities. I low-
ever in their work the SDF is exogenously specified. A key innovation that differentiates our
5It is impossible to thoroughly review the ever-growing literature on this subject withii the scope of a
paper. Here. instead we opt to briefly discuss only works that are most directly related to our pro)osedt
construction of functional stochastic discount factor. Interested readers are referred to Cochranie (2005). who
gives an extensive account of the merits of the discount, factor approach in a imuchi more general setthlln.6 Rogers (1997) refers to the stochastic discount factor as state price density.
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functional SDF construction from this (and consumption-based CAPM) literature is that in
our approach, once the SDF is set to be a proper function of state variable, the functional
form can be implied endogenously and consistently from the statistical distribution governing
state variables. In this regard, our construction is non-parametric and thus flexible enough
to accommodate rational behaviors of investors.
In tractable pricing literature. Duffie and Kan (1996) construct a general class of mod-
(As wil h afline dynamic in risk-neutral measure Q that encompasses several previous classic
reduced-form bond pricing models. The current paper generalizes this modeling paradigm
by flexibly introducing affine dynamic in any equivalent measure R as the starting point. Dai
and Singleton (2000) construct a general scheme to classify and analyze all affine term struc-
ture iodels of interest rate based on the numbers of relevant factors driving the volatility
dynaimic and the entire model. The current paper also attempts to classify term structure
models, but based on a very different dimension. In our scheme, different models are re-
lated if their dynamics can be rotated from one to the other by a change of measure. In
this classification, affine, quadratic and quotient term structure models can be connected as
all may stern from an affine dynamic in some spurious equivalent measure. More recently,
Gabaix (2009) introduces the class of linearity-generating processes in conjunction with a
linear st ochastic discount factor (and dividend) specification that allow for tractable bond
and equity pricing. The current paper generalizes his construction by incorporating arbitrary
(non linearity-generating) dynamics of the underlying state variables.
Our paper is most closely related to, but independent of and simultaneous with Ross
2011), who also presents a procedure to reconstruct physical dynamic and preferences from
the risk-neutral dynamic. In that paper's setting, the state space is discrete and thus the
approach therein is of algebraic (matrix) nature. The current paper's construction of func-
tional stochastic discount factor is in continuous state spaces. We show that it is possible to
refornulate both papers' approaches using a unified martingale method.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 3.3 introduces motivations for the most basic
con1striction in which functional SDF is derived endogenously from state variables' dynamic
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in risk neutral measure. In particular, subsection 3.3.3 presents a comparative analysis
of our functional SDF construction vis-a-vis Ross (2011)'s recovery theorem. Section 3.4
generalizes the basic construction by introducing a, new equivalent measure I? and derives
many surprisingly close relations between classic models of dynamic term structure of in tcrest
rate. Section 3.5 constructs a more general version of linearity-generating processes and
shows that they all are special cases of the functional SDF approach. Section 3.6 proposes
an explicit equilibrium pricing model in which the forward premium anomaly is consist ent
with consumption risk and interest rate's term structure is affine. Section 3.7 denonst rat es
our construction at work in multi-factor settings, and sketches the maximum likelihood
estimation procedure. Section 3.8 concludes. Appendices present proofs to all results as well
as a table summarizing key technical notations employed in the main text.
3.3 Endogenous construction of stochastic discount fac-
tor
In this section., we present a novel approach to the construction of stochastic discount factors.
The approach crucially hinges on the assumption 1 below that stochastic discount factor be a
proper function of model's underlying state variables. We begin with formal present at io) of
this construction concept, and then proceed to in-depth discussion and varions motivations
for this assumption.
3.3.1 Set-up
T[o set the notation, we first consider a basic asset pricing setting driven by a state variable
X(t), which follows standard diffusion process in either physical measure (always denot ed
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by P) or risk-neutral measure (always denoted by Q)
d X(t) = px'3( X,t )dt +o-X (X,t jdZ E tt (3.1)
= pX'Q(X,t)dt +- (X,t)dZQ(t),
where Z(t)'s are standard Brownian motions in respective measures, drifts p X's and diffu-
sion aV are well-defined measurable processes (we note that the diffusion is independent of
meatisure). For the sake of clarity, here we assume that X(t) is a scalar (one-dimensional)
process. Tie niti-diinensional case will be studied in a later section. The inclusion of jump
processes is also possible.
Let r and M4 P denote the risk free rate (rfr) and SDF in physical measure P' respectively.
Note hat our definition of the stochastic discount factor MP(t) in the current paper is
different froim tlie period SDF commonly used in the literature, which in our convention
is 2(t.i! Assuming no arbitrages throughout and standard regularity conditions, the
mart ingale pricing of any contingent payoff D(X, T) generates the identity
hlFt '(T) E Q exp f r(X, s)ds) j
E/ )(,)D(X. T)j - EP ( f x d) D(X, T) . (3.2)I I/I t) I t Lexp f tr(X, s)ds)
ald t1he following relation for all I
MI'(t) =exp - r(X, s) ds ) 4 (t), (3.3)
(CQP(t) - exp ( (,QP)2(X, s)ds - rQ/ (X, S)dZ (s)
where Q is the Radon-Nikodym derivative 7 chararacterizing the change of measure from
7 Iorc rigorously, this object is defined by stochastic exponential nartingale operator, see e.g. Rogers
and Williams (1987). When P and Q are two equivalent measures, EQ [D(T)] = EP D(T) where
Q is Ohe Radon-Nikodym derivative chararacterizing the change of measure from Q to P.
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Q to P, and tjQP the associated market price of risk
dZQ(t) = dZP(t) + rQP(X, t)dt.
Note that VQP is a martingale under measure P, arid its reciprocal (PQ is a mar-
tingale8 under Q. Combining relations in (3.3) yields a very useful and known differetitial
representation of SDF that we will repeatedly invoke in later sections
dM P(t)
AP(t) r(X. t)dt - rjQ 1 (X, t)dZ' (t). (3.1)
We note specially that, when state variable X is traded, Cox and Ross (1976)~s original
no-arbitrage argument immediately fixes the its growth rate in risk neiutral iieasure to be(
the short rate9
1 X Q(X, 1) = Xr(X, t). (3.5)
In the rest of paper, however, we assume that state variables are not, traded. and tius abstcrct
from this explicit requirement on growth rate in risk neutral measure. In other words, t here
is no relation between lAQ(X, t) arid r(X., t) in the setting a priori. We will address tis
case in a new version of the paper.
3.3.2 Construction: Basic version
The construction is motivated by risk-neutral pricing methodology aid starts with the state
Q-dynamic plxQ(X, 1), crX(X, t) and short rate process r(X. 1). This framework is custoii-
ary in leading dynanmic asset pricing models of interest rate term structures. Fuirtlierimore.
risk-neutral state dynamic can be inferred from observed prices. In a recent work, Carr
and Wu (2007) design a procedure to estimate the risk-neutral distribution of currency re-
turns from currency option prices recorded in over-the-counter market, which enables thitem to
8As (QP is the Radon-Nikodyni derivative associated with the change of measure from Q to P. (I'i
tie one associated with measure change from P to Q.
9The author is very grateful to John Cochrane for pointing out this case of traded state variables.
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deimonistrate the importance of the skew dynamic in that market. Furthermore, our construe-
tion does not impose any specific functional form on the physical state dynamic put (X, 1),
o-1 (X. I), which, in contrast to risk-neutral dynamic, is hard to estimate in practice. Instead,
we mah ke the following defining assumption for the our endogenous construction of stochastic
d1,sc( H unt factor.
Assuiription 1: In physical measure, stochastic discount factor A' is a proper function of
state variable X and time t of the form MP(X, t) = e-PMP(X), where p is the standard
sub jeclive tirme discount factor .
This assutllpt n iunimediately yields a differential representation for
enasuive sinply because Ito's lemma is applicable herein
(( X(X, t)) 2 Mix( X1 ) + pXQ(X, t)M(X, t)
+ o-x(X,t)MkS(X,t)dZQ(t),
where the sibscripts always denote corresponding partial derivatives.
we have yet anuiother representation for SDF (see also (3.4)), again by
ol (3.3)
SDF in risk neutral
- pM(X., t)) dt (3.6)
From other direction,
applying Ito's lemma
d1,\2W" (X, 1) = -,A/M'( X, 1) ({r T'X, () - (1/ P( X, 1)) 2} I + IQ P( X,()d(ZQ (t) ] .
Under regularities, the uniqueness of this stochastic differential equation's solution allows to
idenitifv the drift and diffusion parts of SDF (recall that M"(X, t) = e'-' M't (X))
(o\ (XV, I)) 2Aj\x (X)+/pi'c2 (X, t)AI(X)+ [r(X, t) - (r/2 1'(X, t)) 2 - p] AI'(X) = 0, (3.7)
oV(X, t)AL(X) + T P(X, t)M (X) = 0. (3.8)
'The aHssmnptionl of constant subjective time discount factor p is convenient but nonessential for our
amlysis. Extension to the case where p is some function of time is possible, but conceptually contributes
litt le to t he colistriuction.
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dw1 M(x X t)
Consistent with given underlying state Q-dynamic {/IxQ(X, I), crX(X, )} and short rate
process r(X, t), the assumption 1 determines both SDF A' and mpr r/Q jointly in (3.7).
(3.8). To see this more clearly, we can also combine these to produce a single differential
equation"
(X (X) + p(X, t)J(X) (3.9)
+ r(X, t) (X- p) M(X) = 0,
from which indeed SDF AP and then the physical probability follow endogenously as desired.
However, a very serious technical obstacle in this construction is that this differential equat ioni
is highly non-linear and its solutions can be very elusive.
The situation is not that all dreadful. Interestingly, a careful observation offers a hint to
meet this challenge. So far, the gist of our approach has been to solve for P-measure SDF
consistent with Q-measure state dynamic. In this change of measures, the Radon-Nilkdyi
>a ex (- ft r(X,s)ds) 
/ 
aderivative M =(t) is necessarily a Q-martingale. That is, if Al" and 'i1
are two consistent solutions of the construction, their linear combinations kAJ'2  k' ! P,2
are not 12 This explains why the construction is not linear in Mj' Rather, it should he
linear in AI. This prompts us to a change of variable
p 1 e p
M ( A (X) -MAJ'(X, )''
after which key eq. (3.9) becomes a homogeneous second order linear differential equation
(HSOLDE) in 6P(X)
(1rX(X, t)) 2#Px(X) + pllX(X, t)#x(X) + [p - r(X, /)]O"(X) = 0. (3.11)
Note that we furthermore need to impose appropriate condition <p"(X) > 0 VX, nd a
"Again we implicitly assume that state variable X is not traded, and thus tlere is no relation heaweei
/x"Q(X, t) and r(X, t) a priori. See the discussion below eq. (3.5).
'This because while Exp (.f ) are Q-martingales, ", c ., is not.areI / P- an ae, ' 1 k11,+k2 AlP 2 ~1
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conventional initial condition #Y(X(O)) = 1 to qualify MP as a proper stochastic discount
factor.13 Froim (3.4), (3.11) follows consistently the market price of risk rQP and the physical
dynarn (ie {p Ic (X. )
- Mx'(X, t) #{OP(X, 1)
rP(X, t) = X t)- (X, t) = ox (X, t); (3.12)
M , (X, t) #0 (X, t)
pix '(X 1) = pxQ(X, t) + r7QP (Xt 0o-X(X. t),
and any other quantities of interest, that can be used to estimate the model.' 4 This is a
key result of our functional SDF construction, so we formally recapitulate it in the following
proposition before proceeding with further analysis.
Proposition 11 Given the state dynamic { pXQ(X, t), x (X, t)} under risk-neutral measure
Q( and short rate r(X, t), the stochastic discount factor in physical measure P is a proper
and en dogenous function of state variable AP = e- Mhj'f(X) iff #F(X) - ) solves the
second-r'der linear differential (3.11). Under this condition, physical dynamic PX.P(X,1
and marketl price of' risk rjQ can be consistently inferred as in (3.12).
Proof. Alternative to the intuitive derivation above, we sketch here a direct and very
short proof to this proposition. The Radon-Nikodym derivative (PQ - exp ( '(Xs)ds)can
)e written as exp f4 [r(X, s) - p]ds >P(X). It is a Q-martingale, and so is driftless under
risk neutral measure. Assumption 1 then allows us to obtain an explicit expression of (IQ's
drift inder Q-ineasure in term of {pv'Q(X, t), o-X(X, t)}. Identifying this drift with zero
"Since these boundary conditions are on case-by-case basis, we omit further details in the current section's
general discussion. C'heridito et al. (2007) explicitly treat the regularity conditions for the class of extended
affline TYlSM. The Feller's admissibility condition for the square-root process (a.k.a., Cox-Ingersoll-Ross or
CIR) is discuissed in section 3.6.2.
"There is another way to see why the introduction of #F(X) comes in handy in the current con-
stiruct ion. Namely, once we make the assumption MP = e MPAiF(X), we rightfully have a linear differential
qual ion by staying within measure P (see (3.7))
(u (X M A) :(X) + lIx (X t)Mx (X) + [r(X, t) -p] It(X) =0.
he r)Olen, however, is that the construction does not wish to impose rigidly any specific functional form
for y1 XA at tlie onset. As a result, above linear differential equation is unspecified, and cannot be used.
Conivenlieitly, this simple change of variable also works for the setting of multi-dimensional state variables,
is seeni in s(tion 3.7.
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immediately gives rise to equation (3.11), which underlies the above proposition. U
While subsequent sections will present the most general, analytical solutions to the Fui-
damental differential equation (3.11) under many configurations, the most remarkable fea-
ture of the construction is readily conveyed by proposition 11. Starting out with the ob-
servable risk-neutral dynamic {pXc(X, 7x(X, t)} (e.g., by inferring from option prices)
and short rate r(X, t), we can reconstruct consistently the marginal utility AP, the mnar-
ket price of risk r/QP and the physical dynamic {pX(X, t), X(X t)}. II our cuirrent
continuous-state approach, any specific and qualified" solution of (3.11) may constitute a
possible stochastic discount factor consistent with the same observable risk-neutral dynamic
{r(X, (), ptxQ(X, I)., x(X, t)}. This substantially simplifies the application and thus ein-
powers the functional SDF approach. Instead of solving this differential equation in earnest
gcnerality, we may much simpler construct a specific solution with appropriate properties
motivated by econonics considerations. The obtained SDF should have both tihe consistemncy
with the prescribed Q-dynamic and equilibrium economics appeals. Interest ingly, it is t his
feature that also renders practical uses for our multi-factor functional SDF cost ruct ion of
section 3.7.
3.3.3 In relation to the recently-proposed "recovery theorem"
In an independent and simultaneous work, 6 Ross (2011) formulates a theorem, named "Tie
Recovery Theorem", to recover the physical probability distribution (and preferences) from
risk-neutral probability distribution. In term of their goals, thus, Ross (2011)"s theoremi and
the proposition 11 above are very similar. Whereas the recovery theorem employs algebraic
(matrix) approach, the proposition 11 employs analytical (differential equation) approach.
This section reconciles the two approaches using a martingale formulation.
We again start with a Q-martingale property Jf7 [ PQ(T)] - (IQ(/) for the Radton-
15Stochastic discount factors need be positive to enforce no arbitrage. Other properties nmy also he
motivated and imposed out of economics considerations.
"The author is very grateful to John Cochrane and Steve Ross for the introduction to and many discussions
on Ross (2011)'s paper.
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Nikody-m derivative PQ(1) = exp (fJTrds)/I P(X,t) = exp (- f'[r - p]ds) $P(X), which
implies
To bring the above martingale condition to the formulation of the recovery theorem, we
consider an infinitesimal period T = t + dt and denote p(X, t; Y, T) the transition probability
density fron (X, t) to (Y. T) in risk-neutral measure. The above equation then reads
I; e- (r P) ds-p(x, t; Y, T) (Y) dY - $P(X) (3.13)
Y
Since t his holds for any initial state X, on one hand, in discrete-state setting this equation
is idetical to the characteristic root equation in Ross (2011), which in turn gives rise to the
recoverY theorem therein.' On the other hand, in the continuous-state space, by virtue of
the Kolnogorov backward equation on the transition probability density p(X, t; Y, T) in the
risk-iniutral measure,
U 8) 1 x 2_
p/(X, I; Y, T) -=pY'Q(X' ) p(X, t; Y, T) +- (o (2
6)1 aX 2 1))
the same equation (3.13) immediately implies the key differential equation (3.11), which
1tderlies our proposition 11. Thus, both the recovery theorem and the current paper's
colstrlction trace their roots back to the fundamental change-of-measures martingale, the
premier apparatus of modern asset pricing theory. It is worthwhile to note that the current
construction works with continuous-state, continuous-time setting and does not produce
strong results in the uniqueness as in the case of the recovery theorem. Additionally, we do
not fix investors' preferences a priori. Our approach instead systematically and endogenously
reconstiicts a set of possible preferences for investors that are consistent with dynamic
in risk neutral measure. It is this flexibility that will help us to construct equilibrium
models conisistent with rational economic intuitions. The physical probability distribution is
Ite i 1 period discrete-state setting, T = t + 1, (3.13) becomes e -pij#j = 60i, or the charac-
teristic r oot equation P#P = 6#, where Pi = e- rp,; o = eP; 0 = {#i}i,
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identified once the preferences have been pinned down. Section 3.6 present an int erni, jonal
asset pricing model constructed precisely along this theme that is consistent with the forward
premium puzzle.
3.3.4 Motivations and discussion
Several further thoughts on this construction approach are in order here.
First, that the stochastic discount factor is a function of state variable features predoii
nantly in consumption-based equilibrium asset pricing models. Therein SDF is representa tiv'e
agent's marginal utility AP = O(F =U(C, H), and thus is proper function of aggregateac
consumption C, and possibly other state variables such as consumption surplus It (in habit
formation setting), and so forth. In fact, this is one of prime motivations of our constrlction
and aims to explore the possibility to place certain no-arbitrage pricing models. for e.g.. those
in dynamic term structure of interest rates literature, on explicit utilitarian framework. In
this regard, although the construction restricts the choice of market price risk r/QJ as we seen
above, we have the freedom in modeling the short rate function r(X, t) as desired. In turn.
the resulting P-dynamic pxP(X, t) in (3.12) is very rich. Specifically, in the next section
we construct a class of tractable bond pricing models, wherein short rate r(X, 1), dynamic
p',(X. t) and even yXAQ(X, t) do not have to be linear in X. The class thus is beyond affijie
dynamic term structure framework.
Second, the assumption 1 that stochastic discount factor be sone proper lfunctiou AM /(A. t)
of underlying state variable appears similar to imposing a Markovian structure on it. Inl
single-factor setting and under standard conditions, diffusion dynamic (3.1) implies that
X(t) is Markovian and so is M'(X, t) given this function being regular enough. Any SDF
has the following integral representations
MP - exp f r[{ QP(Xs2 + r(X, s) ds + rnQ (X, s)dZJE(s), (3.1 1)
which implies that in general (outside assumption 1) M depends on the history paltli of
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state J)rocess {X(s)}J (or path-dependent). Hence beginning with two exogenously given
and ar/i'traiy functions r(X, t) and r/QP(X, t), the SDF may not always be a simple function
of only current state (X, t). It is only when r(X, t) and IQP(X, 1) jointly are restricted 18 by
system of equations (3.7), (3.8), the SDF can be proper function of current state variable.
III otier words, q/Q'D(X. t) is implied from the fundamentals {pXQ(X, /). oT (X, /), r(/, X)}
via assuiription 1, and in the same process a consistent function AI(X, t) is endogenously
determined.
Yet interestingly, the functional requirement placed on SDF does not rule out a design
in which AI retains the path-dependent feature. A simple counterexample is obtained
when t lie state X(t) itself depends on the entire path {ZP(s)} of Brownian motion ZP(t),
and so does A'(X. t). As suggested in Chen and Joslin (2011), we may augment the
state space to absor) the path dependence in one variable into another new state variable.
Consider al overly simple setting in which F({X(s)}&) = F (X(t), jt f(X. s)dZP(s)) is a
path-dependent object. After defining a new state variable Y - f (X. s)dZP(s), F =
F(X. YV) becomes a proper function in new augmented state space (X, Y). Now the new
state vector (X. Y) has the dynamic similar to (3.1), but generalized to a multi-dimensional
framework, the task that we take up in section 3.7. Alternatively, we can also embed our
basic fnictioinal SDF construction in any other equivalent measure H (which is not necessarily
P or Q. see construction 2 below). As a result, when we get back to physical measure P,
the SD)F All = A'({X(s)}J1 , I) now depends on the entire history path of state variable.
We present now yet a more specific construction of path-dependent SDF in our approach.
Consider the following specification
M' ({X}, t) -- exp f (X (s))dZQ (s)) M (X, t),
where f(X) is some general and given function of state variable, and MP(X, t) = e- PMP(X)
is anot her fuiction to be solved endogenously in our construction. This path-dependent spec-
lIndeed, begiiiiing with given and unrelated functions r(t, X) and ,/PQ(t, X), the system (3.7), (3.8) will
gener ally have no solution 4"(X) (or P-SDF MP(t, X) = -') (because either r(t, X) or 1/pQ(t, X) alone
is sufficlent to yield a solution #F(X) up to constants of integration).
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ification f' f(X)dZQ(s) is an Ito's integral under measure Q to facilitate the deterinait ion
of path-independent factor M'(X). This feature is not essential and we will restore the full
endogenous specification of A4 under measure P later. Indeed. by the identical reasoning.
6"(X) =1(X) can be determined for a linear differential equation analogous to (3.11)
{[(7X(X||245X(X±) + (pX(X) 
- f(X) aX(X)] $1-(X)
+ [f 2(X)+ p - r(Xt)] $(X)(X) =0.
Path-dependent factor also enriches the market price of risk qQ! (compared with (3. 12)),
which can be found from (3.4)
QP-(X) = x (X) fX(X) - 1( .
6(X)
In this example, the ex-post SDF in physical measure is path-dependent and reads
M P({X}, t) = exp ([-p + f (X(s) ) P(X(s))] ds + f (X(s))dZP(s)
Third, the SDF in explicit functional form AiP(X, t) can facilitate testing and estnimation
via generalized method of moments (GMM). Specially, when underlying state variable X is
observable, the associated Euler equation can be estimated in discrete time following the
standard procedure of Hansen and Singleton (1982)
AIP(X(t + 1). t + 1)(X(1 + 1), 1 ) 1.
Et [(~ +l 1),t) t 1)=1
where R is a gross return on any traded asset. Alternatively, the resulting P-dvnaicj
{pl''(X. t), ax(X, 1)} explicitly obtained in this construction is sufficient statistics to earry
out an approximate but efficient maximum likelihood estimation as proposed by Ait-Saaliia
(2002). The section 3.7 below provides key steps for this procedure.
Finally, we will analytically solve for key equation (3.11) for many important fuinctional
configurations of pX'Q, XQ and r in the next section. For now we just note that there
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exist s a very standard, convenient and simple solution method that works for arbitrary
timeie-hiomogeneous functions p IX(X), aj-Q(X), and r(X). In that setting, a simple change
of variable -(X) ! transforms second order differential eq. (3.11) into a (first-order)
Ri(ccat i different ial equation
2px Q(X), 2[p - r(X)]
,x +W xx) 9 + (gX (X))2 =0
which can be numerically solved very quickly. The nice feature of this transformation is that
by, vir(e of' (3.8) and (3.10), (P(X) = Q , and above Riccati equation directly
determinies mlpr Ti QP(X). In other words, the mpr q0p satisfies a simple Riccati different
equatioi in this construction.
In t he next section we apply this construction to modeling dynamic term structure of
interest rate. and explore various generalizations of the current basic configuration in section
3. 7.
3.4 Affine term structure modeling and beyond
While affine and other term structure models are reduced-form models motivated by remark-
able hxed-incomne derivatives pricing tractabilities, the proposed construction is motivated
by a closed-forn SDF and thus has the appeal of structural models. A possible connection
bet ween these two approaches will place them on firmer footings, either from pricing or equi-
libriumi consumption perspectives. The principal question here is on equilibrium modeling
side: how we can build a functional SDF that also possess tractabilities of leading models of
yniamic term structure.
We first note that the premise of interest rate affine term structure models suits partic-
ularly well the basic construction of previous section. In particular, both require specifying
Q-dvunamic {11-Q(X, t), oI(X, t)} and short rate process r(X, t). But this is just the start-
ing" point of t he current comparative exploration. We will substantially generalize the basic
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construction by initiating it in any equivalent measure R, and recover tractable bond pricing
frameworks with very rich P- and Q-dynamics as well as highly non-linear short rate. Sub-
ject to assumption on a functional SDF, this approach thus provides a single new framework
for many dynamic term structure models (DTSM) from affine, quadratic, quotient and other
classes.
3.4.1 Construction 1: basic Q-dynamic term structure modeling
We recall the key ingredients of affine term structure models (Vasicek (1977), (ox. Ross 11d
Ingersoll (1985), Duffie and Kan (1996)), that render tractable bond prices and vields. They
are affine Q-dynamic (pXQ and (o-X(X)) 2 linear in X) and linear short rate (r linear in X).
Then follows price of zero-coupon bond of maturity T in closed form
ZCB(I.t + T) = E exp - f(±+ r(X(s))ds exp [ AT + B(T X(t)ZC(.exp 
- J r(X(s))ds
where A(T), B(T) satisfy a system of Riccati equations. Evidently, the teri structhure is
linear in these settings. Although leading affine DTSM models, such as completely affine
(Dai and Singleton (2000)), essentially affine (Duffee (2002)), extended affine (Chericito et
al. (2007)) also impose affine dynamic in physical measure P out of econometrics conve-
niences, affine Q-dynamnic is the key for bond pricing tractabilities.
Our first, construction is built on above ingredients of Q-dynamic term structure models in
order to retain the fixed-income derivatives pricing tractabilities. together with the assump-
tion on functional SDF.
Construction 1:
" in P-measure, SDF is proper, but unspecified, function of state variable 1 : A'>X, I)
e-P MI(X)
e affine Q-dynamic: pNxQ(X) = K< + KQX; (O-X(X))2 = [o + H X
"This ingredient also contains an implicit requirement that time discount rate in the economyi111 be p.
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e linear short rate: r(X) = a + bX
iplied SDF
'Tle specified Q-dvnanic immediately yields a differential equation on <F =-1, as a special
case of eq. (3.11)
(O H 1X]$ X(X)+ IKo + KQX] $(X) + [p- a- bX)&P(X) =0. (3.15)
Appendix 3.9.2 derives analytical solution to this equation. We summarize the general
resulting~ characteristics of construction 1 in the following proposition.
Proposition 112 The most general functional stochastic discount factor M consistent with
cons/ructior, 1 is
M/ [ P iA i (X, 1) = tc u (3.16)
DA14(6, y; z) + A2/zI- D(6 - + 1. 2 - y; z)'
-3(Ho + H1 X ),
whcre A,, A2 are two constants of integration associated with differential equation (3.15),
n, . . ( arc constant coefficients related to model's parameters given in appendix 3.9.2 and
<b(.. .;z ) is the confluent hyper geometric function of argurent z.
We inote that there may be many functional SDFs consistent with the same construction
[, each is characterized by a constant pair {A, A2 }. However, {AI, A2 } are not arbitrary.
T[hey shiould be chosen to assure the positivity of AIP(X) in admissible domain of X and
the normalization 20 M1'P(X(0)) = 1.
In general solution (3.16), a very convenient property of confluent hypergeometric fune-
1 ion (( a: :) eZ Va, z gives rise to the following two interesting special cases.
2Stochastic discount factor can be determined only up to a multiplicative constant.
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1. A2 = 0, = -Y: in this case,
A1P(X. t) = epo+O)(uo+HjX) (3 1 7)
which is well-known in term structure modeling literature as exponential affine (see
e.g., Duffie et al. (2000)). In particular, this is a completely affine configuration,
because the resulting mpr is i]Q ~ - 11 -+ 1X, and P-dynamic pA is affiine
in X.
2. A - 0, 6 = 1: in this case,
A'(X, 1) = e-Pe--(a+±)(Ho+Hi X)(HO + H1 X) . (3.18)
which is a new and richer SDF form that also contains a polynomial factor in X
(referred to as polvnomial-exponential-affine hereafter). Remarkably, the P-dyiniamic
implied by this SDF is also affine, even though market price of risk 1 QP associated with1
MiP does not have to be proportional to state variable's volatility (x. We will dlrive
and study this special SDF in much more details in sections 3.4. 4 and 3.6. TFhere
we show that, even in one-factor settings. its richness pays off a desirable negat ive
correlation between changes in exchange rate and interest rate difflerentials. This is t h
forward premium puzzle (FPP) in international finance that, in comparison, cannot
be acconnnodated by above exponential affinc configuration, as noted by Backus et al.
(2001).
Relations to affine DTSMs
In our construction, the market price of risk is readily implied from (3.8) and P-dynaimiie
drift from (3.12)
IIQP(X) = - T ax(X)
X( (X) + 7r1(2 (X)uX(X)= K + K%2X - x() H+ ( H, -X)
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Then it is clear from the solution (3.16) that this construction is able to accommodate
non-affine P-dynamic pX-P(X). In comparison with leading affine dynamic term structure
models 21 where both P and Q dynamics are affine, the tradeoff is evident. We have rich
(nor-linear) P lyllamic at the price of more restrictive choice of market price of risk (needed
to en1folce proper Functional SDF in our construction). We now characterize this tradeoff
nore quanititatively in the following proposition.
Proposition 13 In 1-factor settings with linear short rate r = a + bX:
(i) The functional-SDF construction 1 with additional specifications
K - KQ = 0, (K )2 (KQ )2] = b,
red'luc(s to a Inodel in the completely (and essentially) affine DTSM class.
(ii) Thc functional-SDF construction 1 with additional specifications
KI\- K- K'3 + KQ - 1) = 0,( KP - (K ) b,
rccduces to a mnodel in the extended affine DTSM class.
()i her tern structure models with non-affine state dynamic in data generating measure have
been proposed in the literature, all with linear short rate. Duarte (2004) constructs semi
afline square-root (SAS-R) model in which state variables have affine dynamic in Q, but
non-ffine in P. He shows that the SAS-R model outperforms known DTSMs in matching
the time variability of the term premium. Most recently, Le et al. (2010) propose a class of
discrete-tine dynaimic pricing models with a very general functional market prices of risk,
which in our notation is r(X, t) = A(X, t) /X, where A(X, t) is some general exogenous
function of state variables. Their models then imply non-linear physical dynamic P' ~ AQ +
A(X, /).X via the corresponding Q-martingale Radon-Nikodym derivative PQXH-1)inD
In comparison, market price of risk function is implied endogenously
1a Compltelv aline models by Dai and Singleton (2000). essentially affine models by Duffee (2002), and
extended l lime models by Cheridito et al. (2007).
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in our construction. In later sections, we generalize our construction further to allow for
non-linearity specification on both Q-drift and short rate processes. We turn now to a new
key in implementing these generalities via the change of measures.
3.4.2 Construction 2: introducing equivalent measure R
A simple observation generalizes our basic construction substantially. In a tnutshell. the in-
troduction of (any) equivalent measure R (which is not necessarily risk-neutral Q or physical
P) to construction 2 naturally and richly renders (i) non-affine Q- and P- dynamics p- 2(X).
pXlP(X), (ii) non-linear r(X), (iii) general non-Markovian (path-dependent) SDF in nmeasiire
P, while (iv) keeping bond pricing tractable. Though, in the difference with the risk-ieutr al
probability, there is no apparent link, and thus constraint, on R dynamic directly from price
data.
In fact,, no-arbitrage pricing may be performed in P, Q or any equivalent measure f.
For a contingent payoff D(X, T), an extension of (3.2) reads
ex) f r(X, s)ds 
~MR(XEQ x D (X, T) =" ER (.,T D(X, T)
exp f ' 'r (X, S)ds) . X
where AIR is the stochastic discount factor associated with equivalent measure H by con-
struction. In particular, the tractability of bond pricing is extended to R-affine framework
using a transform technique (see e.g., Chen and Joslin (2011) and Cuchiero et a]. (2009)).
All that is needed here is the existence of the Fourier transform 22 A/lR of SDIF AI
Af~(1 t) 00 J eiXMR(X, t dX AIR M(X, t) -DO CiVXARl d.N[I R -ivX t tR X ; R v.vX)QR 1'
(3. 19)
Assuming the existence of MR(v), affine zero-coupon bond pricing in equivalent measure
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2 2 Laplace transform can also be employed.
)roceeds as usual
(3.20)Z C3ER± [Al R (X(t + T), I + T)1S MR(X(t), 
_) j
SpT 1 [0 A R (v) ER [eivX(t+T) dv
ePT MR (X (t) ) R1-c Td
e -pT ICXD ]i R V) eA(v,T )+B(v,r )x (t) dv
M1_rA R ( 1 1
Alt eriiatively, when A/I? has certain functional forms, e.g., product of polynomial and ex-
poneilal functions AL1  = eXXn, the bond pricing can be performed in measure R by
repeated differentiating as suggested by the technique of moment generating function
RA ME(X (t + TI + T)T), + T) j "
M-, =I(X (t), 0) 1 O o E X(t+') a"E [e ] =
where he last equality is obtained because state dynamic is affine under measure R.
Tlse flexibilities in turn allow for non-linear short rates, and thus relate our construc-
tion to more general DTSMs such as quadratic, quotient, and other models.
Construction 2: Let R be an (any) equivalent measure
" SDF is proper, but unspecified, function of stale variable in measures P and R:
AI' (X, I) = e- Pt Mp( X), MR(Xt) - e-PIMR(X) 23 Furthermore, MR(X) is bounded
funti/on.
e aine H-dynamic: pIX'?(fX) = K R + K7X; (o-X (X)) 2 = HO + H1 X
* Q-dyrionamic drift pA((X) is some given2 , but arbitrary function.
Ss traight forward to incorporate the more general configurations where rates p' and pH are different.
This arises for e.g., in models where measure I? characterizes representative agent's subjective belief and
I true discount rate pl is mixed up with belief's drift term to produce an effective discount rate p , see e.g.,
Yan (2008). However, this flexibility do not, present new construction concept. and will be omitted for t lie
sake of sni11ple exposition.
"Ile choice of Q-dynanic p1xQ(X) is either dictated by price data, as in Breeden and Litzenberger
(978)'s fornula for option market, or exogenously specified as in models of affine term structure of interest
rate.
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The main advantage of this construction's generalization is the substantial modeling flexibili-
ties to compensate for functional SDF restriction motivated by general equilibrium principle,
and at the same time R-dynamic is not directly constrained by observed prices. The boind-
edness of AIR(X) is sufficient to assure the existence of its Fourier transform n/(v). and
the subsequent tractable bond pricing. U-SDF A11R(X, 1) is implied in the construction by
integrating out the first-order differential equation (see (3.22))
(JX(X) 2 Iv(X) + W [ X() it bXQ(X)]pAIR,(X) 
-7 0
A~ PJ'(X) -A exp { X "XW - PjjX. _r)
where A is the constant of integration. As constructed, this is the most general fune-
tional form of possible SDFs in measure R that are consistent with the given dynamic
{pxQ (X), pX'R(X), x (X)}. As a check, however, we need to verify the boundediness on this
Af R(X. t) afterward. Before proceeding further, two quick observations concerning this func-
tion are in oder here. First when the dynamic follows Ornstein-Uhilenbeck iean-reveiting
(constant diffusion, Hi = 0) process in both measures,
AIR(X) ~cA+x+cX2
which has the exponential-quadratic functional form studied by Constantinides (1992). Wc
will study this configuration in the next section. Second, when the dynamic follows ClR
(i.e., H1 / 0) process in both measures,
MR(X) ~A e^±BX(Ho + H1X C,
which has the polynomial-exponential-affine functional form. We thus reconfirm lhe forrn
(3.18), which was derived under similar assumption of CIR square-root Q- and P- dvnaniCs.
Now back to the construction 2, a specification for pxQ(X) is still needed as we do not
wish to impose any functional form on SDFs Mtf(X), AR(X). This construction does not
fall into the jurisdiction of proposition 11 because short rate r(X) is not given at the onset
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here. Alt ernatives to this configuration will be considered in construction 3.
Non-linear interest rate
The first property of this construction is the non-affine dynamic puxP(X), lxQ(X) in both
neasures P and Q. This is the essential consequence of shifting the bond pricing task (and
the required affine dynamic) to an (any) equivalent measure R, and thus setting loose the
dynaimics on Q and P measures. As a result, interest rate is non linear in general. Combining
lItos lemina and no-arbitrage principle 25 on function MR(X, t)
(Xt) r(X)dt + '(X)xQ(X)dZ - dM R(X, - (3.22)
2(X(\X))2\MJ ( X t) + pXR(X)NM Xt - pAIR(X, t)] dt + o-M X , t)dZR,
And plugging in construction 2s specified R-dynamic yields the interest rate
1 1 X.Q(X)|2 [ L., Q(X) + pLXQ(X)1 + [KR + K7X| 2 + KfRHo - K 1
Ho+ H 1X
(3.23)
Flexibility in the choice of pxQ translates into the very flexible form of short rate. The
irsut inog non-linearities here can be useful in interest rate modeling practice. In particular,
the noi-tparametric empirical studies of Ait-Sahalia (1996) and Stanton (1997) point to a
diffusion termn of power 6 ~ 1.5 in the short rate process dr = p(r)dt + o-rdZ . Meanwhile,
one-factor affine dynamic setting with linear interest rate can only generate either 6 = 0
or 5 = 0.5. Appropriate specification of pxQ(X) in our construction (3.23) in contrast can
give rise to wider choice for 6. We might have started with some exogenously specified and
non-linear r(X) and proceed to P-SDF AP(X, t) along the line of proposition 11. This
specification, however, would not lead to tractable bond pricing in general.
Note that up to this point we have not made use of the assumption on proper functional
foim /A/ p (X, 1) in measure 1. It will be needed if we wish to pin it down along the strategy
25Note that interest rate is the opposite growth (drift) rate of stochastic discount factor in any equivalent
mea(1SUfe.
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of construction 1 above. This is because by now we have obtained the explicit fuctional
short rate r(X) in (3.23). The only difference is that r is specified exogenously as a linear
function of the state variable in construction 1. SDF AIP(X, 1) in physical measure follkws
from linear differential equation (3.11). We will carry out this procedure explicitly next.
Quadratic DTSM
We consider now the first simple and special specification of construction 2, wherein state
variable has affine dynamic also in risk neutral measure, with constant volatility (i.e.. mean-
reverting).
X(X) = K + - X; (oX(X)] 2 = H0 .
The short rate in this model is necessarily quadratic in X as implied by general formiula
(3.23)
r(X) - PO + p1 X + p2X 2  (3.21)
(KR) 2 (Ko)2K - KI . _ 2(K K R -KQKQ) __(KR)2(K _ 2
po = + HO Pi 110 P2 = o
It is interesting to see that this is the quadratic DTSM developed in Ahn et al. (2002) and
Leippold and Wu (2002) from the exogenous Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) mean-reverting state
dynamic and quadratic short rate. 26 Thus the current construction 2, when specialized to
mean-reverting Q-dynamnic 27 , relates to this quadratic DTSM framework in the literal nrc.
However, since we also assume that P-SDF is proper function of stare variable A (X. /) =
f, ~ I~V __ pt - "OC I M (X) = we can construct its governing linear differential equation. Feediig
quadratic short rate (3.24) into proposition 11 yields
IIJO$ (X) + (K + KX)p(X) +(p - P - PX- p2 X 2 )P(X) =0. (3.25)
2
'These quadratic DTSMs specify OU state dynamic in measure P, and impose an affine market prie of
risk. These together imply OU dynamic in measure Q, which is all needed for risk-neutral tractable hond
pricing with given quadratic discount rate r(X).7 Recall that we need to specify the Q-dynamriic p1 (X,t) in construction 2, though this function can be
quite arbitrary.
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Tis equation pins down all possible qualified SDF functions M1'(X, t).
Proposition 14 The rmost general fanctional stochastic discount factor AI' consistent with
construc(tion 2, when the latter is specialized to OU mean-reverting Q-dynamic (or equiva-
lertly, quadratic DTSM), is
MP{A1A} (X, t) (3.26)
epet MX-NX 2
x( mnX2 + ( 2 (m nX)e 4 + j3 (m+nX)2>
A '' 1 2mri~ 4ri- 2X) 2 2M+n 4 2 V2 2)
wiher \ A) are two constants of integration, , m, n, A, N are constant coefficients related to
model's parameters qiven in appendix 3.9.2, z is linear in X, and again 4)(., .; z) is confluent
hyp(erycomtrcric fanction of argument z.
Two particularly simple cases obtain when y assumes special values. 28 (This amounts to
imposing a constraint on model's parameters. See appendix 3.9.2 for the expression of v.)
1. v ,= 0: in this case,
1_ 1 1
M'e(X,t) = e-Pt  exp -MX - NX 2 - (m+X2
m +nX 4
The resulting P-dynamic p (X, t) as determined by (3.12) has the form 4+ B + CX
which is rmore general than affine.
2. v J, A2  0: in this case,
M'(X, t) = e-' exp MX NX 2 - (m+ nX)2,
is anl exponential-quadratic SDF under physical measure P. The resulting P-dynamic
is affine (just as the given Q and R-dynamics in the current setting). This is a strong
reuiniscence of the SAINTS 29 model introduced in Constantinides (1992). We will
2 8 Agai, the property <P(a, a; z) ez Va, z of confluent hypergeouetric function is behind these results.
aSquared atoregressive independent state variable nominal term structure.
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formally analyze this model in connection with the framework of our construction1 3
below.
Back to general cases, for any values of v and Ai, A2 , we can straightforwardly deteniiiic
R-SDF M'(X, 1) from (3.21), which in the current quadratic setting is exponential qiladratic
function of state variable.
In light of proposition 14, we can start out with either affine R-dynarnic (then coefficients
60, 61, 62 are necessarily related to construction's original parameters by (3.24)), or a new
quadratic short rate r(X) = Po + p1X + p2X 2 (then 60, o1 62 are exogenous, and only subject
to the positivity of r(X) in adimiissible domain of X). In comparison with tihe (uaiiratic
DTSM of Ahn et al. (2002) and Leippold and Wu (2002), our construction has rich /-
(lynamic (non-affine drift p"(X, t) and mpr i72I) at the price of a restrictive (funct ionl)
SDF M(X. t), yet both give quadratic forward rate and equally tractable bond pricing.
Quotient DTSM
In another simple and special specification of construction 2. Q-dvnarnic is also afine (a
square-root process)
p (X) - K + KX:- Ho = 0.
From (3.23) follows the quotient short rate process
r(X) = 0-1 + 0o + 01X, (13.27)
0-= KQ - KR _ (K -(K |K 2(KKf -. K KQ) -A ( (0 - H]____-___1___ Hi + A 2 '
R-SPD is found from the general formula (3.21)
IR(X, t) - e l X(KO- Kc /H1 1 x 3.2S)
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Not sulr)risingly, AJR(X, 1) has the same p)olynomial-exp)onential-affine form as MP(X, t) in
(3.18). because this is the most general functional form of SDF consistent with square-root
dylnamic in both respective (I and Q, or P' and Q) measures. as discussed below (3.21).
However, the approaches to these functional SDFs are quite different. Putting this in a
simiplific(l way, measure P of the setting leading to (3.18) is similar to measure R of this
setting. The current interest rate of the quotient form (3.27) is implied and more general
than the linear function r(X) = a + bX of construction 1. Consequently, when we go to the
dat(a generating measure, the current SDF MP(X, t) = e-PO 1 is determined by a special
version of different equation (3.11)
1X0 p (X) + (KQ + KQX)p(X) + (p -0 -00- O1X)$(X) = 0, (3.29)
Consequently, Mi'P(X, t) is different from (3.18) of previous construction 1, confirmed by the
following result.
Proposition 15 The most general functional stochastic discount factor MP consistent with
constIruclion 2, when the latter is specialized to CIR square-root Q-dynamic (or equivalently,
quoten / short/ VIC), is
e M A A2; (X, e = Pt (.
Ab(6,;) + Az ( - 7y + 1, 2 - y; z) (330)
2 (K<) 2 + 2H 1 01 1
x
H1
where A,, A2 are two constants of integration, oa, 0,, are constant coefficients related to
model's paJrmeters given in appendix 3.9.2, and (b(., z) is the confluent hypergeometric
function of arqumnent Z.
Then follow consistently from (3.12) the mnpr r/1"- X and P-dynamic pt,' = pX4 +
aV rl/ which is generally non-affine. Bond pricing is tractable by (3.20), or other transforms
present ed in Duffie et al. (2000). Again we note that result of proposition 15 holds regardless
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whether we begin with the given quotient short rate or affine dynramic in some equivalent H.
In the latter case, coefficients 0-, 0, 01 are given in (3.27).
3.4.3 Construction 3: bypassing Q-measure
All our constructions so far have required the specification of Q-dynamic {ptXc2. oX.Q} Tra-
ditionally, this is because pricing in interest rate models is very conveniently (and explicitly)
perforned in risk-neutral measure as in (3.2), and hence state variables' Q-dynamic can ci-
ther be directly inferred, for e.g. by observing stock prices, or exogenously chosen to produce
closed-form prices. Nevertheless as we see in the previous sections, not only pricing cani be
done in other equivalent measure (see (3.20)), but also r can be implied (not specified) from
functional SDF. We then can generalize the construction by replacing risk-neutral specifica-
tion by that in any equivalent measure, in place of the risk neutral Q. As a result. we obtail
as a special case the class of squared autoregressive independent state variable nondnal term
structure models of Constantinides (1992).
Construction 3: Let I? be an (any) equivaleit measure
e SDF is proper function of slate variable in measures P and R: A" (X., 1) = c f I' (A.
R ( X, 1 -- c'A I J(X). Function AI (X) is exogenously specified (and bound d.
whereas M11"(X) is implied.
* affine R-dynamic: i' R(X) = K' + KfX; (o-X(X))2 = Ho + H1X
This construction clearly does not rely on any specification involving measure Q. Simii-
lar to construction 2, Fourier transform of bounded AJI(X, t) exists and renders tractalble
zero-coupon bond price (3.20). Also in this bond pricing process, the specification of SDF
A IR(X, t) in equivalent measure is a natural replacement 30 for short rate specification r(X, 1)
in construction 1. The advantage of this construction lies in the arbitrary and infinite choice
30Fron the view of martingale pricing (3.19), exp (-./' r(X, s)ds) canl be defined as SD1 in measure Q.
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of equivalerit measure R, compared to a single and rigid choice of risk-neutral measure Q
in no-arbitrage complete markets. As always, the assumption on functional P-SDF helps to
pin it down en(logenously arid consistently. However, as both 'r(X, 1) and pLXQ are not given
at the onset here, we first have to generalize (3.11) to the current setting of construction 3.
We begin with another generalized version of martingale pricing identity (3.2) for mea-
sures P and H
E M Ap (XD D (XT) E R ~MR(X,CT D(X,T)
MIP(X, t) _ MIR(X, t)
The (bange of measure P I? is implemented by the Radon-Nikodym derivative ( - R
an1(d associated pr r/ p
RPJX)= i pXI(X) -pXR(X) dRP(X,t) - _R(Xt)IRP(X)dZP(t).
O- (X)
Similar to the derivation of eq. 3.11, by combining Ito's lemma with the same key change of
variable A'-(X, t) = e in (3.10), we obtain a differential equation
[X (_)] 2 O X,2R(X) + Ja (X)] 2 M(X) $3.31=2 2xtR(X) + 2O(X ) X)
,X.__________ (X)_ X[u (X)12 Af1 () +Ra (y][~R~y]' '
,AIlR WX 2 ITI?(X) 2[MR(X)]2  , ~)-0
Since A\/(X. /) and R-dynamic {plt-'I(X), aX(X)} are all specified in construction 3, this
is well-specified second order linear differential equation determining all possible P-SDF
Ml(X. /) that are consistent with the construction. Also follow endogenously all other
quantities of itnterest in order: r and r,"Q from drift and volatility 31 of Al? respectively,
Q-dynanic p =p -LX,R -QRUX, P-dynamic piXP = pXR + yRP(X, and finally mpr rQ
form volatility of above Ap. In other words, assumptions of construction 3 are indeed self-
sufliieiit. Moreover, the implied interest rate and dynamics in canonical measures P and
Q all are non-linear and rich. For a simple illustration of this approach we next consider
"T Fhat is. 4 = -"rd ,QRdZR(t), where dZcQ(t) = dZ'-+(t) + rQRdt andqrI? - YQ,
M " a
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the class of the squared autoregressive independent state variable nominal term structure
(SAINTS) models.
SAINTS models in any equivalent measure
SAINTS models of Constantinides (1992) fit into our construction framework directly, be-
cause they are built upon specifying a proper functional SDF. This class of models is con-
structed originally in physical measure P with the following ingredients: (i) OU meani-
reverting P-dynamic {pxP = Ko + KfX; (0X) 2 = Ho - constant} (ii) exponential-
quadratic P-SDF MI = e-e(A The zero-coupon bond price is tractable because state
variable X is a (conditional) Gaussian, and thus M is log x2 process. The (no-arbitrage) dif-
ferential representation 'M = -rdt -tjQPdZ (t) for P-SDF immediatelv irmjplies quadrat ic
short rate r(X), and linear mpr rjQP(X) = 2/IIo(a - X). The latter in turn ilplies that
Q-dynamic is also affine
pX(X)= IXP(X) - axQP (X) K" - 2aHo + ( + 211()X.
We note that the featuring exponential-quadratic form of SDF in SAINTS models can also
be precisely established the other way around. Once proper functional (but unispecifie(l)
SDF M(X, t) is assumed (our key assumption in this paper), above O-U Q-dynamnic tin-
ambiguously implies an exponential-quadratic SDF as explained in the discussion folloving
(3.21). Hence the two approaches to SAINTS models by specifying either (i) SDF IIP(X, )
(as in Constantinides (1992), and construction 3 more generally) or (ii) risk-neitral dynamnic
lwx(X) (as in construction 2) are equivalent.
Our current pursuit of introducing equivalent measure to modeling scheme can extcd
SAINTS models in a very simple way. Let us specify SAINTS dynamic in an (any) equivalent
measure R (instead of P). As a result, bond pricing is equally tractable while plysical
dynamric p'x''(X) and SDF AP(X, t) are much richer after this extension. Specifically, we
consider the following scheme in line with construction 3.
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e OU H-dynamic: { 1 XR _1R4 R . (X2 H0 }
" Specified R-SDF: MR -- ePte(X )2
" Funiictional P-SDF: MP(X, t) = e-PAP(X) with unspecified (implied) MP(X)
Bond price ZC1B
X(i ,, =' [EM (X(I + T), t +T)] ER, ~MR(X((+ T, t +'T
11P (X (t), t) 1= M R(X (t),t)
and tlie resulting forward rate dynamic are obviously as analytical as in original SAINTS
setting, by the interchange P " R. The short rate r(X, t) is also quadratic in X by
the same reason. The functional assumption MP(X., t) pins it down from a differential
e(qat ioo (wvhich is a particular version of the general equation (3.31) adapted to the current
exponenltial-quadratic MR(X, 1)). Not surprisingly, as the current short rate is quadratic,
this second order linear differential equation has identical form as eq. (3.25). An application
of Proposition 14 then inmediately yields the P-SDF in our extended SAINTS framework.
e-P e-MAX-NX2
AI'(X. ) -
C, + , V; (21 2 ) + A2(m + n X)e (+ 2 ; X2
where A,, A2 are constants of integration, v. m, n, M, N are constant coefficients related to
model's parameters (appendix 3.9.2). Evidently, this SDF AP(X, t) is more general than
exponential-quadratic function of the original SAINTS32 . Consequently, both market price
of risk 1 '(X) and state dynamic px'I(X) in physical measure are not confined to linear
forim inl out extension.
3.4.4 Summary
We now briefly summarize the main connections between our functional SDF approach and
the key interest rate term structure models in literature, for later uses. The fundamental
.hisj ] M'(X, 1) becomes an exponential-quadratic function in the special case where v = and ( = 0
(see discussion following Proposition 14), or when equivalent measure R simply coincides the physical P.
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assumption here is that stochastic discount factor is a proper (either specifie( or implie(d)
function of underlying state variable.
When state dynamic follows OU mean-reverting processes under risk-neutral incasure
Q and another equivalent measure R (which can be P as a special case), ((x)2 = I/()
constant, the functional R-SDF is necessarily a exponential-quadratic function A'(X, /)
C PeA+Bx±cx and the resulting short rate is quadratic function of state variable r(X) =
po + p 1X + p1 X 2 . Various special forms of this result are covered in (3.21), (3.24) and
SAINTS models.
When state dynamic follows CIR square-root processes under risk-neutral icasitre Q
and another equivalent measure R (which can be P as a special case), ((TX)2
the functional R-SDF is necessarily a polynomial-exponential-affine function
AJR(X. t) P-eA+BX(Ho + HX)C, (3.32)
and the resulting short rate is generally quotient function 33 of state variable r(X) =
0 1 X '+0 0 + 01 X. Various special forms of this result are covered in (3.17), (3.18). (3.21) and
(3.28) 3". In particular, our above polynomial-exponential-affine function is the most general
functional form of SDFs that are compatible with the canonical complete-affine DTSN st iid-
ied by Dai and Singleton (2000). This form is more general than the exponential-affine SDF
widely considered in literature. It is this new generality that will prove to be a very useful
feature of affine dynamic models to address the forward premium puzzle in internalional
finance.
"In special cases, when model's parameters satisfy certain relations, the quotient short rate can be red uced
to linear function. as in affine DTSM uiderlying eq. (3.17).
"Indeed, as SDF can be determined only up to a, multiplicative constant. the forms (3.18) and (3.32) arc
essentially the same, while (3.17) is a special case of (3.32) with C = 0.
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3.5 Linearity-generating dynamic and beyond
In this section we study the functional stochastic discount factor approach in conjunction
with the linearity-generating (LG) processes recently proposed by Gabaix (2009). Asset
pricing models based on LG processes possess closed-form prices for both bond and equity
as hinted in an early model by Menzly et al. (2004) on return predictability. This tractabil-
ity can be very useful in illustrating economics mechanisms, for e.g., rare disasters effect
underlying price anomalies (see Gabaix (2008)).
lIterestingly, the class of LG asset pricing models has SDFs as proper (in fact, linear)
functions of state variables and thus is directly related to our current construction. We
first stidies the original LG dynamic using infinitesimal generators of stochastic calculus.
This powerful (lifferential tool places LG models in line with our analysis framework, yields
Gahaix (2009)s key results promptly, and specially, points to possible generalizations of LG
modeling approach.
3.5.1 Linearity-generating dynamic and infinitesimal generator
Linearit \-generating bond pricing models comprise of (i) underlying LG (vector) process
X(1) in physical measure such that Ef[dX(t)] = -QX(t)dt where Q is generator matrix and
(ii) SDF is a linear in X: MPI(X) = A' - X where A' is a constant vector M. For stock
pricing, additional specification is MPD(X) = Ad.X, where APD is the product of P-SDF
A J and dividend process D.
To sinplify the exposition, we employ the infinitesimal generator 'DxP associated with
difussion process X(t) (3.1) in measure P. This operator acts on appropriate function f(X, t)
3o id \'" canm vary with time t, but must be independent of state variable X to assure tractable
asset prices of the model.
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and is defined as follows
DXPf(X, ) rn E, [f'(X(I + A1), (t + A1)) - f(X(t), L)]
At---O A t I f (X, t) -- , lim1 j
ft(X, t) + p P(X t)fx( X, t) + - Tr (o-X( XXt o-X tj (X. 1)]
where Tr and superscript T denote the trace and transpose operator respectively. Practi-
cally for well-behaved functions, DX'Pf presents the drift of the associated diffusion process
df(X. t). In special case f(t, X) = X, DX-PX - yXlP(X, t). The main ingredients of Gahaix
(2009)'s LG asset pricing models are
DX-PX(-) px!P(X,) = -QX(); AI(X) = Am - X; MD(X) =A"".
The use of infinitesimal generator combined with state-independent property of Q great ly
simplifies the conditional expectation operation. By induction we have
t+T W+T
E [X(t + T)] = X(t) + E dX(s) Xt - Ef, [X(s)] ds
- X- TQX(t) + Q2 j j E/' [X(T)] dTds = ... e X(,
where in the last expression, matrix-exponential notation is the limit of the usual Tavlor
expansion of an exponential function. A sufficient condition for this convergence is thit all
eigenvalues of Q be strictly positive. Zero coupon bond price (maturing at i+T) then folows
immediately because the stochastic discount factor AIP is in the linear span of vector X
X MP(X,t + T) Am - EP [X(t + T)] Am -e"X(1)ZCB(1, X ) = Ep AIP(X,1) Am - X(L) AIM X(I)
Similarly, stock contingent on dividend stream {D(X, t)} also possesses closed-form price 36
(assuming usual regularity conditions to interchange the order of integration and expectat ion
w(Explicit bond and stock pricing requires additional step of diagonalizing the generator Q to iIIpleneIit
exponential matrix operation c~TO.
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operat ions)
P(X,1) = EP ]Jt''M(XSDX ds
Al) + EnX(s)|ds _ A m-d.f+T e(tdsjx(t)
M P(x,t) ~-MP(x.t)-
LG pricing models versus affine DTSMs
At first glance, linear drift pi'C = -QX(t) of LG processes is a strong reminiscence of affine
DTSMs. However, the resemblance stops here. First, the short rate in LG pricing models
call be computed from the differential representation dMI =rdt - rfpdZp(t) to be
DMP(X,t) Am DxIX(t)Am - X(t)
which is rational, but not linear as in affine DTSMs, in X.
Second, as far as bond pricing is concerned, LG models do not place any restriction on the
stat e va'iables diffusion (uX) 2 . Whereas affine DTSMs specify a linear structure Ho+ H -X
on this (ulantity. But as LG models also aim to price stock analytically, they actually also
jimply some specification on the diffusion. Technically, this specification follows directly the
LG model's requirement -A"" - QX (t) = DX'YP{ D(X, t)]
-A'" Q X (1) D(X, t) + I M'(X, t)Tr (0x(X, t)' or (X. t)Dxx (X, t))2
+ M'(X, t) --QX(t) + X(X,t1o- x'(X,t) M Dx(X, t).
Md(X,I)_
Plutgging in LG explicit specifications MP = Am - X(t), D - -M - Vd*X(Q) this clearly
is a key dynlalics constraint that partially 3. specifies diffusion o-x of the underlying LG
process.
The two approaches to tractable bond pricing are quite different. Whereas canonical




Am - X(t' (3.33)
A "'-DX()
affine DTSMs specify linear short rate, affine Q-dynamic and imply non-linear SDF. LG
pricing models specify linear SDF M'(X), affine drift on P-dynamic and imply non-linear
short rate. As a result. affine DTSMs generates a neatly linear forward ral e, while LG models
can also give analytical stock prices.
3.5.2 Extension to LG modeling
We now analyze the connection between LG pricing models and functional SDF approach.
before exploring possible extensions to the former.
LG pricing models versus functional SDF construction
As noted earlier. LG pricing models can be classified as a functional SDF construction. We
now explore deeper relation between these two approaches.
The gist of LG modeling starts with the eigen-problem of infinitesimal generat or: D"X
-QX, and then specifies SDF Al" and SDF-dividend product M',D on linear span of tihe
eigen-basis X(t). Interestingly, our construction can also be neatly built around this findla-
mental differential operator.
From martingale pricing perspectives, if AP is the SDF in physical measure and r is int er-
est rate process, then Radon-Nikodym derivative (QP - ef'r(x.)d-'AMP(X, t) is P-mart ingale
and (PQ = e~ f'(X,s)ds I is Q-nartingale. These imply null drifts under respective
measures
DXP QP = 0; DXQPQ = 0.
In particular, the same second equation implies both differential equation (3.11) after ap-
propriate change of variable in functional SDF construction, and the short rate (3.33) after
plugging in AP(X, 1) = A" . X in LG modeling. In short, our construction specifies r(X,1)
and lets loose AIP(X, t), while LG models specify AIP(X. /) and let loose r(X, 1).
Similarly, if A is the SDF in an (any) equivalent measure, corresponding Radon-
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Nikodyi derivatives ( AI(X't) and (.PR = AR(Xt) are P- and I-martingale respectively,
anld
DX,P RP 0 oX,RPR 0.
The last equation is eq. (3.31) in our construction 3, and yet there are no counterpart LG
models here. A natural and tempting question then is whether the original LG setting can
be generalized along the line of introducing an (any) equivalent R. It turns out that LG
specifications are invariant with respect to measure. To see this, we assume therefore in
soie (aiiy) equivalent measure R. the followings:
DT,1'?X(t) = -QX(t); /IR(X, t) - Am  X(t); A RD(X, t) = A"i - X(t).
After defining a new state variable, Z(t) (RPX(t) = MX(t), we can bring above spec-
ificat ions to physical measure P (recall that Radon-Nikodym derivative (1" is a scalar P-
mfartin gale)
PX, P PX() q 9,R LXRf1x(/) ] = DX,! [X(/)] = -RPQX(/) -
11, P(X' t) Ii (X t --IX - XX, 0 =11 , -) R()\1 '(X, MAID(X,t) =R, IA- -  1 ) X()
AI1) (X, o) M P jX'Afil,( 1) (xo RPAntfd .X~t) = Ama ()
That is, X(1) is LG process under P if and only if k(t) is LG process under R. This
measire-invariant property shows that LG pricing dynamic is already most general, and
its neutral, with respect to measure rotation. Generalizations to LG setting within the




The extension starts out with a non-LG, and thus more general, vector dynamnic
dX(t) = IX'(X, t)dt + JX(X, t)dZPtt).
where pix')(X, 1) is not necessarily linear in X. Hence this extension is most handv in
setting when state variable dynamics are given beforehand possibly to meet other empirical
constraints or pricing/statistical aspects of the model. We then wish to construct a new
state variable vector Y as (vector) function of Y = F(X, t) that has desirable LG dynarnic,
DxPF(X, 1) = -wF(X, 1), or for all components F of vector F
1
-Tr [xA(X.t t) 7x'(X, t)Fx(X., t)] + ',P(X, t) -F(X. t) + F|(X, t) = >( Q'Fm (X, t).2
(:1:3 1)
where Fi and Fix denote respectively gradient vector and Hessian matrix of sclar coi-
ponent P. The final step is to specify P-SDF to be linear in Y, AP = Am - Y for bond
pricing (and AIPD = A"" - Y for stock pricing). In the essence, in (3.34) we are building
a Functional SDF from the general dynamic of underlying state variable X. This extenisMio
scheme fits exactly into our construction approach. In the special case of original LG 1ond
pricing models, F(X) is linear in (in fact, identical to) X, Fxx = 0, which clarifies the
irrelevance of volatility specification o-X(X, t) there.
In practice, given the state dynamic {pu'1(X, t), A(X, t)} and a solution Y ofeeq. (3.3 4),
any function of the form M' = Am - Y, subject to non negativity and other regularity
conditions, is a consistent stochastic discount factor of equally tractable bond pricing model
ZC~,,,+,, M P I(X(t +T), t+ T) A .eC "F'(X. )
- I [ MP(X(), tT) Am . F(X,)
even though the X(1) is not a LG process. The set of dynamic {7"(X, /), o'(X, /)}, that
can render a closed-form solution F(X, t) for eq. (3.34), can be much larger than the lnear
span of X. Then plausibly follows extra flexibilities for LG modeling.
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Let us illustrate this extension approach in a simple example of two independent factors
X = (X i, X) following a i-power process (see Ahn and Gao (1999)) 35
(X,(t) = X,(t)(a1 - X1 (t)]dt +
dX 2(1) = X 2 (t) [a2 - X 2(t)]dt +
v/2[X 1 (t)13/2dZf(t),
We can easily verify that the following transformed state variable Y(t) is a
generator Q
Yi M t )t X1(t )[a1 + X1(tM]
Y2(t ) X 2(t) [a2 + X 2 (t)]
LG process with
- a1  0
0 p - a2
Tins sug-gests, for two constants A"',', An,2, the SDF
A'(X, t) = e- { Ar"f'Xi(t)[ai + Xi(t)] + AmX2(t) [a2 + X 2 (t)]}
an( tlie resulting bond prices
A1e- T(p-a1)(t)[a1 + X,(t)] + A'm, 2 e-Tp-a2 X2 [a2 + X 2 (t )]
A IX1 (t)[aI + X1 (t)] + Arn, 2X 2 (t) [a2 + X 2 (t)]
We note that while there exists closed-form general solution of eq. (3.34) for this specific
dynlviamiic, we canm be content with some simple and special solutions. This is because any
solution, regardless of how special, is consistent with same state X dynamic and has identical
LG )ricinig power by construction. In practice, this feature renders both flexibility and ease
to incorporate extension to LG modeling.
38-1l1h is process evidently does not belong to linearity-generating class.
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3.6 Application: The forward premium puzzle
We study in this section an application of our functional SDF construction to a pricing
anomaly in international finance. This anomaly is commonly known as forward preiniiiio
puzzle (FPP) (a.k.a., uncovered interest rate parity puzzle): on relative basis appreciating
currencies tend to be also associated with increasing interest rates. Generally speaking and
assuming complete market, the forward premium puzzle can be very conveniently discissed
using the apparatus of stochastic discount factor. In particular, in the saime international
finance setting, Bakshi et al. (2008) construct exogenous SDFs that accommodate boti local
and global risk to produce stochastic risk premia consistent with data in currency opt ion
market. Our construction instead concentrates on the consumption risk and tie general
equilibrium aspects of the pricing model by solving the endogenous SDFs as proper funct ion
of (consumption) state. We attempt to shed light into the necessary ingredients of investor
rational behaviors (preferences) and canonical equilibrium models that are compatible witi
this international asset pricing anomaly.
3.6.1 Forward premium puzzle and affine dynamic
To set the notation, we use the standard superscripts h and f to denote quaintities pertaining
to horme and foreign countries respectively. Let S(/) be the exchange rate available at t i ine i.
namely S(t) units of home currency exchange for one unit of foreign currency lien. Consider
any payoff D/(T) available at a future time T and denominated in foreign currency. We can
cormpute its current value in home currency by converting either its current foreign value to
home currency, or the payoff to home currency first. By no arbitrage, the two approaches
give identical value
S(t)E f Df(T) = E[ [A1 /h 1 (-)f S(T) D (7') 1(3.35)
w M c r s ti M fo i
where MWis country i's stochastic discount factor in physical measure
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For simplicity we do not assume information asymmetries between countries n, and
conse(uently all countries use identical prior distribution for pricing. In complete market
settings, the SDFs are unique, which implies (omitting multiplicative factor immaterial for
lie dyinmic uinder investigation) for all time t
M/>'(t)S(t) = AjhP or s(t) = nf'P(t) - nhP(t)A jh, P(t
where lower-case letters denote logarithms of appropriate quantities. The FPP can be quan-
tit atively and succinctly expressed as negative unconditional covariance between the changes
ds in log exchange rates and the interest rates' differential (all expectation and covariance
in this section are with respect to physical distribution)
od"' Cov (ds(t), 'r(t) -r()) < 0,
This covariance is indeed proportional to the slope coefficient of Fama (1984)'s forward
preiiimno regression, the negative sign of which constitutes a necessary condition of the
puzzle. Plugging in the above formula for exchange rate S and applying Ito's lemma yield a
more explicit representation for the unconditional covariance (we hereafter omit the factor
(d to simplify the exposition)
= o It TQP~h 2 TQP,f 2
od r yr(t) + r (t) - 2 , r < 0, (3.36)
2 2
where IQI),, is country i's market price of risk, see (3.4). This signed relation, observed em-
pirically for majority of countries pairs, implies that foreign currency's appreciation (ds(I)
increases) tends to go hand in hand with relative increase in foreign interest rate (interest
rat e differential rh(t) - rf(t) decreases) and vice versa 40. The directions of these comove-
ments constitute a puzzle, apparently it looks like international investors would demand a
11Fll-li I Ilis possibility may fit very well into our introduction of an equivalent measure R to pricing
modl construction in general.
"Eq. (3.38) presents a restricted version of the puzzle's counterintuition, namely country's market price
of risk necessarily moves in the opposite direction of it's interest rate.
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lower premium (i.e., interest rate) for holding a depreciating currency.
Motivated by the power of affine dynamic framework in modeling interest rates ald asso-
ciated term structures, Backus et al. (2001) explore the FPP within given affite dvnamili(
setting. They find that it is difficult, both theoretically and empirically, to accoimimodatc
the puzzle with the given dynamic. In the relation with this stalemate, our constructioi can
be best illustrated to be able to overcome these difficulties, and at the same tine provides a
viable risk-based explanation for the puzzle. Albeit Backus et al. (2001) employ a somewhat
special class of affine dynamic detailed next, the flexibility and advantage of our constriict ion
manifests itself in that it is bound to the same dynamic restrictions. Before presenting the
construction. we briefly sort through Backus et al. (2001)'s arguments.
Backus et al. (2001) consider symmetric, independent and single-factor Q-affine dynaimlic for
each country 4 together with positive interest rates linear in respective state variables
dX (t) = (K"C K "X" jdt + %0/ H + H jXidZ',Q(t);{+- E hf}. (3.37)
r'(X ) = a' + b'X(t); Et (d h-(t)dZfQ(t)] = 0;
In particular, they assume the standard completely affine dynamic setting of' Dai and Sin-
gleton (2000), wherein market price of risk is proportional to the volatility of state varile;c
rQPI(XI [) ~ = H1 + H'Xi, for i c {h, f}, so that dynamic in physical measure P is
also affine (see discussion below eq. (3.17)). In this setting. the condition (3.36) reads
dsAr - Va (t)) + ICo (QP.h ]2 rh(t)) + ( 3
-(b h) 2 Va7- (Xh(t)) +I ±Hhbh Var (Xh(f)) + (hi f- < 0.21
where (h - f) denotes the repetition of terms but with concerning home (iquantities being
replaced by foreign counterparts. This serves both to shorten the notation and to emphasize
the current symmetric setting. The key observations of Backus et al. (2001) are as follows.
First, for either countries, the admissible domain H' + HXI > 0 for positive, possibly on-
"Note that symmetric factors common to both countries do not contribute in any way to the covnia rice
(3.36) by mutual cancellation.
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bounded, square-root process X (t) implies that H > 0 (more rigorous discuss of regularity
conditions is presented in the next section). Second and by the same reason, almost surely
positive int erest rate assumptions a' + btX' > 0 require both bh, bf > 0. These two obser-
vations render the inequality (3.38) impossible, and consequently the FPP inconsistent with
thw given affiie dlv(ynamic setting. Backus et al. (2001) then relax assumptions on single and
indepeident factors, still they found that this more general setting fares poorly in addressing
enpirically thme puzzle. Their paper also points to a possible modeling solution, which allows
interest rates to assume negative values with some positive probabilities. We keep intact all
original dynamnic restrictions and instead propose a natural generalization of market prices
of risk to tackle this deadlock. Conceptually and more importantly, our construction also
points to a risk-based story behind the puzzle.
3.6.2 A risk-based class of FPP-consistent models
As suimarized in the discussion leading to eq. (3.32) (and also (3.17)), we see that the
comphiely affine dynamic employed in the above study of forward premium puzzle can be
implied by tie exponential-affine SDF
A I(X, t) = e p e^"3 -- > rpQ(X) ~ ox = /Ho + H1 X. (3.39)
This and our earlier observations then motivate a simple generalization of the complete-affine
setting.
The mi iodel
Omr 1iPP-consistent model is based on construction 1 in section 3.4.1. We now start out
witi a fiinctional SDF of the more general polynomial-exponential-affine form (3.32) for each
couitries in physical measure P. As a result, the implied market prices of risk have much
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richer structure4 2
M'(X2.t) e 'eeAi+BX'(Hi + HiXi, 
- > P(X* = -B~ H + H Xi C + HI{X/Hi Ht.X
We note, however, that in one regard this specification is simplistic because currently the
above square-root process X(t) and SDF MA',P are stationary. For more realistic constiue-
tion, we can overcome this shortfall by augmenting the state spaces, and adding (identical)
non-stationary multiplicative factors to the SDF of both home and foreign economnics (see
section 3.7).
For the sake of simple exposition, we hereafter adopt the convention
H = 0, Vi C {h. f}.
This amounts equivalently to an innocuous change of variable X= XX + and
does not affect the validity of our construction in any way. We otherwise retain exactly the
specification (3.37) used by Backus et al. (2001). namely (i) linear, almost surely positive
short rates and (ii) independent, symmetric Q-affine dynamic for each count ry. Vith ou
choice of p)olynomial-exponential-affine SDF (3.40), the dynamics are also affine in physical
measure P
dXjt) (K' + KI)X)dt + HiXidZ (t),
Kj=K -C7 I. K K' - BIH i c {h f}.
Hereafter we work exclusively with the dynamic specification {K", K "} in nieasure P. All
findings below concerning this specification can be immediately obtained for the risk-eiiutial
{ KQ, K"' } specification by reversing the above linear relations between these two sets.
12 Cheridito et al. (2007) first obtain this form of the market price of risk in their ext entded aIine Il 'S\1
setting. Here we generate it from a, polyiioiial-expoiieiitial-affine SDF.
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Te key FPP necessary condition (3.36) now reads
o-s - Var (r h(t)) + 'Cov ([rQPh(t)]2 rh(t)) + f) (3,42)
"b')2 Var (X'(t)) + I(B 2 H b"Var (X"(t))2
+ (Ch)2 h b Cov (Xh(Xht + (h a f) < 0.
Coipatred to previous structure (3.38), our construction offers a key new ingredient, namely
the covariance terms in (3.42) for the FPP regression coefficient ods. These terms stem
fron ihe richer SDF and associated mpr (3.40), and interestingly are invariably negative.
Under mild condition (see the proof of proposition 16 in the appendix), we also have a very
convenient approximation as an application of delta method
1_)_ Var (XI(t))Cov XitE (3.43)
Xt) ( E [X'(t)|)2  E{hf}
Next. wev need to examine whether their values can be small enough to drag the full o- dA'' into
the negative-valuied domain for FPP to be consistent. The analysis also helps to understand
the econoiics intuition behind working models.
I. Feller's admissibility condition: For the square-root processes (3.37) under considera-
tion, XI(/) will be strictly positive almost surely when following conditions hold (recall
t1hat we currently set Il = 0 Vi for simplicity)
2K > H' > 0 i {h, f}., (3.44)
where the first inequality is Feller's condition, the second is a regularity to make sure
ihat the square-root operations ox' = /jXi do not generate complex-valued volatil-
it ies for all admissible X'(1).
2. Linear interest rates: As summarized in section 3.4.4, the polynomial-exponential-affine
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SDF of the forms (3.32) or (3.40) generally leads to quotient short rates
r"(') 1Ep Mi(Xi=-) =Ci "(2 K- C" P--+ (3.4 5)r~(X) - d/  li ['<'; /)1 - ' (Rio ') i") N' ~ 8 
pi-KiBi-K C B~~ + i(-K Xi.w(P' - K""I'1 -- j"' ' - ROMJ~ B' (-" I'ij) xi.
Hence we impose the following parametric relation to enforce linear short rates (by
getting rid of ±-term) as a requisite following Backus et al. (2001).
p H'j1 - iK ' ( - C) i E {h, j}. (3.16)2
Note that the same specification gives rise to the linear short rate of our earlier coul-
struction 1 of section 3.4.1 (see the discussion following eq. (3.32)). Plugging this
specification into ininediately above expression for short rate, we indeed have
.ai =1 p - K01II Bz - K' PC?. - B1 .C? Hi
ri - a' + b'X with I E {h, f. (3. 17)
bi=-i(KP + H)
3. Non-negative interest rates: now as X (t) are strictly positive (possibly unbounded),
like before, the conditions to assure non-linear short rates ri - a' + b'X' are b' > 0 VI
or
B' K' P+IJiBi < 0 i E {h,f}. (3.18)2
We are ready to tackle the elusive sign of FPP covariance (3.42). We note that as a prereq-
uisite inherited from last section, the parametric setting is presumably synimetric beltw(een
countries, so similar parametric conditions are to be enforced in both countries. The most
plausible and robust sufficient specifications are to make the covariance terms Coc (X )
being always negative, the dominant contribution in (3.42) and thus render a FPP-consistenlt
negative odsAr
(Cb)2Hi >>wbi > (B) i ( , f .
Combining this with above conditions (3.44), (3.46), (3.48) we finally arrive at, the core
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specifiations (3.49) of the FPP-consistent construction.
Proposition 16 In an international asset pricing model possessing all of the following prop-
erties (where i e {h, f})
(i) polynoiual-exponrential-affine functional SDF in physical measure *
MliI(Xi, t) ~ e-o'e " Xy"i
(ill) afine, independent and symmetric-across- countries state dynamic (3.37)
(ii) addionlal paramectric spccifications
13 > 0; C' < 0; H' > 0; K' -1-K >> B'Hz, (3.49)
1 02
the change i'n exchange rates correlates negatively with interest rate differential as in (3.36),
.the foward premium puzzle holds.
\Vithin linear interest rate class (3.46), (3.47) our construction is both consistent and robust
with respect to forward premium anomaly in the sense that the FPP-consistent specifications
(3. 19) can be easily satisfied for a wide range of parameters. The most decisive resulting
constraiits among all is on B', as long as B' has small enough values pernissible domains
of other parameters implied by our construction will widen substantially (see appendix for
details). A more important task of uncovering any possible risk-based intuitions underlying
the annomoaly, within this line of construction, warrants a thorough examination of nature of
theso rest1111nS.
TFhe risk story
The in(lependence of risk factors between countries transforms FPP into separate intra-
country anomalies in (3.42). That is, as long as (squared) market price of risk (r/1QI') 2
3 This is (3.40). under the convention He = 0. Consequently, note that though parameters {Hf}eij are
not in i lose SDFs {API} ,=j, they still contribute fundamentally to the forward premium via their role in
t he st a te dvinmlic volatilities.
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and interest rate ri moves in opposite directions within each country i, the countries' cros
independence will only add up these negative correlations and push the (squared) miarket
price of risk differential (r/h'QP)2 - ( 1f,aQ)2 changes further away from those of interest
rate differential rh - rf. Motivated both by the desire to preserve the original Backus
et al. (2001)'s modeling framework and this clear-cut separation, we have also assumed
this same independence. Our strategy actually relies more fundamentally on the mieai-
reverting dynamic of consumption X(t), and establishes FPP-consistent relatiois betw veei
key economic quantities, shown schematically below.
M1111-1 t S, S:4 r' 4t .
AhP 4 (ih,QP) 2  rh = Mh, P h r
Symbols 4, tt respectively denote same and opposite directions of comovements. These
movements should be taken only in statistical sense. As such, the concluding thesis rt S
expresses FPP observed in the data: all else being equal, home interest rate r/ likely drops
(r' 4) when home currency depreciates (exchange rate " S T), and vice versa. Here is our
risk story underlying all of the above linkages.
Mh.P 4t S: This relation is a mechanical consequence of the assumption which keeps foreign
economy intact. Nevertheless, the intuition is that, all else being equal, home currency is
likely to depreciate when home risk is likely to increase. This can be best inferred from no
arbitrage relation (3.35)
S(t)E K<DJT) D (TP) [ AEP(T) S(T) Df(T)1.
Keeping all but S(T), M P(T) fixed for a simple exposition, increases in home coutlitry's
future risk prompt investors to apply more aggressive discount scheme (Mt 1 )(T) 4) there.
Facing such cloudy prospects at home, investors are to accept a, time-T payoff S(T)!)/'(T)
in home currency only when projected exchange ratio is sufficiently attractive (S(T) T) into
4 Recall that at time t, S(t) units of horne currency exchange equivalently for one unit of foreign currency.
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the future.
MI $T (r/hQ) 2 : The reasoning here is already covered by above argument. Increases
in futuire risk simultaneously boost both required risk premium ((r/hQP) 2 t) and discounting
(A!lI/^(T) 4). Reassuringly, this is the just a statement of quantitative relation (3.4).
( 1 h'4) 2  1.T rih: This key relation is a more subtle, but is also keenly implied by our construc-
tion. Nevertheless, without diving into full-blown rigors, the intuition is again very simple.
When lione market goes up, home riskless bonds lose their appeals (equilibrium interest rate
surges rh t), at the same time risk-averse investors likely wary less about risk (equilibrium
risk prenmium drops (11htQlP) 2 4), and vice versa. We now substantiate this intuition via
canonical consumption risk embedded in state variable X(t) itself: (r/h'QP)2 It X(t) T1 rh.
e no\v argue for these relations in turn.
The signs B' > 0, CI < 0 in specification (3.49) fit particularly well into a consumption-
based SI ory. For illustration, we consider a setting wherein positive and mean-reverting state
variable X' is simplistically identified with consumption4 , with explicit (growth) dynamic
(3.37) (recall H 0)
dX'(l) px't o-X) K' . H
X (t X) ___d dZ (t) dt () I X(t) dZ'(1).
Recall ti hat (3.'9) also implies K0' > 0, K1 ' < 0, or assuringly state variable dynamic is
mean-reverting in each country. We conventionally associate good states of economy with
largc realized values of endowment X2(t). As such, both consumption expected growth xP
and grovth volatility , drop in good states. These dynamics are key to of the risk-based
explaiation of the forward premium puzzle.
InI equilibrium, country i's representative agent has (additive) marginal utility of the de-
sired polynoiial-exponential-affine form Uj (Xi, t) _ AI(XI, t) = e-PteBX'(Xi)C'. Since
15lbiis identificLtion is some1('Wllat simplistic, but X' can easily be enriched with additional factors by state
space augientation techniques discussed in section 3.7.
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ALP > 0, the associated utility 46 is increasing. It also has the hybrid appeal of exponential
and power preferences (though B' > 0 here). We may see this alternatively inl the imiplied
risk aversion -i
XiUix(Xi, t) Xi1I'P(Xi, t)
(X?'t) - =- X . =-C' - BX".U.(Xi, t) Mi,'(Xi t)
The first constant component is from the power utility factor, and the second liniear comiLpo-
nent from the exponential. For almost power preference, quantified by parameters choices
B'K('P < C 1K", the consumptions X' mean-revert about a, positive level K . This miean
value is well below B and the above risk aversion coefficient ji is always positive. In other
words, utilities are convex, and representative agents have decreasing positive risk aversion
for all admissible consumptions as rationally desired. This downward-sloping behavior of
ye(X') is due to exponential factor of preference. For small enough B' (which is most rel-
evant for our construction), power behavior dominates the preference, wherein risk-averse
representative agent demands lower risk premia in better states of the economy. T lit is.
market price of risk QP'i(X 2 ) decreases with consumption X'. Indeed, a, transparent quaiti
tative analysis confirms this intuition (a direct but less intuitive computation on (3.40) also
does the job)
a _'_X -) = ( t X ' ..xo x 2 ) ) < 0 .OXi r/8i X (Y ., Xi <0
The inequality results from observation that both risk aversion coefficient i and market
growth's volatility (, ~ drops when market goes up. Consequently, investors demand
less premium for holding consumption-contingent asset and market price of risk decreases inl
good states in our rational model: (/h'QP) 24 X(1).
In light of consumption risk, the same interest rate (3.45) can also be recast in a very
lucid form related to risk aversion coefficient (square-bracket expression) and precaitionmary
"'The associated utility is U1 (Xi, t) ~ e-P' fX e Pie"Yc'dY
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sav'lings (Oi z=z , curly-bracket expression)
p+ '(i 1 [o-X (XI)|2r(X0) =pX [ 2 (X I2 X1 .)12}(Xi)
C'K' 1, C' - 1)
constant + 0 - BK<X H' (B )2xi + . . (3.50)tat+ X'I 1' 2 1X1
iterest ingly, all 0-terms originated from power preference load on ±, all B'-terms from ex-
)onenjtial preference load on X'. This signals a very interesting interaction between intertem-
)orall consumption smoothing desire (square-bracket terms), precautionary saving motives
(curly bracket erms) and the mean-reverting consumption dynamic. It is this rich interplay
that can give rise to FPP-consistent behaviors of equilibrium interest rates.
* Linear interest rate specification: Under this restriction (3.46), all -L-terms cancel
'
out and (3.50) coincides with (3.47). We now concentrates only on non-canceling
ternis (other terms will be studied next). Positive shocks in X' boost up elasticity of
intertemporal substitution -1 But as investors face negative expected consumption
growthIi (mean- reverting coefficient K{" < 0 in / ), the intertemporal consuiption
smoothing (term -BiKPXt > 0) increases in good states (large X'). This effect
conitributes to a surge in interest rate. Furthermore, when preference is mostly of
po\wer type (13' < C"), we can always disregard the second-order term originated fron
precautioniary saving (term j(B')2 H{X'). Thus, in our linear interest rate specification
mimicking Backus et al. (2001)'s, intertemporal consumption smoothing dominates
over precautionary saving motives, and interest rate moves in the direction of economy:
I 17 X.
* (Quotieit interest rate specification: For the sake of completeness, we now venture out
of domain of linear interest rate and additionally consider all i--terms in (3.50). Under
almost power preferences, consumption expected growth actually drops in good states
due to mean reversion, which prompts investors to trim current consumption and save
more (tern ). As a result, interest rate decreases. But at the same time growth
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volatility ", also drops in good states. Investors then reduce their precautionary
saving motives (term (H{Ci(C 1)) and consequently interest rate increases. \lwn
either investors are risk averse or consumption is variable enough, II > - > 0, t lIe
precautionary saving effects dominate 4 and interest rate again surges in good states
of economy: ri TT Xi.
Altogether, our construction tells a risk story on the dominant negative correlation between
riskless rate and risk premium in (3.42), as the two moves oppositely with respect to con-
sumption X'(i) . Looking back, Backus et al. (2001) consider a dynamic setting that can
be implied from pure exponential preference (3.39). We inherit this structure, but add to
the picture a dominant factor of power type (3.40), after which the model becomes FPP-
consistent. It might appear that power utility is all we need for the story to work here, and
in particular it might also be tempting to set B = 0. However, the renmarkable and relevant
role of this exponential preference eBx" in SDF is in fostering appropriate degree of interest
rate variability: slope coefficient b2 (3.47) is proportional to B'. Graveline (2006) estinat es a
two-country pricing model of extended affine class, in which the market price of risk dyriniic
is exogeiously specified to have the form similar to (3.41). He shows that extended afJie
dynamic is consistent with FPP in the data. This study thus supports our construction
empirically. Since these same dynamics are being implied from the consumption imodel. we
have gained further viable risk-based intuitions which drive forward premiun anomaly in
this setting.
There is neither consumption risk sharing nor trading at international level here, so in
such aspects, the construction is a rather simplistic version of real world. Nevertheless,
it serves our aim to demonstrate the advantage of functional stochastic discount factor
approach, the principal theme of current paper, in constructing economic models to ackdress
certain economic and price phenomena. Introducing interdependence between countries' risk
factors will certainly enrich the model in many relevant ways. This however calls for a nmi ti-
factor generalization of our functional stochastic discount factor construction, the sibject of
1 7Note that now real interest rate may have negative values, but also we currently are not strictly bound
to liniear interest rate specification of Backus et al (2001).
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next section.
3.7 Multi-factor settings and estimation
With tlhe exception of section 3.5.2, so far our constructions have been confined within
one-factor setting wherein state variable X(t) is unidirnensional (scalar) process. Realistic
econlomiiics problems are usually driven most certainly by multiple state variables. It is
alays desiral)le to have analytical frameworks, such as the original affine DTSNI or linearity-
generating dynamic, that can handle several correlating factors. In this section first we show
that our functional stochastic discount factor approach also works in multiple-factor settings,
then briefly outline the quasi-maximum likelihood estimation procedure for the construction.
3.7.1 Multi-factor setting
The state variable X (t) now is a vector-valued diffusion process in R", driven by m indepen-
dent standard Brownian motions Z(t) c R"'. To present key ingredients of the multi-factor
generalization, below we work with the basic construction (section 3.3.2). Generalizations
to other constructions follow in analogy.
1lier the state dynamic specification in risk-neutral measure (n-vector drift plXQ(X),
n x mn mat rix volatility jx(X)) and scalar short rate process r(X) are given in conjunction
with the featuring assumption that SDF in physical measure A'l(X. t) = e M't'A (X) be
proper function of state variable (and time). Under these condition, we can explicitly apply
Ito's lenunrna on general function Al "(X, t) amid identify outcomes with martingale differential
representation (3.4). This results in multi-factor counterpart of eq. (3.9), which now is a
SeCOIn order partial differential equation (PDE)
Tr (oX(X, t)uxJ(X, t)A (X)) + pX.Q(X) -Mx(X)
+ rX -(X))X(X- -p M (X)=0,
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where n-vector Al and n x n-matrix Alp respectively are gradient and Hessian of P-SDF.
The convenient change of variable 6P(X) MP(X) nicely transforms the above noi-lear
differential equation into a linear one, just as (3.11)
1
-Tr (O-X(X, t)uXl'(X, t)$.X(X)) + PXuQ(X) 0 (X) + (p - r(X))<p(X) = 0. (3.51)
At the first look, it is apparent that there is little hope to pin down the multivariate SDF from
this PDE, given {pyxQ(X). ux(X)}, r(X). A closer examination concurs that this vagueness
actually poses a very practical advantage for our current multi-factor construction. First.
the gist of this construction (see proposition 11) is that any solution of differential equIat ion
(3.51), subject to regularity conditions to rule out arbitrage, can be a, SDF consistent with
the given dynamic. That is, we do not need to solve this PDE in full generality. a very
difficult task in multi-dimensional setting. It turns out that, for the flexible equat ion (3.51).
not only it is much quicker to obtain special and consistent solutions, but also one has more
room to impose and accommodate economics-motivated structures on these sol utioiis. Let
us illustrate this point in a simple specific example, motivated by separat ion-of-variable class
of special solutions.
We consider now a two-correlated-factor model, arid for notational clarity we \\i ite
(X, Y)T in place of the 2-vector state variable X above. Similar to construct ion 1 in sect ion
3.4.1, we specify a linear interest rate and Q-affine dynamic for state variable
r = a+bX +b", - pQdt + ,(t) (3.52)
rXdY ( dZ -Q()
where ZXQ(t), Z Q(t) are uncorrelated standard Brownian motions in risk neutral measure
Q and
y + k/kX + AY
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Phigging these specifications into the key equation (3.51), we can confirm that special solu-
tions of interest can be obtained using standard separation of variables techniques. Specifi-
cally, we look for solution of the form
$(X, Y) eBYG(X).
This is indeed a solution of (3.51) if the following relations hold for unknowns 13 and G(X)
hy"B 2 + k!"'B - by = 0,
10 2.C Gxx +(Bo 2 xy + pXQ) Gx + ("2 [h]" + h"X] + B[ky + k"'X] + p - a - bxX G= 0.
Solving first quadratic equation yields parameter B. With all coefficients being linear in X,
the second equation is identical to (3.15) of construction 1. The most general solution of
G(\ ) is in term confluent hypergeometric functions 1(., .; 3X), as readily given in propo-
sition 12. Accordingly, in practice we may start out with a functional stochastic discount
factor of the class
e pt BY-aX
U1'(X, Y, t) = 1 ~ /X+ 2 3) ~(-y12~;3)A D(6, -y; OX) + A2(/X)'--7@(6 - -y+ 1, 2 -7#)
which will be consistent with the multi-factor dynamic (3.52). Yet different specific choices
withIin t his class yield rich sets of possible equilibrium interpretations, market prices of risk
and P-dyinamics, as we have seen in our previous re-constructions of various term structure
models, linearity-generating dynamic, and specially the forward premium puzzle.
3.7.2 Maximum likelihood estimation procedure
Since zero-coupon bond prices are tractable here, we can also use the maximum likelihood for
he iodel estitmation. Singleton (2006) offers an extensive resource for empirical estimation
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of 'many dynamic pricing models. For the sake of completeness, in this section WC arc
content with only sketching the maximum likelihood estimation steps entailed specifically
to our construction. The following procedure is also drawn upon the works of Ait-Sahalia
(2002), Cheridito et al. (2007) and others.
* Step 1: Collect data on more bonds than state variables (Pearson and Sun (1994)):
Pick price data of K bonds (with K different maturities. Treat first N bonds' prices as
exact (i.e., observed without errors), and the rest K - N prices as noisy (i.e., observed
with errors). Here N is number of state variables. Assume that observation error vector
is i.i.d. Gaussian multivariate with parameters set Trr
* Step 2: Pick a model to be estimated, e.g.. as in Construction 3. Choose some specific
numerical value set for input parameters of this construction. The input paraieters
are
'770 = {IJ; H1;: Iko ;K: parameters inside SPD
* Step 3: Because zero-coupon bond prices are tractable (Chen and Joslin (20 I1)~s
method) in the model, from the data (prices) of first N bonds, back out the iljplied
(latent) variable vector X(t) {X (1): ... ; XN(t) (corresponding specifically to he
above numerical set of parameters). (In our one-factor model, N = 1)
* Step 4: Now because our construction allows for explicitly (solved) P-measure dy-
namic p" cr, we can (approximately) construct the transition probability Ex(X (1) X(t
1)) in P-measure using Ait-Sahalia (2002)'s approximation (Hermite polynomial Cx-
pansion).
* Step 5: Since zero coupon bond prices is tractable, there is a tractable relation between
latent variable vector X(t) and yield vector y(t): y = y(X). Jacobian of this relation
allows us to convert state-variable transition probability Lx(X()IX( -- 1)) into Yield
transition probability L (y() y(t- 1))
e Step 6: We conpute the implied error vector (in the observed data) of the i'est K A
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honds:
c = (K - N) yields' error vector =
observed (K - N) yields - theoretical (K - N) yields
where theoretical yields are computed by feeding the implied state variables (obtained
in Step 3) into the model's tractable zero-coupon bond price
9 Step 7: As error vector c is assumed Gaussian multivariate, its likelihood is known
by pla(cing into normal multivariate density V( ..r). Then the total likelihood
function is the product
L(7 0oal) = Ljy(t)|y(t - 1)) x NV(c, 'Tr)
9 Step 8: By maximizing this total likelihood function L(tt) by changing the numerical
value of the parameter set T7ot in Step 2, we will arrive at the best-fit parameter set
1 total-
3.8 Conclusion
This paper starts with a key and simple observation that when stochastic discount factor is
proper function of underlying state variables, it can be determined from the risk-neutral state
dyiami via a simple linear differential equation. Consequently, state dynamic in physical
NeasuV (can also be consistently pinned down. Accordingly, we propose a novel, tractable
and most general asset pricing model of functional stochastic discount factor (SDF). The
construction is motivated by and provides structural foundation for many popular reduced-
form pricing models, which currently might lack of economic intuitions.
As an application, we construct a functional stochastic discount factor that sheds light
into viable consumption risk underlying the forward premium anomaly. Intuitively, when
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home market and consumption go up, home risk-free bonds lose their appeals, becolie
cheaper and home interest rate increases. At the same time, risk-averse international in-
vestors perceive lower risk in bull home market, and value home currency more favorably.
Altogether, these consistently render a rational explanation for forward premniun puzzle:
home currency relatively appreciates while home interest increases.
As a function of state variables, stochastic discount factor also offers new framework t o
unify diverse existing asset pricing models. To illustrate, we establish simple conditions uinder
which many classic settings of dynamic term structure modeling (such as affine. quadratic
and quotient interest rate models), as well as pricing models based on recently-proj)osed
linearity-generating processes, all can be derived from functional stochastic discount fact ors.
3.9 Appendices
3.9.1 Table of notations
The following table lists all key quantities and their notations employed in the main text.
3.9.2 Proofs
We recall that subscripts always denote derivatives or partial derivatives (when appropriate):
e.g., fx - % throughout the paper. To simplify the notation, we also omit the explicit state
and time contingency (X, t) from general function f(X. t) wherever the omission does not
create possible ambiguity.
Proof of proposition 12. Our construction of functional stochastic discount factor
M1'( 1 , X) out of given processes governing the state variables is based on the key second-
order linear differential equation (SOLDE) (3.11), and thus benefits greatly from est ablislhed
mathematical results. A recent comprehensive resource on differential equations and their
special function solutions is the NIST handbook (2010) edited by Olver et al.
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in particular, equation (3.15) can be solved analytically by transforming it into the follow-
ing standard confluent hypergeoinetric differential equation (CHGDE) (recall that subscripts
denote the derivatives)
gzz + I gz -g = 0, (3.53)
wZ z
















any general measure equivalent to P and Q
standard Brownian motions under respective measure
(vector) state variable
dynamic (drift) of state variable X in measure P, Q, R respectively
dynamic (volatility) of state variable X
(identical in any equivalent measure)
stochastic discount factor (SDF) under respective measure
SDF as proper function of (X, t)
SDF as proper function of (X, t), parametrized by A,, A2
Fourier transform of M(X, t) (in variable X)
subjective discount factor
reciprocal of SDF AIP(X)
Radon-Nikodyn derivative to change measure from Q to P
instantaneously risk-free rate (short rate) process
market price of risk associated with measure change from Q to P
infinitesimal operator associated with (diffusion) process X in measure P
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metric functions @(., .; z)
( -,y; z); z'- @( - + 1, 2 - -y; z).
That is, any solution gfAA2}(z) to (3.53) is a linear combination of the two indepen(ent
solutions
g9na (z = A1 (6, -y; z) + A2 Z' D(6 -- Y + 1, 2 - 7:z).
where A1 , A2 are constants of integration. Specific steps to bring (3.15) into (3.53) are as
follows.
First, after a change of variable




2(K 2HI - K 2 Ho + K 2y)
+ 0
H y
2 (p + a ( - 2 by
y + 5 =o.HI
Next, we make the following transformation and another change of variable
#(y) O e"g(oy); z -= py,
where a and 3 are two constants of choice to be determined below. Differential equat iou of
g(z) then follows from (3.54)
3 2gzz + 2) a+ H+ 1K1Hz 9zIIK~H I{ I
2nK+_ 2 20(4[KQHi-KQHo]+p+H -a)
+ {a + < H z ]
To bring this equation into the standard CHGDE (3.53) we choose parameter a such that
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y) (3.5 1)





H 2 H 4K1 1_
Dividing both sides of above DE then yields
+ gz + 2 (QLK(?Hl










whvIere (a is given by (3.55). Undoing previous transformation and changes of variables we obtain
the most general solution of (3.15)
PIAIA2 I (X) = e 4z A1(6, -y; z) + A2 z (( - y + 1, 2 ; z)] ,
with 3y = B(Ho + H1 X). Finally, using definition (3.10) yields (3.16). m
Proof of proposition 1-3. The specification of completely affine DTSM with one factor
X C H I (Dai and Singleton (2000)) can be written as
pX = IKj+KX;
(0 X)2 =X; r = a + bX; 'qQP = Al X.
'\Wlich root of (n to be chosen should be dictated by economic consideration, such as how stochastic dis-



















where A1 is a constant. This specification implies that the dynamic is also affine under (2:
p LxXQ =p -XqQP = Kio + KQX with
K = K<; KQ = Kg Al1 . (3.56)
In this setting, SDF M'(X, 1) satisfies a special version of (3.7), (3.8)
{X MJx + [KoP+ KgX]M; + (a + bX - p]AI(X) = 0,
A; + AiMP = 0 = Aix = A 1MP.
Plugging second equation into the first, and identifying terms of order X (constants) and
X1 in both sides respectively yield
a = p+AIIKo- = p+KO(A - K,).
b = A 1 (K - Al) 2 [(K)2 
-(KQ).
Using Aj1 from (3.56) we obtain first set of identities in proposition 13. (The first idenlt i'
above can be attributed to a choice of discount factor p., and was omitted in the proposition.)
The specification of completely affine DTSM with one factor X c
(2007)) can be written as
p'X'P = KOP + Kf x; ((-X)2 - X; r = a+bX; 7 QP= + A, v .V X
where Al li are constants. This specification implies that the dynamic is also affine luinder
Q: x P - r X' q =K + KQX with
KQ =K - Ai; (3.57)
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R*4 (Cherj idito (,t al.
KQ = K"' - A1.
In this setting, SDF M'(X, 1) satisfies a special version of (3.7), (3.8)
{XMPxx + [ Ko + K{ X ]MIx + [a + bX - p] MP(X ) = 0,
MfQ + (Afj + A) MP = 0 :- M (xAx 0 + 2AokA"i + A ) Mp.
Pluggiig second equation into the first, and identifying terms of order X-1, X 0 and X' in
hoti sides respectively yield
0 = Aoi K Aoi±1)
a = p+AniKo + AoiKf -AoiAij,
b - Al Kpv A)
Finally, using A01, Al from (3.57) we obtain the second set of identities in proposition 13.
(Ihe second identity above can be attributed to a choice of discount factor p, and was omit-
ted in tlie proposition.)
Generally, the functional SDF in construction 1 does not necessary imply P-affine dynamic.
Conversely. completely (or extended) affine DTSM does not necessarily imply a proper func-
tioiial SDF 1'(X, /). Only with these additional parameter restrictions, the functional SDF
AI'(X. I) in construction 1 generates a completely (or extended) affine DTSM. N
Proof of proposition 14. Equation (3.25) can be solved analytically by transforming it
into a foriri of standard Weber differential equation (WDE)
2
gzz - + g = 0, (3.58)4
whose two fundamental independent solutions are expressed in term of confluent hypergeo-
net ic functions -( )
: v 1 -2 -z2 v 3 3 Z2
c 2 +4' 2' 2C '+ 4' 2' 2
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That is, any solution gA2}(z) to (3.58) is a linear combination of the two independent
solutions
g { 1.(z) = Ale 4 (1 - +2
1 1-2
2' 2
3 3 z 2
+ 4' 2' 2 '
2 2 v
+ A2 4) 2
where A,, A2 are constants of integration. Specific steps to bring (3.25) into (3.58) are as
follows.
First, after a transformation
oP(X) =AX+x 2 9(A)




[(2HoN + K?)X + (HoAJ + KQ) gx - [AX 2 + BX +C] g =0.
where parameters A, B, C are related to A, N and are deferred till after the latter are
determined. Evidently, to bring (3.59) into Weber form (3.58) we choose 11. N such that
terim gx vanishes





These choices then pin down A, B, C in equation (3.59)
A - 4H0N 2 + 4KQN - 2p
IGo
4HON + 4KQAN + 2KQM - 2p1
Ho
H1A12 + 2AK7A + 2 (p - po)
Ho
'2 (K )2 + 2p 2 HI
0
2(K Ho + 2IK1 K + p HO)
0




Next, tlie change of variable"
2 A)
transforns (3.59) into
(z2 4AC - B 2
gzz -- -+ 34 4A2
g = 0.
Identlifying this with standard Weber equation (3.58)
4AC - B 2
4A2
inniedliately yield the most general solution of original equation (3.25)
Ale (2
where A,, \2 are constants of integration, and z = (4.4) (X + B- ) is linear in original state
variable X. Finally, using definition (3.10) yields (3.26). m
Proof of proposition 15. This proof is similar to that of proposition 12 in the sense that
equaltion (3.29) can also be transformed into the standard CHGDE (3.53), though detailed
ste)s are a bit different.
Fiirsi , after a transformation
gf(X) - e"CXXyf(X),
where nI.3 are constants of choice to be determined below, equation (3.29) becomes
[9xx+ [ 2 (3 + +2+ gX
j2j H1(2K -H1)0-20-1 2(H aB+ K a+KQB+p--00)) 4 H~a2+2K a-201
11,X 2  H 1 X + H 1  g =g0.
JReal value for z requires A > 0. In case of A < 0 we can proceed similarly to bring the original equation
(3 . 2 5) to another form of Weber differeitial equatioii gzz + v g = 0.
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z = (4 A) 4 X +
1 1 z2) -224 v 2 -
+ ' - ' 2 '2-- - +A2ze 4 3 -v + ' Z)(' I(X) =. eAIX+N X2
To bring this into (3.53) we choose parameters a1, 13 such that coefficients of order X 0 and
X2 of term g (last term in the above differential equation) vanish.
-K? ± [(K )2 + 2H 1 01j 1/2
1
2 + 2K a - 20 =0 > a =
H1
II, - 2K± [(2K" - H1 ) 2 (11
,32 H1 + (2KQ - H1 ),3 - 20-1 =0 1 032111
The differential equation for g becomes
gxx+ K ( 1 3 0+ ) + 2 (a1+ [x(+ yH/-v +.O- < + p 0,X H1 H1 H 1X
Finally, the change of variable
K? 2 [(K )2 + 2Hl,01] 1/2
-2 a+ K I X = I X
H i) H 1
precisely transforms the above equation for g into the standard CHGDE (3.53). AnalYi jcal
solution for g(z) and then o'(X) follow similarly as in the proof of proposition 12. We i us
obtain (3.30). *
Proof of proposition 16. We will show that when relations speciHed in (3.49) hold,
the covariance o-* d < 0, or high interest rate currencies tend to appreciate. But first we
explain how these relations are formulated in the first place. The relation H > 0 is dictated
by the Feller's admissibility condition (3.44) to assure the positivity for the volatility of' Xs
square-root dynamic. Similarly, K = (I' C 2c) is required to generate linear short rate r'
(3.45). The choice condition C' < 0 is motivated by an economic intuition that -C" > 0
characterizes the risk aversion of the representative investor in country i E {h, f} as tie
SDF Al is to be identified with the her marginal utility in the structural model of section
3.6.2. The choice condition B' > 0 together with small absolute value I13 robustly assure
ion-negative interest rate (3.48).
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Next, using delta method approximation (3.43) we rewrite the key FPP-consistent con-
dition (3.42) as50
1(Ch)2I h,P)2ds Ar h (X h)t F~ h2h _ (0/1) (KjP) 1(' ~b Var b + D2H HJ +(h + f) <0.
2 2 (K' 3,P21
Since 66 b/ > 0 (see (3.47), (3.48)), this covariance is negative when the last term inside
square brackets dominates the first two terms (we explicitly plug in KK - H(1 2 C") and
b- = B (K + )(3.47) in what follows)
(gi2(K'') Bi Hi
>j (I(> - \ K + > (Bi)2 h,}
HI(1- C) 2  2
Since B3, IJ > 0, the last relation of (3.49) -Kj > B'HI clearly implies the above
ine(ualities, and thus also the negative covariance od" < 0, for any risk aversion coefficient
C> that is strictly positive. The later part of section 3.6.2 justifies all relations in (3.49)
we have just derived here from a structural (risk-based) consideration. n
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